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BRISTOW FIGHTS
DUTY ON LEAD

OPIUM

NTH GUI

IS

Aldrich Says That Senators Must Do
Justice No Matter What
House Did.

Washington, May 8. As soon as
the tariff bill was taken up by the
Senate today, Senator Bristo of Kansas, opposed the increase on lead
cents a pound
from one and
to two and eighth cents, as provided in the new bill. He said the
increased rate would make it equal
to the Dingley rate, He held that the
House had. been judicioiis jin' Jts action reducing the rate, rAldrlch said
it made no difference what the House
did, the Senators are here, to. do
justice. Brlstow contended that the
differential provided by the, duty rec'
ommended by the committee on finance on pig lead is greater than the
cost of smelting and unwarranted.
President Appoints Arizona Judge.
Washington, May 8. The President
today sent to the Senate the nomina
tion of 'Edward M. Doe of Arizona,
to be an associate justice of the supreme court of that Territory.

,

t
Gauging Station to be Established at the Head of
White Rock Canon.

'

This la a traveling administration.
The Capitol was almost deserted today although Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa returned last evening
from Trinidad, Colorado, and Territorial Coal Oil Inspector S. B. Grimshaw
while Territorial
from Albuquerque,
Treasurer M. A. Otero returned today at noon. Governor George Curry,
and Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan expect to return on Monday from Albuquerque, and Territorial
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
and his assistant John J. Joerns from
Alamogordo. Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction James B.
,
Clark left this forenoon for Farming-tonwill
he
where
San Juan county,
address an education meeting. Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent left at
the same time over the Denver and
Rio Grande for his home in El Rito,
Rio Arriba county. Hydrographer J. B.
Stewart will leave on Monday for San
Juan county. Judge John R. McFie,
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena,
District Clerk Francisco C. Wilson and
Court Stenographer Mrs. G. F, McNitt
are at TaoB. Captain of the Mounted
Police Fred Fornoff went to Clovis,
Portales and Melrose. Vere Boyle,
clerk in the office of Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien is at Roswell on of-

.

.

Cooley, Arrives In Washington.
Special to The New Mexican.

Washington, May 8. The contest
raging between Chief Forester Pin
chot and Secretary of the Interior
Ballinger probably will be settled
without going to the President. Com
missioner Dennett, Secretary Ballin
ger says must comply strictly with
the law that Congress only can in
crease reservations.. The secretary
will not rescind orders throwing land
open to entry.
Edward M. Doe, was nominated for
associate justice of Arizona. He is
a native of Vermont,
He was elect
ed district attorney for Coconino
county and has been a resident at
torney at Flagstaff for eighteen year.

General
Attorney
business.
Frank W. Clancy is at Albuquerque.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott is at
Taos.
No Convict Labor.
At Albuquerque yesterday, Governor Curry informed a delegation of Al- touauerdne businessmen that no conborne
available
for
vict labor would be
time to work on the road that the city
of Albuquerque is building to the New
Mexico University, but that the Territory through its road commission and
Its Engineer Sullivan would
as far as possible in the work.
Incorporation.
toIncorporation papers were filed
and
Townsite
Land
day by the Kermit
CurImprovement, Company of Clovis,
$10,-00ry county. The capitalization is individed into 1,000 shares. The
corporators and directors are: D. K.
Fitzhugh and J. S. Fitzhugh of Clovis,
and G. A. F. Parker of Hereford, Tex
as.
Important Opinions.
Upon the request of Territorial
Superintendent J. E. Clark the following important points have been
passed upon by Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy in formal opinions
ficial

-

hereby attached:
Taxation of Sheep.
Hon. J. E. Clark, Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Building.
Dear Sir I have your letter of
yesterday in which you ask whether
under section 35 of Chapter 77 of the
laws of 1907, sheep owned by a resi
dent of a "school district, which are
grazing in, other portions of the
countv. are subject to the special
levy of taxes in the school district in
which the owner resides. I would be
inclined to the opinion that they are
so subject, were U not tor the expli
cit language of the last paragraph of
the section referred to which de
clares that "all property, personal
and real, situated in each. school dis
trict not otherwise exempt by law,

shall be subject to the three

mills

lgnacio

Lopez was confirmed

as

postmaster at Las Vegas by the Senate today.
Judge Cooley arrived in the city
today.

CREW OF LAKE
STEAMER PERISHES
Disaster Overtakes Adelia Spoores and
Boat Now Lies at Bottom of
Lake Superior.
Cleveland, 111., May 8. It is be
lieved here that fourteen members' of
the Crew steamer Adelia Spoores
have perishe and that the boat lies
at the bottom of Lake Superior off
White Fish Point. The Spoores passed the Soo upbound on Thursday.
Since then nothing has been heard
of her except newspaper dispatches
reporting the finding of parts of the
wreckage.
Brings Story of Disaster.
"'
Duluth, May 8. The story of the
wreck of the Adelia Shores was
brought here by Captain Gel and
Mate Spaulding of the steamer Simon Langwell.
The Langwell met
with considerable wreckage on Tues
day but with no distinguishing marks.
Later the upper works of the Shores
were recognized.
DEATH OF WIFE OF
REV. WASHINGTON

GLADDEN,

Columbus, Ohio, May 8. Mrs. Glad
den, wife of Rev. Washington Glad
den, former moderator of the Con
gregational Assembly, now pastor of
the First Congregational church died
today.
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That Gigantic

Third Party is

race
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Trinidad, Colo., May 8. Juan
45 years old, is under arrest,
charged by the police with shooting
and killing Mrs. Frank Orekar, wife
of a saloon keeper at Frederick, a
Grie-go-

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
camp, sixteen miles west of this city.
The shooting is alleged to have occurred at 5 o'clock this morning.
At the jail Griego is alleged
by
the police to have made the statement
tuat he heard someone prowling
about the place and in the dark of
the early morning he fired with no
object in view. He said he did not
know the woman was around.
Investigation by the police leads
them to the conclusion that Griego's
statement is .not accurate. It appears
say the police, that the woman was
shot at twice and that there had been
a quarrel between the two families
over a little strip of land between
the two homes.
the woman was 32 years old-anis
survived Dy ner misband and two
children. She crawled fortv toot- at.
ter she had been shot. Tb hniw
entered her neck and severed the
jugular vein. '
d

WITH CHINESE

OWNERS OF TOWN
LOTS ARE SCARED
Federal Judge Overrules Demurrers
of Governor Haskell and
Com-padr-

in Conspiracy

Cases.

Musgokee, Okla., May 8. Federal
Judge Campbell today overruled the
demurrers of the defendants in the
Mott

civil

Creek

Indian

land suits brought by the government against Governor Haskell and
other Oklahomans.
The decision in
volved as it does the legality of mil
lions of dollars worth of lots created
consternation. Not only Governor
Haskell and others, are involved in
the charge of fraud but fifteen hun
dred purchasers are vitally interested.
The court announced that innocent
purchasers would be protected. The
suits were orought by the govern
ment for the Creek nation to recover
three thousand acres in Muskogee
town lots said to have been obtained
by Haskell and others by scheduling
"dummies,"

Victim.

111.,

Lordsburg, May 8. The fourteen
months old baby of James Kelley of
Steins, Grant county, died this week
from the bite of a snake. On Wednesday, the little one was playing out
of doors when the mother heard it
cry. On going out she saw no cause
for the child's pitiful wail but later
found the marks of, snake fangs in
its little hands. The baby was
rushed to Lordsburg for medical at
tention but nothing could be done to
save its life. It is supposed the rep
tue was a hog snake, a venomous
snake sometimes found in southern
New Mexico, which will bite and then
glide away while a rattle snake stays
with its prey after it has struck with
its fangs.
;

Persuaded to Reconsider His
Resignation and Reconciles Factions

Zia.

AT SANTANDER WALSH FIGHTING
FOR HIS

RELEASE
There Met By Her Husband, the Ex- President of Venezuela Who
Under Sentence for Using Banks as
Hurries From Paris,
Market for Floating His Own
Santander, Spain, May 8. Senora
Banking Securities.
Castro, wife of the deposed president
of Venezuela, arrived here today from
the West Indies. She was met by
Chicago, 111., May 8. The governher husband, who came down from ment attorneys today filed briefs in opParis.
position to the plea of John R. Walsh,

under sentence to five years' imprisonment for
of funds in
his defunct banks, to obtain his freedom by an appeal to the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. Walsh's banks, the
Chicago National and the Home Sav- ings and Equitable Trust Company,
closed their doors on December 18,
1905, with a shortage of $16,000,000. It
is charged that Walsh bought up the
nearly bankrupt enterprises and organized new corporations. He sold the
bonds to banks and if the enterprises
made good, Walsh would be enriched,
otherwise Walsh lost nothing and the
banks were the losers. In all transactions, Walsh's name did not appear
on the books of the banks. The government attorneys charge that there
DIVORCE was no market for the bonds of his
struggling enterprises and he made the
banks a market.
-
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Does Not Want

Ninny For a

Husband
NEW REASON

FOK

Baroness Von Hutten Grows
Tired of Model
AVERBUCHWAS
AN ANARCHIST
Spouse.
Rome, May

8,

"The real trouble is, Tried to Kill Chief of Police Snippy of
Chicago and Was Himself
If he had

that Freddy is too good.

only one small vice like smoking, I
could tolerate him, but he really is too
good." This is the reason given by the
CURRY COUNTY ASKS
Baroness Von Hutten who was Miss
PLOT TO STEAL A
WRIT OF MANDAMUS
Betsy Riddle of Erie, Pennsylvania,
MILLION RUBLES for her divorce from the baron on the
The board of county1 commssioners
ground of desertion. The baroness has
of Curry county have applied to Judge Bookkeeper Heard Sounds of Excavat been living with her mother at the
ing and Five Men and Women
Hotel Qulrinal here. She is known as
W. HY Pope lor a writ of mandamus
are Arrested.
the author of "Pam." She asks no
against B. J. Reagan, treasurer and col
lector of Roosevelt county,? to compel
and she will see the children
him to turn, over to Curry county of
Gori, Russia, May 8. A plot to rob one month each year.
ficials the portion of the old Roosevelt the treasury of Gori of a million rubles
assessment rolls andtax list that cov- was discovered last night when the
" WOOL MARKET.
er the iportlon of the old county includ bookkeeper heard sounds of excavatSt. Louis, May 8. Wool firm. Tered in Curry county. ' The case was ar- ing. Investigation resulted in the ar ritory and western mediums 2526.
Fine mediums 1822. Fine 1318.
Test o five men and women.
,
t
gued today.

y

'

DOMINGO

SENORA CASTRO

BABE KILLED BY
A HOG SNAKE

Two and Three Hundred
Fourteen Months Old Child of James
Celestials Smuggled Across BorKelley of Steins Was the
der in Dining Car.

SECRETEDATSANTO

Ysidro Cliijae, the governor of the
pueblo of Zia, has been found! Several weeks ago, during a bitter factional quarrel among the clansmen
of the village, he disappeared mysteriously. H was believed that he had
been murdered by his political enemies, and Superintendent Clinton J.
Crandall, who has charge of the
northern pueblos, instituted a diligent search which though fruitless
for a long time, was crowned with
success, when yesterday Mr. Crandall
found Ysidro Chijae secreted at the
pueblo of Santo Domingo. Chijae
had simple abandoned his job in disgust and that without the formality
of a resignation.
Superintendent
Crandall persuaded him yesterday to
reconsider and Chijae consented to
return to Zia and resume the dignities of his exalted office. In conse
quence, there is a great rejoicing and
a lovefeast at Zia today, at which all
factions buried the tomahawk, smok
ed the calumet and, if the prevalent
legend is correct, are making sacri
fices to the big snake that, according
to tradition, is kept in the estufa. Zia
is one of the smaller pueblos and is
located on the Jemez
river, fifty
miles southwest of Santa Fe. Its
people up to this time have been very
clannish, secretive and backward in
adopting the white man's ways but
they are bom politicians and their
political intrigues would put a Tammany politician to shame.
Superintendent Crandall made the,
U;ip to Santo Domingo 'yesterday 'with
Abe Welfeldt in a
runabout automobile, in a little over two
hours.
Both coming and returning,
the journey was made over La Baja-d- a
Two More Porters, However, Are
hill, the automobile being the flrst
Down with the Smallpox In
to climb the hill with its own power.
Camp on Ranch.
When it is considered that the road
Nairobi, May 8. The Roosevelt ex is in an abominable condition
and
pedition is still in camp at the drops almost a thousand feet in a
ranch of Sir Alfred Pease at a point little over a mile, the fact will be apnear Machakoe. All the members of preciated. The journey from the Inthe party are well. It is reported that dian school was begun at 8 o'clock
two more cases of smallpox have in the forenoon, and the
party had
been discovered among the porters returned
by 6 o'clock in the evening,
of the expedition.
Roosevelt
will having spent several hours at Santo
proceed to the McMillian Ju Ja ranch Domingo in straightening out Ysidro
between May 16 and May 20.
Chijae, the recalcitrant governor of

Between

Chicago,

Abandoned

day

-

kn.r

Had

E

His Job as Gov-

:.

May 8. In connection
with the arrest at El Paso, Texas, of
three members of a dining car crew,
charged with assisting in the smuggling of Chinese into the United
States, U. S. District Attorney Sims
says that between two and three hundred Celestials1 were brought from El
MADE Paso in a dining car, "Two Chinese
ENTRIES
THIRTEEN
were this week brought to Chicago."
said Sims. "One crowd smuggled the
Chinese across the border where they
Many Nations Represented were turned over to another for Chicago. One Chinese was concealed in a
in Contest
New York
linen chest and another in an ice chest.
Today.
At Chicago another set, composed of
Chinese, took charge. The smugglers
New York, May 8. When the con- were paid four to five hundred dollars
testants lined up for what is known as for each Chinese. The train crew re
ceived fifty."
the
after-

lar Prize for
Winners

Struggle Is

ZH IS

To Begin Tues-

plicated

SMOOTH GAME

levy, and also the sinking fund bond
levy, and also the levy authorized by
the school directors, or boards of ed- ucatlon of each district for , the pur
'
pose of this act and no further," I
am compelled therefore to say that
only the property situated in. the
school district is subject to the school
district levy.
Very respectfully,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
(Signed)
Attorney General
Collection of Poll Tax.
Hon, James E. Clark, Territorial Su
perintendent of Public Instruction,
International Marathon this
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
to compete for a ten thousand
noon
Dear Sir Your letter of the 1st
- instnat,;: has been
received.
While dollar prize, thirteen of the world's
the law is silent as to when the Ha- - best runners were at the scratch. St
bility to the payment o poll tax ac- Ives, winner of the American derby at
crues, yet, as the lists of persons so l the polo grounds in April, seemed the
liable must be posted on the first favorite. The entries are EJdouard Cib- Monday in. February, I am unable to bott, Louis Orphee, Henri, St. Ives of
see how a man '), who is less than France; John Svanberg of Sweden;
twenty-on- e
years of age on that day, Felix Carvajel Of Cuba;; John Marsh of
can be, properly, included In the lists. Canada; Dorando Pietrtof Italy; Fred
He s not liable at that time under Appleby of England; Pat White of Irethe law,: and the lists must contain land; Ted Crook of the United States;
the names only of persons who are Fred Simpson of Indiana; Matt Ma- Tom M'or-loney, the
(Continued On Pact EIqI&1
United
StateB,
of
the
rissey
'

FOR Bt& STRIKE

NO, 73
OF

in New
Had Two Weeks Fishing
Mexico's Trout Streams and
Also Hunting.

Trinidad, Colo.. May S. Refreshed
from his two weeks of hunting and
trout fishing In the streams oi Northern New Mexico, James A. Patten, the
ImChicago wheat broker, is today speed
ing back to Chicago, where he will arrive at 7:30 tomorrow. He registered
at the hotel last night as "Ed. Jones"
of Chicago. He swore.the employes to
'
secrecy.
E ON THE JURY
Reporters too Smart for Patten,
t.
Trinidad, Colo., May 8. Mr. Patwas the center, of several amusWoman Threatens to Kill Government Will Use 150, ten incidents
on his way lo leave for
ing
000 Carrier Pigeons
Herself Rather Than Go
He declared 'he was not
Chicago.
Patten but Jones. He wanted to buy
for Mails.
to Penitentiary.
a through ticket from Tercio to Chicago, whereas the agent wanted to
Paris. May 8. Both the govern- sell him a ticket to Trinidad only.
Mercer, Pa., May 8. Mrs. Helen
Boyle was found guilty of aiding and ment and the state employes, includ- "I have been trying to elude report
of
men
of
the
the
the
Billy
ing
Department ofjers for two weeks," he said, "but
kidnapping
abetting
Whitla by the jury this morning. The Posts and Telegraphs are today rap- - i wasn't successful even then. I want
jury was out a short time this morn idly marshalling their forces for theja through ticket so that I won't be
When approached
ing, but the verdict was not read impending struggle which is expect bothered again."
until 1:30 by the trial judge. It is ed to be the crisis in the labor move- by a reporter he again denied that
hinted that strong pressure was ment of the Post and Telegraph em- he was Patten by the reported cauThe tiously looking at the hat band when
brought to bear to convict the wom- ployes against the government.
Mrs. Boyle said troops and special reserves were dis- the wheat king was at the table saw
an of kidnaping.
she and her husband would not go to posed this morning to guard the Cen- the name of "James A. Patten" thereprison alone but that a third person, tral Post and Telegraph station switch on.
who she said was responsible for the board machinery and the exposed
M.
plot would go too. It is also hinted lines leading to the provinces.
that she would take her own life be- Barthou, minister of public works is CHILDREN TAKE
fore she would go to the penitentiary. of the opinion that considerable pro
FIRST COMMUNION
She" was given no opportunity during portion of the state employes will
the trial to tell the name of the per stick to their posts and that
Second Day of Albuquerque Jubilee
son supposed to have had knowledge the aid of soldiers and the
Appropriately Celeof the conspiracy.
tion of the Chamber of Commerce,
brated.
and the commercial associations who
Will Ask for New Trial.
The
second
of festivities anent
day
Mercer, Penn., May 8. The court are organizing auxiliary forces, the' the
and dedication of the Im- blessing
tmlilfrwill
Kprvipn
Trmlntninprl
hp
room was crowded to suffocation
maculate Conception church at Altai-He- r
when the verdict was announced but One hundred and fifty thousand caP jI
this morning at seven
pigeons trained for war service jerque, began
no demonstration was made owing
b the celebration of man. At
(oclock
been
at
have
of
the
placed
disposal
to the warning by the judge. Mrs.
It is understood1 uus ",HSS rOTl HIX K'ns ana WS maQe
Boyle made no sign but drew on her the government.
tnelr Flrst Holy Communion. The boys
gloves and walked with the sheriff that the committee of the strikers dreiel n "lack and the
girls in white
does
not
Parliaintend
action
until
to jail. Her attorney announced he
After
I l,reBented a very pretty picture.
would ask for a new trial. It is not ment is given a chance to intervene
was over me cuuaren repairmass
rail-lui- e
at
on
its
The
Monday.
meeting
believed it will be granted. Boyle's
ed to the rooms of the Immaculate
sentence may be from one year to road men in the provinces have votschool, where a spread preConception
in
ed
with
the strikers.
life, and his wife's one year to twen
sympathy
pared by their mothers awaited them.
e
Over a Volcano.
years.
Tomorrow will mark the end of the
Paris, .May 8. "We are standing three days jubilee, when a pontifical
over a volcano, but Paris aa usual only
mass will be sung and the proces
JUAN GRIEGO
amuses Itself." This is the situation high
sion of the Blessed Sacrament will
HELD FOR MURDERA here as described by one newspaper. .lake place.
Notwithstanding the excitment and the
a crisis Paris is
Wife'
approach
of
Killed
the
Having
Suspected
social season is ROOSEVELT PARTY
as
ever.
as
The
gay
f a saloon
r.ni
Its height and the boulevards are
at
.
REPORTED WELL
Camp.
filled with pleasure seeking crowds.

Intimations

one-hal- f

PAGES

PATTEN SPEEDING
TO CHICAGO

GETTIHG READY

L

Bin

.

Taxation of Sheep
and Payment of
Poll Tax

HELEN

VI

Shot Down.
Chicago, 111., May 8. Doubts that
Jeremiah Averbuch, who attempted to
kill Chief of Police Shippy a year ago
and was himself killed, was an Anarchist, are apparently swept away by
an article in an Anarchistic magazine,
believed to be published in Switzerland, made public by Assistant Chief
Schuettler today. The article contains
a letter purporting to be written by
Averbuch an hour before his attack on
Shippy, for ordering the clubbing ot
laborers. He also states that when the
letter is received the writer will be
:
either on' the gibbet or In jail.
,

-.
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first-clas- s

withering blight;
When phantoms steal away the
soft moonlight
And hide its glory. under darknened
'
skies;
When lark or wren or robin loudly
cries
And shows to me no loveliness in

tailor, but

I

designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

and Jewelry as ow as $10 and as Mfb as IJW.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ore year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
On motes, diamonds

Win. FAR AH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
kUm

Francisco street.
The largest and the only

rnone lei.
store ix Santa Fe.

up-to-d-

3C

WW
3 CARS FLOUR 3
;

f

Jersey Cream
Imbodeh Imperial
Pansy

11
P

If

1

1

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
Corn Aleal
WE CONTROL. ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

Winter Grocery
Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.
No. 40

Telephone

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

AJ1D

8

8?

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Sflit7
Spill

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

when

LINIMENT
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.

no dearth.
Insane Asylum

auto-mobl-

i

--

Urn? JJU11U1

V

FJ

WUV

Mi
Yen

Maie to Order Clotlini

ani Boys Qottiif

Mens

"

"

n

Liniment for my family. It I
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns and scalds.'

Death of Mrs. Abelina .Romero-M- rs.
Abelina Romero, aged 38 years,
died after long illness at Las Vegas.
The funeral look place this morning.
Hotel on Las Vegas Grant The Edwards-Martin
Land Company has
completed a $4,500 hotel on the Las
Vegas mesa, twenty miles from Las
Vegas.
Interests Tomorrow
Conflict of
has been designated as "Mothers'
Day," as "Labor Union Day," and as
"The United Brethren Day," by various denominations.
Automobile Owners May Buy Road
The Albuquerque Automobile Club
e
may buy the right of way for an
road to Las Candelaria to connect with the Los Griegos circuit.
Curio Store on Fire The roof of the
John Lee Curio store at Albuquerque
caught fire yesterday and but for the
timely arrival of the Fire Department
there would have been a disastrous
blaze.
Died of Whooping
Cough The
eleven year old son of John D. An
thony, living on the Las Vegas mesa,
died of whooping cough on Thursday.!
The funeral took place this afternoon.
Colorado
Married Rev.
Couple
John A. Cutler of Raton, at the Colfax county courthouse, on Thursday
afternoon, married Ambrose Taylor
and Hattie P, Callahan of Louisville,
Colorado.
Elected Teacher of Elocution Miss
May Ross, a graduate of the Normal
University at Las Vegas, has been
elected to the chair of elocution ' at
the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque.
Held for Assault William Walker,
of Koehler, was held at Raton under $500 bond for the Territorial
grand jury, to answer to the charge
of having assaulted Frank Wimmer
at a Sunday baseball game.
Arizona Man Arrested at Albuquerque H. B. Allen, a former deputy
sheriff at Holbrook, Arizona, was arrested at Albuquerque on request of
Sheriff Joseph F. Woods at Holbrook.
The charge against Allen is unknown.
Special Courses at Raton Schools
Next year, Raton public schools will
have a special instructor in drawing
and music and a teacher in commercial branches, which will after next
year include stenography and typewriting.
Las Vegas Reservoir Project The
board of trustees of the Las Vegas
Grant has given an' option to D. A.
Camfield of Greeley, Colorado,
for
the construction of a reservoir on
the Las Vegas Grant to be built in
the Sanguiuela valley.
Fire Near Powder House The Raton fire department was this week
called out to extinguish a fire in the
city garbage dump only 25 feet from
a powder storage house. Fortunately
the flames had not made much headway and were easily extinguished.
New Theatre at Albuaueroue
and Alexis
Poseph Schwartzman
'
Wirth, have bought a piece of ground
25 by 140 feet at Albuquerque, upon
y
.which is a
frame building,
for $18,500. They will erect thereon
a fire-protheatre to be leased for
five years by the Crystal theatre manFound Jewels Instead of Eggs A
woman hunting eggs in a lumber yard
at Albuquerque found a cachet of jewelry and notified the police who watched the place with the result that they
arrested George O'Conner and George
Brooks, who said that they were selling the jewerly. The men were given
thirty days for vagrancy.
Oldest Mason In New Mexico-Chap- man
Lodge, A. F. & A. M., on
Thursday at Las Vegas, presented to

A
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T

Statistics Of the
In218 patients at the Territorial
women.
85
are
sane Asylum only

agement.

Ms.

.

WILL CURE

seals
The eye that nature's beauty sees

one-stor-

Wholesale anil Retail Dry

MONARCH )
GWr, nnrl flnllnrm
CLUETT f 01111 15 tUW UUUulu
Men's Shoes
GEO G. SNOW
Ladies and Cbildrens Shoes
UTZ & DUNN,
Corsets
WARNER BROS
Ladies Waists
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
Hosiery
Hats
STETSON
Trunks & Suit Cases
C.
A B,
Kid Gloves
TREFOUSSE& Co.

BALLARDSSN0W

That old age never

1

Co.

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

Why isufferwith

creeps
A cankering mold that fast my spirit
steals.
have o'er stayed my time upon this
earth
And must go where the soul forever

sleeps,
But this I pray:

eligman Bros.
M. BORN & CO
FRED KAUFPMANN
WANAMAKER & BROWN

flight,
And when no more I love the
mountain's height
And nature's echoes seem to me
but sighs.
Then I am old and o'er my soul there

an expert

the time to come. Ear Her you come the better to select your choice before the best
numbers are picked out

Incorporated 1903

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

'(

right from stock, cut
and made end pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only

with all the latest designs. We have done
Eastern
with
away
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
our customers. Now
you only pay our profit, which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all

Established 1856.

(Sonnet.)
When fragrant roses cease to charm
my eyes
And o'er their petals comes

now-runnin-

first-clas- s

ROUND UP.

DAILY

OLD AGE.

Merchant Tailoring
is
Department
in a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
our up - to date store
and pick the woolens

a

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1909.

M.

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
"

P O Box 291.

ST. LOUIS, MO,

FOR A HALF CENTURY

HOUSE

Sold

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
IN THE

CITY.

and Recommended by

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

Emanuel Rosenwald, a handsome Masonic apron, in recognition of the
fact that he has been a Mason for
fifty years and is the oldest Mason in
New Mexico. A framed photograph
of President Taft with his autograph
has been received by the lodge. The
87 members
present initiated H. S.
Van Patten, after which there was
a banquet and a smoker.
More Youthful Depravity at Albuquerque Getting one of three girls intoxicated last Sunday afternoon, and
persuading another to go to a rooming
house with them, is the serious charge
made by the parents of the girls at Albuquerque against Edward Williamson, William Lee and Bud Patterson.
The last two named were arrested and
given a hearing before Justice of the
Peace McClellan, who held the case
under advisement. The girls whose
parents complained are: Annie Joseph,
Ethel Carter and Miss Robinson. Williamson has not been found as yet.
.

n

n

AGENTS

OUR STOCK IN THIS LINE

Grease Skin All Came
off One Side of Face and Head-T- ried
an Ointment which Made It
All Fester-W- ee
Sufferer Seemed
for
Life.
Disfigured

By Boiling

Is Fore Complete Than Ever
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
Wright & Ditson Tennis Ball

CURED WITHOUT A
MARK BY CUTICURA
.
"About a year and eight months ago
my baby, aged ten months, was sitting
on the mat beside the fender and we were
preparing the breakfast when the frying-pa- n
full of boiling grease was upset and
it went all over one side of the baby's
face and head. One of the family ran
and wiped the scald with a towel and
you may think what a mess she made,
pulling the entire skin off. We took her
to a chemist who told us to get a doctor,
which we did. He tended her a week
and gave me some stuff like lard to put
on. But it all festered and I thought
the baby was disfigured for life. A
woman close beside me told me to try
Cuticura Ointment. I used about three
boxes and it was wonderful how it healed.
In about five weeks it was better and
there wasn't a mark to tell where the
scald had been. People used to ask me
if that was the baby that was scalded
and they would hardly believe me when
I told them she was and what cured her
face. Her skin is just like velvet and I
have never been without Cuticura since.
Cuticura cured three other children of
ringworm besides, so I have good cause
to thank it for what it has done. Mrs.
Hare, 1, Henry St., South Shields, Durham, England, March 22, 1908."

VV

HARDWARE

00.

;try our MM Ilia leal
Also Good iot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Hour, Hay,

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN BOOSE IN SANTA FE.

CUTICURA
World's Favourite Emollient.
A single anointing with Cuticura Ointment, preceded by a hot bath with Cuticura Soap and followed in the severer
cases by a dose of Cuticura Pills, is often
sufficient to afford immediate relief in
the most distressing forms of torturing,
disfiguring, itching, burning and scaly
humours, eczemas, rashes and irritations,
permit rest and sleep and point to a
speedy cure in the majority of cases,
when all else fails.
OTSend to Marat depot for tret Cutleun Book
on Treatment ol the Skin. Cuticura Remedies are
old throughout the world. Denote: London, 27.
Charterhouse Sq.; Paris. 6, Rue de la Pali; Auetra-M- a,
R. Towns A Co., Sydney; South Africa, Lennon.
Ltd., Cape Town, Natal, etc.: U. 8. A. Potter Drag
As Chem. Corp. Bole
Prop, Bosteo.

DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOOD3
Eye

Tested and
,

346 8an

4

lYlcAILl
--

,.

RIQHT SERVICE

HLIUKCC
SILVERWARE.
N. M.

-

-

By

IK'S
PHONE

Up-to-D-

Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND

use knowledge and care in the selection of ingredients which go into
Prescriptions and science in compounding them. In case of sickness
which is more important, that the prescription be filled by a 'cheap
drugoist or by a good druggist?

Fitted

IRWERELY

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

PRESCE FT HONS

-

H C VHWT7 VTPBS

CI
NO- -
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Whooping Cough.
"In February our daughter had the
whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanrecommended
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and Bald It gave his
customers the best of satisfaction. We
found it as he said, and can recommend it to anyone having children
troubled twith whooping cough," says
Mrs. A. Goss, of Durand, Mich. For
sale by all druggists.
If you want anything on earth
a Npw Mexican want "ad."

tr)

GET TO USING
THE

THIS IS CERTAIN
The Proof That Santa "Fe Readers
Cannot Deny.
What could furnish stronger evidence of the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney
Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove
undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
Years ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test.
Lino Romero, Palace avenue, Santa
Fe, N. M., saya: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills act just as represented.
It I had not been confident of this
fact, no inducement could have led
me to give a public recommendation
of this medicine, as I did some five
years ago. I then stated that I had
procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Strip
ling & Burrow's Drug Store and that
they had cured me of a dull ache In
the small of my back which had both
ered me off and on for a long time
and had by spells been the cause of
my laying off from work. During the
lapse of years, I have now and then
noticed a slight return of the annoy
ance, but never one that has not
yielded to Doan's Kidney Pills.
still hold the good opinion I first
formed of this remedy."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur- n
Co.. ' Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

Ill

troubles of their own, but managed
to get oui oi mem wunuut using
block aud tackle. The scenery was
grand beyond any seen on the journey although spring was but just
starting ami things in the high altitude were not as greeu as is usually
the case.
At Glorleta an altitude of 7,200 feet
was reached and Santa is 7,01 J feet
high so the breath came short when
hills were negotiated on foot to aid
car and also to
the
take pictures, something that hapt
times with F.
pened just
Ed. Spooner back of the camera.
The real tug of war came on
hill, a real mountain going up
from Apache Canon. The hill was
straight without thank you mums,
such as are met up with in Pennsylvania, and It ran up and up, it almost
seemed, to the very clouds. The
gasoline was low and the grade so
steep that it would not run back to
the carburetor. On two occasions
the car had to be backed to a point
where it could be turned sidewise
and then started after which it went
through. "The toughest I ever saw,"
said Knipper, and echo answered yes

j

FE GREETS

Sends Out a Wel
coming
FROM

FLAB

TO

FLAG

Is the Destination of the Trio

Who Are Laying Out An
Endurance Route.

from Messrs. Spooner and Macarton.
The run of the day was a reminder
of the north because so different. The
trees had been cut down to make the
road but the stumps had been left
standing along the center of the road
and in the ruts. And the ruts wash
out and are worn out to a depth that,
with an eleven inch clance causes the
axle to strike. Tlie car Is then straddled over the rut and then conies
trouble from the stumps at the road
side and a drop to the danger zone,
the real road. Oftentimes in such
cases the car gets on the tip and out
of it goes every one but Knipper who
some how by clever work manages
to pull it out. Then there are the
arroyos and these are sandy and some
times have water in them when wading has to be done to learn the
rnu
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EARL MAYS,
Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.

FORD AGENCY

102 E.
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NEW
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COLLEG E

of

:"

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

rV

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

A 11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course.

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities

for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

QJ0 CAUEfJTK HOT SPMJIGi.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
miles
of Taos, and fifty
north of teanta
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs!
The temperture of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are' not accepted.
These waters contain 1,626.24 wains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
Bar-anc- o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
hag been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, ; Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $16 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at' 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. . m., the
same day. For further particulars
address:
,

:

;

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
.

Prooriotor.

OjiCalitdie. Taoi County

.N M

D

'

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
of
the
West
at an elevation of 3,700
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittle rain or snow duriug session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
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For particulars and
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catalogue

COL. IAS, W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for. women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

VE SCHOOLS:

uiLsrrv

could eyer

through

Illustrated

address.

'

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ERSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,

this

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

p0fi,f.nin0

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

g

-

For Demostratkm,

"A."

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

pi

are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger Roadster, do not buy a ear until you have inspected our
l)0d Models. The wonderful performances of this car over New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
,
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.

Inn

have the prohibition cause purely
?n
vu ,
aa ,.u k,uu uC1u6
and carry not a wee drop for
heart
at
in Africa and furnished by the same eyen
on the car. No
em
firm, is carried on the mo or car. as man
&
befuddled
brain coujd
well as all necessary tools and ae-- j
,
h tW dlgtrlct
car th
v
couiremenis. , a n.n i.uc
,and taRe ,t tnrough safely and wreck
aensea iooo aiso w.ms
ui
me.ms ruin for the cUance3 oE any
luuuug uuiui.
ione passing are fe(j and far between.
The following is an interesting ae- - For tne 8eVenth day of the Path
scription of that part of the Path- ( finding trip and the fifth days' runfinders' trip from Las Vegas to
of tlle flag to flag contest not a
ta Fe, as written by F. Edward bpoon- - team was niet Jn twenty-on- e
miles
er, the official chronicaler of the ana- onlv two in the entire route and
--TO
one of these face p) face on that
party.
Las"
Fe,
to
Santa
From
Vegas
terrible Canoncito hill. The Senor
Santa Fe, Ma? 7. It' is" said to be promptly got to one side and un7?
thirty-eigh- t
miles by air line from hitched his horses and nearly drove
Las Vegas to Santa Fe, the Capital them over the bank to get them out
of the Territory of New Mexico and.0f the way. The Senor in another Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
the oldest city in the United States. wag0n was more scared than his
miles by the horses and the Senora was scared
It is not thirty-eigh- t
followed by the automobile used most out of her life. She held in
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
in the Pathfinding trip from Denver her arms the Patron Saint of the
the United States. Canada. Mexico
to the City of Mexico for the flag to family and was evidently
moving Payable Throughout
next
is
October.
It
contest
of
and
a
a
with
chair
flag
somewhere
bed,
and all Foreign Countries.
75.3 miles and much of that distance half a dozen kids.
REMITTANCES SENT BY
is up and down over mountains and
The route again lay yery close to
through canons. No route ever trav- the Santa Fe trail which it followed.
ersed by an endurance run has ever railroad so closely followed was the
or will ever compare to this compara- Santa Fe but a branch, as Santa Fe
tively short but in reality long trip. Is not on the main line, too long a
Billy Knipper, driver of the Path- - story to be told in connection with
finder called it a scenic railroad, W.Ithe story of the tour. In olden days
Fy Macarton, the route book compil- - a stage coach line ran over the route
?1

If you

Wert Point of the Southwert."
Officer
Detailed by War Department.
Array
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"Th

fortunately

J

8easons a,re knownWh?ur
,
,
,
T

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

Can-oncit- a

-

(

New Mexico Military Institute

forty-eigh-

.

ROADSTER

I

over-burdene- d

Yesterday afternoon when news
reached here that the Pathfinders had
unexpectedly added Santa Fe to their
They Are The Best
list of visiting points and were due
to arrive late In the afternoon, a party
For all Coughs and Colds,
of
representative citizens was hastily
both
in
and
children
Diarrhoea,
gotten together, accommodated with
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
four automobiles and started out over
Stomach Complaints.
the Santa Fe trail to meet the incom
There is no more efficient
ing tourists. The committee of wel
Uniment and Medicated Oil
come, if so it may be termed, went
than the INTERNATIONAL.
out about nine or ten miles from Santa
Fe, when the car of the Pathfinders
States.
was sighted and given a rousing welRemember the name Doan's and come. The trip back to Santa Fe was
These remedies can be found
take no other.
then begun. Arriving in town, the visitors were taken rather hurriedly
For Sale by all Druggists and
and
through the various parts of the city
Legal blanks both ?Sgllsb
Dealers in Medicine
Mexthat they might receive some idea of
New
the
sale
for
by
Spanish
its attractions. Later they were taken
ican Printing company.
tn thi Palace hotel and here as the
If you desire a clear complexion guests of the local automobile men
Compounded Solely, By
take Foley's Orino Laxative for con- thov oninvprt a snread. The party will
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
stipation and liver trouble as it will leave this morning for Albuquerque.
stimulate
these organs and thoroughly
YCll fcuuiupvu
OF NEW MEXICO.
rru
l,inth0 tlilV which
cleanse your system, which is what
Central
h di ance from Denver, Co-- ,
everyone needs In the spring in order co
New Mexico
to feel well. Sold by all druggists.
torado. to Mexico City, consists of
an expert auto
William Knipper.
driver, V. E. Macarton,
and representative of a large Denver
automobile company, and F. Edward
Spooner, a newspaper man who is
acting as the official chronicaler and
TOURING-CAR- S
photographer of the trip. A complete

fiFORD
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Parts of tk World.

All

!

e

TELEGRAPH.

i. D.

er cauea it oy names not pnntauie roaowea.
and F. Edward Spooner, who has
At one point of the day's run a
been dubbed the Yankee Pathfinder, herd of goats was met far out in the
it wonderfully
pictur- - country, the herder being a large
pronounced
esque and also hard. The hills went; handsome dog and several puppies
up and the hills went down, the forks who herded with the goats. At night
ran in all directions and were con- the. intelligent dog leads his charges
fusing, the towns were far apart all home for they follow the dogs every
day and when reached were really where, the canine always being at
no towns at all and to cap the climax the front with the great black ram.
the people all spoke Spanish and
At Arroyo Bakers an immense deep
lived in adobe houses.
None other arroyo was encountered but it was
than natives were met on the road. found unnecessary to cross. In the
Fortunately the party induced Simon distance could be seen the remains of
Bacharach, a prominent merchant of an old Indian church made of adobe
Las Vegas to go along and then kid- but this was too far away to photonapped him and took him to Santa graph.
Fe. Mr. Bacharach did the interpret- ' One of the amusing incidents of
ing and picked up natives all along the day came when tracks of an authe route as super ,; cargo.
These tomobile were found. Like Indians
natives were old and young and al- the Pathfinders . started trailing and
though automobile riding was a nov- the trail was lost again and again
elty insisted on charging at the rate but again picked up. Whoever drove
of about ten cents per mile for the the car, and it was afterwards learnprivilege of riding a few miles and ed that the gentleman was headed for
guessing at the route. One gentle- California, went off his route again
man, Don Romando Gallegos of San and again only to find it again. He
Jose, a storekeeper, and the only was evidently driving without a guide
merchant in the little town of one and had the time of his life trying
hundred and fifty inhabitants, living to keep straight. He passed through
in adobe houses completely surround- Santa Fe two hours ahead of the
ing a great square with a church in steady running little Pathfinders' mathe center and also county commis- chine, which is nof being driven for
sioner in the county of San Miguel, speed but, as a pathfinder and path
proved an ideal guide and also an discoverer and which carries twenty-twideal host. He forced the tourists to
hundred pounds regularly of ovstop and eat dinner and Mrs. Galle- - erload on a hastily repaired broken
near
'his 'spring, broken
gos fed them to their fill and then spring,
some. To the delight of the tour-- Raton,' has now held for over two
Ists the Senora showed them through hundred miles although but a wrench
a home of nearly a score of light n a tire iron support one end.
The steady running qualities pf the
pleasant( rooms located back of that
forbidden
adobe front, The Don j Mttle Pathfinder after having run
went along with the party and only 33,000 miles, has caused untold com- went wrong twice during the nearly ment all tnrougn tne country.
Santa Fe sent out a welcoming
fifty miles of turns and twists
through which he carried the Path delegation nine miles headed by R.
finders.' The route lay along the line ,L. Baca, president of the city coun-q-f
the Santa Fe Railway to be sure j cilrf and E. Coard, private secretary
the Secretary of the Terri- but it also lead away and then back
was
welcome
A warm
and so on. It also led through the tory.
Olorieta Pass, across the old battle accorded the tourists,
especially
field of Rebellion days and then into, warm, as it had been supposed the
Apache Canon. This canon proved a route would go via Lamy. The change
puzzle with the gasoline in the tank was made by Manager Spooner for
rather low and the hills being from the reason that the Lamy hotel burn- twenty to .thirty-fivper cent and
straight up the tourists had some
(Continued on Pagt Six.),
d

BARNES. Aoent.

LIVERY STABLE

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. H4CKS

CALL UP PHONE

9

NO

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

CHAS. CLOSSOM.

f. seig1brg
527 San

Inflian and

Francisco Street

Beilcae Dares

and

.

Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
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GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

UNTIL
CLOSE
OUT

EVERYTHING

.

IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

;

SUCH AS

Ladies' Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.
WILL BR SOLD BELOW

ADOLF SELIGMAN

COST

PLEASE
CALL
AND
CONVINCE

YOURSELF

DRY GOODS

CO.
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HOW ARIZONA LOOKS AT IT.
The Arizona Republican, probably
expresses the views of most of the citizens of Arizona when it says of the

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHTRt.
FRANK P. 8TURGE8,
PAUL A. P. WALTER,
Editor and President.

controversy between Secretary
and Forester Pinchot:
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
"The determination of Secretary of
the Interior Ballinger to exact strict,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Pootofflce.
conformity to the law 1n the creation
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
11.75 and extension of forest reserves will
Daily, six montns, by mail
I .20 Weekly Der
Daily, per week, by carrier
, 00 be approved by the West generally
"
ye"
76
Dally, per month., by carrier
there has been almost "a Satsix
months
....1.60 where
65 Weekly,
month, by mall
flaily,
urnalia of forestry establishment and
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
,
Daily, per year, by mail
extension within the last few years.
of
Notwithstanding the objection
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Western Congressmen and live stock
men that the
of agriculThe New Mexican is tho oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It is sent to ture was a lawdepartment
unto itself, the work
erery postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation of creating forest reserves went merrily on, on the theory that the end
twong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
to be attained justified the breaking
of the law or at least, an exceedingly loose construction of it.
"There is no doubt that the forestry
Bal-ling-

M.
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The New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere.
We will sell them at 5 cents in book
form.,

Cards

ProfesioMls

ATTORNEYS AT LAW- -

Vice-Preside- nt

Secretary-Treasure-

rr

PUMPING.
IRRIGATION
Not only the flowing waters and
the artesian wells are creating bits
of paradise in every part of New
Mexico, but the subterranean waters
that can be brought to the surface
only by pumping, will add material
ly in the future to the reclamation
of the fertile lands in the Southwest.
The; New Mexican told a few days
ago how the beautiful Las Animas
valley ii southwestern Grant county is being reclaimed by pumping,
six pumps having been installed. Delegate Andrews has introduced a bill
in Congress making a large appropriation for a government pumping plant
in the Mimbres valley where pumping experiments can be carried on
under the most favorable circumstances. The New Mexico Agricultural Experiment station has for
years devoted considerable attention
to irrigation by pumping and has
gathered valuable data as to cost. All
over the Territory the wind has (been
harnessed and windmills are pumping
millions of gallons of water in the
aggregate to slake me thirsty earth.
The Denver Republican takes an optimistic view of the future of irrigation by pumping in Colorado and its
words are equally applicable to New
Mexico. It says:
"The whole state will watch with
interest the experiment for as yet it
the
is only an experiment which
owners of some 10,000 acres of arid

SUCCESS TO THE SHEEP GROWER
The climate of England is more
severe than that ,of New Mexico, as
every one knowa, yet. it. is not unusual
for the sheepmen of the tight little
isle to have their flocks lamb by
Christmas, have a 350 per cent increase and to place fat lambs at. top
notch prices on the market before Nelw
Mtexico sheep, beglii to lamb. It i3 all
a. 'matter of methods, and of many owners of small herds against big holdings
by a few men. For English sheep-raiser-

BY

;

service has accomplished much that
was beneficial and necessary within
the last six years. Up to a certain
point the stock Interests were benefited and certainly the' agricultural
interests have been by the means that
have been taken by the forestryyBer-vicfor the conservation of the Jwa-te- r
supply. . Also the service haar restrained the reckless waste' of 'timber, j&nd by the educational methods
offset-tiers- .
has secured the

"But all this could have
therefore, the spring months
without violating the law
do not bring the worry alluded to in
regarding the withdrawal of land or
the following editorial of the Denver without violently construing the law
Republican :
for the purposes of the service; with"These days of uncertain tempera- out extending the area of the resture are not alone a menace to the ervations over great tracts of farmfriut growers throughout the West. ing land and without assuming conThe sheepman bears a heavy burden trol of all timber land for the benefit
of worry just now even heavier than of posterity.
the burden of the cattleman whose
"It is perhaps of equal importance
herds have gone through a long, hard with the importance of restraining the
winter and are in poor shape to stand abnormal and unnecessary growth of
more storms or cold weather.
the reserves that the departments
"The spring brings double worry to should understand as Secretary Balthe sheepman for the reason that the linger does understand, that their
future of hig flocks must depend upon duties are purely executive and lie
the weather at lambing time. It is entirely within the bounds fixed by
pleasant to read noetic fantasies about Congress."
the gamboling of young lambs in the
warm May weather but poets do not
The board of trustees of the Las Ve-- j
take into consideration the fact that a gas grant will not wait for the Recla-- i
cold storm hurled from the last strong- mation Service to build the Sanquljela
hold of winter in the mountains, may reservoir, but is giving an option to
sweep across the green fields at any private capital to construct the protime in May, whereupon the lambs will ject. While experience with the Reclagambol no more. And a spring like mation Service has not been sufficientthe present one holds more menace ly extensive in New Mexico to pass
than usual, for the reason that the final judgment, yet, it Is obvious, that
flocks have just gone through a long, it is more expeditious, cheaper for waharsh winter.1' In the Red Desert of ter users and more advisable, to perWyoming a famous winter range for mit private enterprise to build reclamation works wherever capital can be
sheep it is estimated that fully
sheep have perished in storms. secured for that purpose and to let to
Those that are left are not any too the Reclamation Service such projects
strong, and belated storms will work as would not be undertaken by private
havoc in the lambing camDS.
capital.
"But serene courage is part of the
That the Union Pacific is to enter
sheepman's character. Without it he
New
Mexico for the sake of getting
never could be a sheep man. He is
the most patient and the most misun- coal is predicted by people who prederstood man in the West. He has sume to know. That J. Pierpont Morgan is quietly gobbling up coal fields
been fought and bullied and
at every step. His right to public In the northern part of the Territory
and
range has been questioned everywhere. is certain; that the Delaware
Cattlemen have disputed his territory Lackawanna and other eastern railinch by inch, and the story of the dis- roads have secured coal and iron
fields in Lincoln county, has been espute has been written in blood. His
In other words, big railtablished.
sheep have been denounced as dewill soon be fighting
interests
road
stroyers of the grass roots and of
for the privilege of entering the Sunall
but
the
young trees,
years
through
the shine State and helping to develop it.
of violence and calumniation
The commonwealth is gradually comhis
sheepman has gone
patient way,
into its own.
winning victories through the calm ing
courage that is his chief attribute.
It is rather peculiar that the Deming
Slowly but surely he has overcome
which receives an annual apHospital,
prejudice and silenced slander, until
from the Territory for its
propriation
he
one
stands
he
where
belongs,
today
has1 laid away for future
maintenance,
of the kings of the realm.
reference the neat sum of $4,000. That
"Success to this
sunburst is an indication of
honesty, economy
guardian of the flocks, and may his and thrift, but as the Territory is givlambs frolic through this month of tering appropriations to charitable instirors without harm!"
tutions upon the presumption that
they need the money for immediate
Delegate Andrews seems to have use to relieve suffering and want, the
forgotten that he promised to intro- Deming Hospital will have a hard time
duce a bill for a public building at at the next legislative session to perSanta Fe at the earliest opportunity. suade the law makers that it needs
However, Santa Fe will not begrudge further appropriations and Is not
Las Vegas and Las Cruces the quarter million dollars each will get for
a federal structure in case Delegate
The clubs at Colorado Springs
Andrews gets his bills through as which are prevented by the law from
he has drafted them. The delegate dispensing drinks among their memis working hard to secure for this bers have installed the locker syscommonwealth not only its share but tem which means that the sideboard
more than its share. There is this will have a locker for each, member
consolation, that even with state- in which a bottle or two will be kept.
hood, New Mexico's representatives If the ingenuity of man were as eagat Washington wouldn't do "any bet erly and as generally manifested in
other directions, as it is to evade the
ter than Delegate Andrews without
'
vote has done.
law, this old world would sit up and
rub its eyes in glad surprise.
Idaho Springs yesterday celebrated
With seven murder cases pending in
the
of the discovery
of gold in Colorado, The general im- Taos county, it is an inevitable conpression in this country is that gold clusion that life is held much too
was first discovered
in the United cheaply north of Santa Fe and that
States in California and Colorado. justice demands thorough investigaYet, here near Santa Fe, white men tions and a number of hangings. When
mined gold almost a hundred years murders are as frequent as all that,
before gold was discovered in Cali- penitentiary sentences do not act as
fornia and for hundreds of years be- deterrents and the extreme penalty of
fore, the natives secured nuggets the law should be invoked.
from the placer gold fields of southern .Santa Fe county The dawn of Colonel Waterson's dictum that a
civilization on this continent was Democrat can be neither a prohibitionevidently right here and future his- ist nor a protectionist, demonstrates
torians will sooner or later give the vividly the hopelessness of the party.
prominence to that fact which it Take out of its ranks the prohibitionists and protectionists and those that
deserves.
remain will not be sufficient in number
No other state or territory, except- to man ever the pass at Thermopylae.
ing New York, has a chief executive
Roswell has adopted plans for a
half as well known throughout the
United States and, abroad as Governor $50,000 high school and there are
Curry. Ask nine of every ten of the hopes that Santa Fe will within a dereading public: "Who is the Gover- cade build a $5,000 ward school house
nor of Pennsylvania, or of Illinois, or for the most populous and biggest
ward of the city.
of Florida," and they are stumped, but
most of them have heard of Curry,
Taft has an inflamed eye. When
New Mexico's Rough Rider Governor,
who gained fame in the Philippines be- hi thinks of the horde of office seek-eithat has pestered him since
fore he returned to New Mexico to beMilch 4, he also has nausea.
come its chief executive,
beenac-complishe-
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New Mexico
If you want anything on
EDWARD C. WADE,
a New Mexican want "ad."
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If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

Attorney-at-Law-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

New Mexico

The First National Bank

E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Practice in the District and Supreme Cojrts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,

A. B. Renehan,

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law.a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
'
New Mexico
Santa Fe

'

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law-

.

.

j
,

Land and Mining business a spe' '
''
""., '
f,
cialty.
.
. ' New Mexico
Santa Fe
HOLT

SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practlc in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces

New Mexico

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
-

Socorro

-

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law-

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
L A. HUGHES,
ice President.

.

Established

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

,

A, H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS.
"

"

"'

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

try

3C

Attorney-at-Law-

d

100,-00- 0

.V."' C--

$75,000'

I

;

i

i'

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancaes.$
Loaps tnQney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarity. Buys and sells bonds andf
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ar d sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money trans miting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products.5 The bank executes all order's of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with .safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. ,

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

C. W. G. WARD,

...

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas

New Mexico

M. C. MECHEM,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Tucumcarl
New Mexico

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberta,
Jesse G. Northcutt,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

TIJE PALME HOTEL

Offices:
Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel lorat-Law- .

Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pr opt.

i

One of the Best Hotels in the West"
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

.

Postal Telegraph Office

Commodious Sample Ifooin

Washington Avenue

,

be reclaimed by this means. It may
easily exceed the entire area two
million acres now under irrigation
from, ditches in this state,
v ''That the experiment may mean
mucn for the future of Colorado and
Denver is evident; for land irrigated
from pumps calls for intensive cultivation, which in turn means great
density of population. For this reason there are greater possibilities in
the success of this venture than in
almost anything else which in recent years has been suggested as a
means for utilizing arid lands which
cannot be reclaimed by ordinary
methods of irrigation. It should be
borne in mind, however, that in its
present stage it Is only an experiment No one should build upon it
as though its success were already

brow-beate- n

:

assured."

keen-eye-

Work at the Elephant Buttes reservoir has been suspended, ostensibly
to acquire rights of way for the railroad from Engle to the dam site. But
the public suspects that there are
other reasons, some of them legal,
others technical, but all of them sufficient to cause the government forces
to take a lay off. It was a bad bargain anyway to give Mexico part of
the waters of the Rio Grande in return for a debt that the United States
did not, owe, and at the behest of El
2tyjr Hand speculators. The injustice
of this is the greater because the
people of the Mesilla valley are expected to pay for these reclamation
works themselves In greater part,
and their cost is a charge upon every
acre of land in the valley that is to
be irrigated. The Mesilla valley can
secure irrigation works for the irrigation of its lands at much lower
cost and that without inhibiting the
people of Taos, Rio Arriba, Santa Fe,
Sandoval, Bernalillo,, Valjenjeiia and
Socorro counties from building irrigation works of their own to be supplied from the Rio Grande and its
tributaries.

semi-centenni-

,

Governor Curry was right in informof Albuquerque
ing the businessmenconvicts
would be
yesterday that no
ol
construction
the
in
to
available
help
a road from the city to the University
of New Mexico campus for which Albuquerque is spending $2,000, but
which it will cost $4,000 to complete.
Governor Curry will not make the
mistake of his predecessor, Governor
Hagerman, who abandoned work on
the Scenic Highway between Santa Fe
and Las Vegas when it was within a
Pecos river, but will
f hw miles of the
tin.,. ii,iri- - nn the "Htehwav ironr,
Raton southward to its terminus at
m
mania e, ana lueuue uuiu
Camlno Real to El Paso via Albuquer- 'que. Building pieces of good road that
lead to nowhere in particular and are
disconnected, is not the kind of work
that will be charged up to the Curry
Administration.

,

.

Attorney-at-Law-

e

i

land are about to make to irrigate
the tract with water brough to the
'surface by pumping.
"The limit of this kind of irrigation
seems to be only the supply of water
which the pumps may lift. This is
greater in some localities than in
others. In some there may be no
available water at all. Homeseekers
should not take too much for granted. But there is reason to believe
that there is in the aggregate a large

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

r.

The New Mexican can' do printing.
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturnlng out
every class of work, including one ol'
the best binderies In the WeeL

i
j

;

tax-payi-

.',

L

,

GEORGE
Attorney and

.

BARBER,

Counsellor-at-Law-

.

Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Nevr Mexico

Lincoln County

CATRON & GOKTNER,
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office:
Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
H. R. PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered

...

Texlco

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
-New Mexico
Las CruceB
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CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. '103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Print-

ing company.
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G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
Attorneys A. B. Renehan and
Charles C. Catron will return tomor-

Capital Stock

.

row from Taos.
Vere Boyle, of the Land Commissioner's office, has gone to Roswell on
official business.
D. Baraton, a businessman of Gallup,
la In town today on business. He Is
a guest at the Claire.
Miss StelU Canny left this afternoon for Ix)s Angeles, California, to
spend a brief vacation.
II. S. District Attorney D. J. Leahy
of Las Vegas, has gone to Albuquerque on official business.
J. P. Ortiz, a sheep raiser of Ortiz,
Colorado, Is 111 town on business. He
Is registered at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Worden of Denver, are in the city seeing the sights.
They are guest3 at the Palace.
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent
left this forenoon for El Rito, Rio Arriba county, to visit relatives.
Leo Hersch, the local grain- man,
left yesterday for Espanola on business. He Is expected back tomorrow."
Mrs. F. L, VanSant of New York, Is
a visitor in town today enjoying the
sights. She Is quartered at the Claive.
Thomas Moran, the artist, and his
wife, passed Lamy yesterday on their
way from Chicago to the Grand Can-

$50,000.
UNITED

BUI

STATES

AND

TRUST GO.

SANTA FE, N. M.
PKPOSIT your money with the bank that takes
care of Its customers at all times. We wan your
business with the ansuratoee 'that you vtll receive
Dec
fair treatment. The growth o( our business since W'
ember tells its own story Come in to see us.
. ,
are at your service,
t
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DIRECTORS
' N.B.

N. A. PERRY
C. H, BOWLDS
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Territorial Treasurer M.
.. ii' returned
this noon from
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FURNITURE.

.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phonr

No. 10

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone
No. 10

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
y

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co..
A Itt, BERGERE,
anta Fe, N.

Southwest
Manager for New Me icd

M.

'

A. Otero

Albuquer- que where he had gone on official
business.
Harry Wade, recently appointed a
guard on the Jemez forest, Is expected to arrive in Santa Fe today from
San Marclal.
4
B. S. Philipps, a lumber man from
Buckman's, is in town today on one
of his weekly visits. He is at the
Normandie.
B. M. Thomas, deputy forest ranger left this morning on official business for the upper Pecos going via
the Knox trail.
D. J. Rankin, manager of
Southwest Brewing and Ice Company,
is in town on business. He is stopping at the Palace.

Phone No 83.

CORNER PLAZA

-- The

Man

We

give

Catron Block

ALSO

Is the fellow who protects
his savings with a good Fire
Insurance poljuy. He feels
secure when his buildings
are curling up in smoko.

NEW LACE CURTAINS
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Hall Trees,
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Chiffoniers, '
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,

GEO. M. KIN SELL
294 San Francisco St
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returned last evening from Trinidad,
Colorado, where he attended the funeral of his uncle, Samuel Jaffa, yesterday. Mr. Jaffa's home is still quarantined on account of the illness of

For anything aid everything appertaining to Printing gz Sindinu
all on the New. Mexican Printing Company.

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRI BUTOR OF THE MITCHELL,
McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Models AUTOMOBILES
and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS, In shaft or chain ; drive, In a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobilically inclined.
On the floors of my garage in Santa Fe can be seen the. differ,
ent 1909 models in Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial
Motor Cars, suited to the wants of Doctors, Merchants,', Stockmen
and Rancher, In prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-powMO-LIN-

er

from 10 to 40.
These models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
Show as representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than eighty
types of cars.
,Call or write tor literature of the car interested In,' also ask for
a road demonstration of the car.
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine
Shop
'
operated In connection with this garage.
,
,

8trwt

Tables

It is

his son, Benarthur, who however, Ts
practically well except that, the scarlet
rash is slow in disappearing. In the
meanwhile, Mr. Jaffa is a guest at
the Palace hotel, and the Misses Julia
and Eleanor Jaffa are staying with
friends.

,1
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Illustrated Songs,
Auditor Samuel El- was an arrival on
last night's train, coming here to join
Only Licensed Films Shown
10 and 20 cents
his wife and son who are stopping at Admission
the Palace.
Matinee, Children 5 cents.
Mrs, A. J. Marchant and daughter,
Miss Katherine Marchant, of St. Jos
Evening Show it 7:30 and 8:30.
eph, Missouri, are guests at the Claire.
They are taking in the sights in and
around Santa Fe.
Mrs. C. L. Bishop intends to leave
tonight for Pawtucket, Rhode Island,
where her daughter, Marian, is visiting. Mr. Bishop will follow later in
the summer.
THE LEADING
The report .that Hon. T. B. Catron
is seriously ill at New York was denied today, dispatches received from
him last evening indicating that he
Is in his usual health.
Invitations are out for a banauet
at Saint John's Methodist Episcopal
SOLE AGKNTS FOR
church on Friday evening at eight
o'clock, under the auspices of the
CHASE ft SANBORN'S
Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
Simon Bacharach, merchant at Las
Vegas, arrived last night in Santa Fe.
cpmlng over on the Pathfinder's auto
mobile In the capacity of interpreter.
He returned to Las Vegas on the 7:20
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FASHIONABLY ATT1R
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manner. A policy in a good
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bought low and are willing to
our Jcustomers the benefit

Who Looks Ahead
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Mail Order Solicited.

ART SQUARES

have pains In the back,
Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble,
and want a pprtnln nloocnnf haxH
Herefrom "Women's ills, try Mother
Gray's "AUSTRALIAN-LEAF.- "
It is a
safe, reliable regulator, and relieves
all Female
J. W. Blanchard. a fruit erower at flammation Weaknesses, Including in
and ulcerations. motncr
Fruitland San Jan coun i y and who Gra ,
, BOid
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by Drug.
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(41,1111; VUCinL
spend several weeks. Dr. C. A. Wheel-o- n
accompanied them to Lamy.
S. B. Grimshaw,
Territorial coal
oil inspector, returned last evening
from Albuquerque where he straightA. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
ened out a number of official tangles.
0 ; Mr. and Mrs. George Ellis -- and
;
Every Evening 7:30 and 8:45.
II daughter, Charlotte, formerly of San
ta Fe, have returned to Albuquerque Saturday Matinee
3:30 p. m.
from their mountain home at T.ns Moving Pictures,
V.

Denver Colorado.

of the

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Dont fail to see our bargains in

Nor-mandi-

..

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
TAPESTRIES,

AT

MISS A MUG LEU.
SOUTHEAST

J. B Stewart will leave on Monday
over the D. & R. G., for San Juan
county, on a stream measurement
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Millinger of
Los Angeles, are In town taking in the
sights. They are guests at the

We Can Furnish Your House ill

RUGS AND

MILLINERY

on.

R. H.HANNA.

W. S. DAVIS

-- OF

ALSO NECKWEAR

,

BUSINESS SOLICITED.
!M

'"

1

Assortment

-

,

YOUR

PAGE FIVE.

THE FINEST

Cashlar

H. BOWLDS,

f .7

A

M.

I
Santa Fe. N. M.

Newcomb Cleveland and George W.
insurance repre
uecK, or Denver,
sentatives are in consultation today
with Insurance Commissioner Jacobo
Chaves and his assistant Peter M.
Lienau.
Chief Justice Leroy B. Valiant of
Missouri, accompanied by Mrs. Valiant and their niece, Miss Henrietta
Worthlngton are at Roswell from St.
Louis, and expect to spend some timf
New Mexico. ;
O. N. Marron,
of Albuquerque, has returned from a trln to
the City of Mexico, where he exem
plified the third degree to a large
class of candidates in the Knlchts of
Columbus Lodge.
A tea will be given by the Woman's
Aid Society of the First Presbyterian
church at the home of Mrs. Frank
Andrews, 321 San Francisco street,
on. Friday afternoon, May 21. Admis
sion will be fifteen cents. ;
County Commissioner Roman Galle- gos, of San Jose, San Miguel county,
was a visitor for a short time
in Santa Fe last night. He came from
San Jose with the Pathfinder, serving
as road guide. He returned home ou
the evening train..
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan went to Albuaueraue last:
evening uDon short, noti in
to a telegram from Governor Curry,1
to consult with the authorities and
business men of Bernalillo tmmiv vp.
gardlng good road nlans.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
.

Every cup made from

Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee

SUM BONDS

REAL ESTATE

Is always the best, always
A
aam
Tlin.a
discriminate, find in Chase &
l

t tflA

INSURAICE

oan corn's lottee a quality
vox is unequalled in any
otaer.

CoflsG
fllpfifl
1Cfl

fr

LIFE, FIRE AND ACCIDENT

m 25cts 10 40cts

from 40cts to 80cts

per lb.

iv.i

have some special bargains in City Lots and Fruit
Ranches in and near Santa Fe. Consult ns before investing
your money.
;
We

,

FRESH STRAWBERRIES
, received three times a

O.

C WATSON

& COMPANY

'i

27

week
i- -

Al8

Hnme Groin

ipaps

V EVERY MORNING

Drink ,
Pabst

.

H.S.KMI&C0,
'PICE

'

28.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
MaltTonicV

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

'fft rl

i

i

:,;

.':;

i 'r f

1

i'. a,

'

" t
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 7888.)

flew tyxico Central Railroad; Time Table.
READ DOWN
NO

l'

RKAE UP

0
22

Santa

Lv.

Altitude

Ke

Ar.

Konuedy
Htanley

41

Molntuub
KSTANUIA

61

Ar,
Lv.

7.0001

6,060

Morlarty

62

6,260
6,176

Lv.
Ar.

NO.
6 20
05
8 05
2 22
1 55
1 25
4

2

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Interior,
at Santa Fe, N. M.
May' 4, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Fred
Thayer of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 6, 1904, made homestead entry
No. 7888, for lots 3 and 5, Sec. 28;
NW
lot
lot 1, Sec. 33, and E

m
ra
in
m
in

m

1--

1-- 2

Section 34, Township 16 N, Range
68
6,140
1 00
III
10 E., N. M. P.Meridian, has filed no80
12'25 p
Wllllard
6,126
11 55 am
92
6,210
Prog re ho
09pm
tice of intention to make final five
7 28 pm
11 36 a in
99
Kianca
6,295
8 10 p m
10 46 a in
116
Lv
Ar.
Torrance
year proof, to establish claim to the
6,475
2 13 a m
8 48 p in
10 50 a ra
Lv.
Torrance
land above described, before the regAr, 12 49 a in
7 00 a m
10 40 a m
Kansas Ul ty
Ar.
Lv. 10 40 p in
930pm
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
7 66am
7 06pm
10 02 p in
8 59 a m
St. IjOUlSJ
11 45 a m
6 60 a in
11 30 p m
9 00 p ra
on June 16, 1909.
(Jhlcano!
A 20
6 50
9 00 ft m
Kl Paso
1 15 p ra
p in
p m Ar.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Nicolas Gutierrez, Guadalupe Maes,
Tickets to all parts of the world, 'ullman berths reserved. Exclusive Tomas Maes, and Dolores H. Maes,
tgency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various all of Santa Fe, N. M.
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable information to travelers,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
free upon application.
Register.
c'ast freight service to and from ill Eastern and Vestern markets.
If your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys
J. P LYNG.
'
weak try at least, a few doses
are
CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
only of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In
five or ten days only, the result will
surprise you. A few cents will cover the cost. And here is why help
comes so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't
drug the Stomach, nor stimulate the
Heart or Kidneys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes directly. to the weak
and failing nerves. Each organ has
its own controlling nerve.i When
these nerves fail, the depending organs must of necessity falter. This
plain, yet vital truth, clearly tells why
Dr. Shoop's Restorative is so universally successful. Its success is
everywhere to give it universal preference. A test will surely
No. 1.
Miles From
Miles From
No 2
STATIONS.
DAILY
Dei Moines
tell. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
DAILY
Raton
6 06 p m
6 89 p in

'

STATIONS

MILKS

25 p ra
8 26 p m
4 86 p m
6 U p n
b tO o m

of the
U. S. Land Office

Department

1,

111

1.

St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

&

Comoanj.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

00 a. m.
12 a. ra.
86 a, m.
60 a. m.
06 a. m,
20 a. m
46 a. m.
20 p. m,
46 p. m.
I 80 p. m.
8 60 p. m.
84 16 p. m,
4 46 p m.
4 65 p. m.
96 60 p. m.
6 16 p, m.
6 36 p. m.
7 08 p. m.
.. 10 p.m.
7. 23 p. m.
7. 46 p. m.

10
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12

0
11
16

20
26
81

a49
68
66
68
77

89
94

I"

Lv.

."
"

"
Olifton House Junction "
Cunningham

42
49

N; M. Arr,

Lv, Des Moines,.!
Rumaldo,
Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson

Arr.

Lv.

RATON N M'
OUfton House Junction

Preston

"
"

"
Koehler
Koehler Jnct.
Oolfax
"
Oerrososo
Arr
N. M.
CIMARRON
Lv.
Nash
N. M,
"
Harlan
Ute Park

Arr.

49
46

29
24
18
7

Lv.

0

Lv,

7
18
28

426

d

8
8
2
2
12

66
30
65
30
25
12 06
11 40
11 06
11 16
15
43

68

59

7

47

60

The seals and record books for nom,
m. taries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incopo-rate-

6 SO p,
6 16 p.
4 66
4 36

$10
9
9
7
7
7

41

Lv.
Arr.
Lv

lead-druggis- ts

26
60
40
26

00

companies are also handled.
Call at or address the New Mexican
Pinting Company, Santa Fe, N. M.

a' m.

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

For a burn or scald apply Chamberlain's Salve. It will allay the pain
almost instantly and quickly heal the
injured parts. For sale by all druggists.

It Is an admitted fact that real

es-

SATURDAY, MAY S, 1909.

M.

woman covets a shapem lyEvery
figure, and many of them

TV uAlQ)IC3

deplore the loss of their girlish forms after marriage.
The bearing of children is
often destructive to the
mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birt- h
less, and carries her

feWMEBI

fully tell of the benefit and
relief derived from the
or inis remeay.
7.

Book mailed free to all expectant mothers.
IHE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.

11)11 W)
"
YJJs

MM

$35.20

$45.20

New Mexico Central
and

k

I

W.

FOR

V. R. STILES
General Passenger Agent.

Vs

"Santa Fe

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
PAST SCHEDULES

HIRTHER

INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,

El Paso.

etc., 'CALL

Texa,

ON

OR

ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,

exercises.
As the 30th day of May occurs this
year on Sunday, the Commander-i- n
Chief requests that Monaay, May 31,
be observed as Memorial Day.

:JTO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

General Assembly
of the

v

DENVER

&

I HI

MILffi

$21.10

Thin rate will also be 'used for
Summer Tourist business
June 1st. ft nd on sale
dally after that date.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.

F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. IS.

1

On Sale May 17th 18th and
19th.
Return limit Oct.
31st. 1909.

tive literature, etc. call on orjaddress.
C&

20 TO JUNE

'

Wb
ALL THE WAY

$50.35
KANSAS CITY, MO

$35.35
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Coffee

$44.35

Strainer ever invent

ed. Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The
Coupon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
Health Coffee sent to any lady re-- j
questing them. You can trick anyj
one by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's
Your'
Health Coffee at meal time.
visitor or your husband will declare
he Is drinking real coffee and yet
there is not a grain of real coffee in
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee. Pure
grains, malt, and nuts give Health
Coffee Its exquisite taste and flavor.
No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling.
"Made in a minute." Try it from
your grocer and get a pleasant surpound package 25c. Sold
prise. 1
Co.
by Cartwright-Davi- s

DENVER, COLO.

$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

'

$16.35

COLORADO SPRINGS,

$18.15
CITY OP MEXICO

$52.45

1-- 2

PITTSBURGH, PA.

$67.30

THIRTEEN, FIRES
IN ONE DAY!
Girl Two and a Half Years Old
mated in a Barn at Denver

SEATTLE,

$55.90

Cre-

TICKETS will be on sale dally
June 1st. to Sept. 30th. Good for
return passage until October31st.

Yesterday.

.
Thirteen
Denver, Colo., May
fires occurring on the windiest day of
the spring kept the Denver fire de-- ,

1909.

j

Low Excursion rates Ito all parts
of United States Canada and Mexico,

the anxious seat for;
hours, and left men and
horses in a nervous condition that
made sleep next to an impossibility at
the various station houses last night.
Cremated in a burning barn at the
rear of her father's home, 2514 West
Thirteenth avenue, the charred body
of Rosie Scherman, 2
years old,
was taken from the ruins of the.
stable yesterday by members of the
fire department.
The child, whose mother died a
year ago, was the youngest of David
Scherman's five children. Since the
death of the mother, .Rebecca Scherman, 19 years old, the oldest child,
has managed the household.
Rebecca last saw her baby sister
playing in the yard a few minutes before the fire broke out in the stable.
It is believed that the baby girl was
playing with matches in the barn and
set fire to straw. She was overcome with smoke and then a beam
fel1 and crushed her skull.
'
Coroner McGovern took charge of
the body and will probably hold ani
inquest today,
partment

on

twenty-fou- r

via the SANTA FE.

Call On. or

H.S. LUTZ,
Agent,
Santa Fe. N. M.

2

4

SALT LAKE CITY
ROUND TRIP
FROM

j

Santa Fe,

N. M.

$30.00

IDates of Sale May 29, 30. 31. Return
REV. I. W. WILLIAMSON'S LETTER.
lliiult 60 days from date of sale.
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington,
H. S. LUTZ,
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
Agent,
for nervous exhaustion and kidney
Santa Fe, N. M.
trouble and am free to say that it will
do all that you claim for it." Foley's
Kidney Remedy has restored health
and strength to thousands of weak, run
stopped in 20 minute
sure with Dr. Whoop's
down people. Contains no harmful
Croup Remedy, One
test will surely prove.
drugs and is pleasant to take. Sold
No vomitine. no dis
by all druggists.
tress, A safe and pleasing syrup fOc. Druggists.

'

GROUP

Summers Call!
Do You Hear It?
Doesn't the wakin g season arouse thoughts of tumbling
surf, .placid lakes, mountain climbing, the qest for the
elusive fish, the ga y life of the resorts, of riding, golfing,
automobile trips; or create a yearning for indulgence in
your own particular pastime?
If you hear it, heed it.

Where Should You Go?
Choose from among the following:

The Grand Canyon,
The Northwest,

Colorado,
California,
Yosemite Valley,

The Ala

Exposition.

fic

LOS ANGELES, OR SAN DIEGO 35 20
SAN FRANCISCO 145.20 AND RETURN
For the same trip one way via Portland and Seattle,

"

"

DENVER, COLO
MAY

Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
throat troubles are cured by Foley's
Honey and Tar as it soothes and heals
the inflamed throat and bronchial
tubes and the most obstinate cough
disappears. Insist upon having the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold
by all urugglsts.

v

I

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descrip-

S K. HOOPER, G. P.

Spanish-America- n

President 'Lincoln's Gettysburg ad
dress will be read at all Memorial Day

V

silvered

ILLS.

CHICAGO,

'

Invitations should be extended to
members of Relief Corps, Ladies of
the G. A. R., and
war veterans to attend church with
'
A"
the comrades.
. It is suggested that patriotic exercises be held in the public schools on
the" Friday afternoon preceding Memorial Day.

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Direct Bronte

the flag.
Posts are requested to attend divine
services on the Sunday preceding Memorial Day.

TO

"No Drip" is the mobt clever little

Mar-chan- t,

TRAVELING

E. P.

SANTA FE N, M.

ed lately and owing to the tough
roads it was thought necessary to
split up the route to Albuquerque Into two parts.

La-ne-

EXCURSIONS I

TRAVEL VIA

Tourist Rates

From Page Three.)

(Continued
Palace.
Samuel Eldodt, Chamita; William
Knipper, Detroit; F. Edward Spooner,
New York; W. E. Macarton, Denver;
Simon Bacharach, Las Vegas; Roman
Gallegos, San Jose; Mr. and Mrs. S.
G. Worden, Denver; Newcomb Cleveland; George W. Beck, Denver; D.
J. Rankin, Albuquerque; J. S. G.
Swaite, Chama.
Claire.
J. F. Ortiz, Ortiz, Colo.; G. A.
St. Louis; C. H. Ansley, San
Francisco; W. H. Shed, Joseph H.
Sims, Denver; Miss Katherine
Mrs. A. J. Marchant, St. Joseph; Mrs. F. A. Van Sant, New York
City; L. Helfrich, Trinidad; George
S. Virden, Delaware; D. Barton, Gallup,
Normandie.
Robert S. Millinger and wife, Los
Angeles; F. J. Collins, Chicago; R.
O. Rencher, St. John's, Arizona; J.
M. Hartley, Embudo; J. W. Freeman,
Iowa City; Preston Apperson, Duran-go- ;
B. S. Phillips, Buckman; A. B.
Stanley; H. H. Magaffey, Alamo; Miss B. Buseler, Tucson; Theodore Gerwert, Pittsburg, Kansas; C.
E. Olson, Kansas City.
Coronado.
Juan Sandoval, Galisteo; E. W.
Mayes, Denver.

I

- WEST

t)"'

)

SANTA FE GREETS PATHFINDER.

jHOTELARRIVALS.

financial men and merchants all
Connects with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N. tate,
A CARD.
auickest and best results are
anv
that
v
M., 6:15 p. m.
This
is
New
to
the
in
certify that all druggists
Connects with E. P. 6 S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., obtained by advertising
are authorized to refund your money
Mexican.
:55 a. m.
if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
your cough or cold. It stops the cough,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
heals the lungs and prevents pneumoNORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
nia and consumption. Contains no
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m. .
package. Sold by all druggists.
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
OBSERVANCE OF
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot for the fallowing points in New Mexico: Ocate,
MEMORIAL DAY
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Uts Park, N. M is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Department Commander John P. Vic
8tc ' Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
tory issues General Orders for
CALIFORNIA
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
Celebration.
W. A. GORMAN,
e. J, DEDMAN.
Department Commander John P.
J, van HOUTEN;
Victory, through Assistant Adjutant
Superintendent V. Pres. and Gen Mgr Gen- - Pass- - Agent
General Jacob Weltmer, issued Gener
RATON. N. M
RATON, N- - iW.
RATON, N. M.
al Order No. 3, today, as follows:
Memorial Day, with its privileges,
will soon be here.
II
LOS ANGELES
Forty-on- e
years ago Gen. Logan
SAN DIEGO
designated the thirteenth day of May
as a day for all Grand Army Posts to
observe by placing flowers upon the
graves of comrades.
In this way, each year, the day has
been
kept. Thus have the remaining
FRANCISCO
SAN
comrades cherished and honored the
memory of those who have departed.
With each returning anniversary as
there are new graves to be strewn
with flowers, fewer of those who reMay 6 to 13
member, more of those to be remem- bered-t- he
beautiful custom seems to
June 1 & 2
more
appeal
tenderly to the people.
10
June 24 to July
The day for sectional feelings is
July 27 to Aug. 6
past, and where there are Confeder
Return limit Oct. 81. 1909
ate soldiers buried, in any cemetery,
it is requested that their graves shall
Allowed
Stop-over- s
be decorated with flowers and with

EAST

SIMMER

The seal and recortt boons Tor notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing nompany, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Attack of Dysentery Cured.
"An honored citizen of,4;his town
was Buffering from a severe attack of
dysentery. He told a friend if he
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
he felt confident of being cured, he
having used this remedy in the West.
He was told that I kept it in stock and
lost no time in obtaining It, and was
t
promptly cured," says M. J. Leach,
druggist, ot Wolcott, Vt For sale by
all druggists.
Bad

-

,

$60.90.

Tickets on sale May 6 to 13, inclusive; June 1 and
June 24 to July 10, inclusive; and July 27 to August 6,

2;
in-

clusive.

Final limit October

31, 1909.

Liberal stopover

privi-

leges.
Slightly higher fares on other dates during the summer.

Santa Fe service and the famous
Could anything more be desired?
'

U3

D

'

meals

by

Harvey.

-

Plan now. Read up about
try and its attractions. Get
ers issued account the Elks
the N. E. A.; Colorado; the
position, the Grand Canyon,
H. S. LUTZ;

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M,

,

the counfree foldmeeting

great
and

Ex-
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M.
state whether "advertised" or not
Postmaster.

ed by these young people, and these

W.

C I.

contests are excellent training fot
them.. New Mexico will have need ot
orators and lecturers and the "home
brand" promises to rank high.

II. NOTES.

"I am but one, but I am one,
I cannot do everything,
But I can do something.
What I can, do, I ought to do,
And what I ought to do
By the grace of God

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CONVOCATION

'

The case'ln which the famous
"Artman Decision" was rendered, declaring that no state legislature has
a right, under the Constitution of the
United States, to enact laws authorizing the licensing of the sale of intoxicating liquors for beverage pur
poses, is to be appealed to the su
preme court of the United States.
This case was appealed to the circuit court, and then to the supreme
court of Indiana, being decided adversely in both. The Citizens
with headquarCommittee,
ters at South Bend, Indiana, is conducting the case, and
Hanley, C. V. McAdams and Judge
Artman have been retained as attorneys.
This will be a momentous decision
and we await the outcome with impatience. That the traffic is directly
opposed to the best interests of the
people cannot be denied.
What is the past history ot na
tions? Was Babylon destroyed because of economic or financial policy?
It was not, it was drunkenness pure
and simple. They were a liquor mad
people; sobriety was unknown to
prince or priest, and a drunken king reeled on his throne, surrounded by his thousands of
lords and ladies when death
came to them in one dread onslaught.
The mightiest empire was in ruins
with all its gold and glitter and
princely splendor laid low by al

GARMENT
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
A

(Las Vegas Optic.)
The 17th annual convocation of the
missionary district of New Mexico
nas Just concluded us business ses
sions in Episcopal guild, religious services being also held daily in St.
Paul's Memorial church, Rev. Henry
Easter, of El Paso, delivering an able
and convincing
sermon Wednesday
evening.
The convocation was attended by
Bishop J. Mills Kendrick, of Phoenix,
Arizona; Rev. Henry Easter, of El
Paso, Texas; Rev. W. Fletcher Cook,
of Albuquerque; Rev. W. E. Warren, ot
Silver City; Rev. Harvey M. Shields,
of Dawson and Tucumcari.
Bishop Kendrick presided at the

HEALTH

'IF YOU DON'T BREATHE PROPERLY
YOU CANNOT THINK RIGHT"
NULIFE compels deep breathing and holds the spine and head erect,
giving the brain regular blood circulation and filling the brain cells with
pure blood at every heart beat.
NULIFE is a thin, washable garment, weighing but a few
It makes you breathe to the full depth of your lungs, all
.
. Li-- - At
...T"
i
(J - torace, out. a scientific
me iimc f.
it is noi a snouioer
supporter ot'
It
the body.
straightens round shoulders, expands the chest from
two to six inches, and gives its wearer an erect commanding carriage.
NULIFE does its work while you do yours it's one
of the greatest health producing garments ever invented
tut outtne attached coupon order today,
Q
price, postpaid to any address

g

cohol.

What caused the decay of Rome
mistress of the world? It was nelth
er pestilence, famine, wars or poverty. It was wine dringing, excess'
es, debauchery and luxury. Condi
tiona which produced a Nero, a mon
ster in human shape, drinking, drivelling, shouting and singing while
the flames licked up the wealth and
splendor of Rome and laid it in black
ened ruins. King Alcohol caused it
all. When this poison creeps into the
veins of a nation, decay soon sets
in, just as the decay of the body sets
in when the blood of the individual

is poisoned by it.

Eve has long borne the blame of
the world for eating of the forbidden
fruit of the knowledge of good and
evil, but it is Adam who has lent the
willing ear ever since and put that
knowledge to bad use, wilfully turn-ingood into evil.
Eve of the grains of the field find
the fruit of the orchard strives to
feed her family. From the wheat
and corn she makesu the "staff of
life," but from the, same grain Adam
listening to the whisper of the ser
pent, distils the "drink of death," the
red rum that is ruin to his body and
his soul.
Eve takes the fruit of the vine and
the orchard for her table. Adam
presses out the juices and makes the
intoxicating wine,1 turning the
juices into the beverage of
Satan. All things when they come
from the Maker are good, it is only
after the destroying seeds of fer
ment of satan are dropped in that
evil is made.
These little seeds of ferment and
death, how they turn the
cooling, healthy blood of the grape,
the peach and apple into the cup of
destruction in which lurk all the de
mons of purgatory, anger, lust, vio
lence, thievry, murder and all abom
inations.
They enter into the blood of men
and change their whole nature. Love
turns to hatred, kindness to cruelty,
honesty to knavery. It changes the
blood of men just as it changes the
healthy juices of the fruit. When the
blood and brain become thoroughly
alcoholized you can hardly recognize
the man who once was. The image
of God is almost obliterated, and the
image of the beast is substituted,
This ought to be enough to make
men forever shun this evil, but the
serpent seems to have also bewitched
the hearts of men and blinded .their
eyes, so that seeing they do not com
prehend.
Eve has always, Bince that first
mistake, hated the serpent with a
deadly horror and fear, and she will
yet bruise his head. The Woman's
Christian Temperance Union is
crystallization of this desire and effort of the daughters of ' Eve. In
union there is strength in Christian
v union there is invincible strength.
Never before in the history of the
world has there been such a banding
together of the women animated by
this bitter hatred and undying determination to bruise, the head of the
serpent, who with this black draught
has through all the ages been rob-- .
bing her of her children. It is more
than it appears on the surface, it is
a deadly war between the daughters
of the woman and the serpent, and
It is a war to the death.
The banquet will be held in the
' parlors of the St. John's church, and
a general good time is expected, good
things to eat, and a feast of reason
and flow of soul, toasts, reading and
music.
The boys and girls are preparing
for a second double medal contest,
but the date has not yet been decid- ed, but will be announced later. They,
are enthusiastic and this will be even
"better than the first double contest,
There Is evidence of considerable
talent and ability display- -

n

1

life-givin-

-
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business sessions of the ecclesiastical
body and Rev. Jesse S. Moore, of this
city, was elected secretary.
In the missionary district there are
14 clergy and the bishop, one candl
date for holy orders, 14 lay readers, 3
parishes, 15 organized missions and 1

ple-bia-

God-give-

The

Met. at Las Vegas the Past Few Days
bishop J. M. Kendrick Presided
Delegates Chosen.

I will ao."

wine-drinkin-

NULIFE-

--

tt A
$3aUU

unorganized missions.
The council of advice Is constitU'
ted as follows: Rev. Henry Easter of
El Paso, president; Rev. W. Fletcher
Cook of Albuquerque,
J. Stoney
Porcher and D. Pope Holland of El
Paso.
The bishop's examining chaplains
are: Rev. Walter R. Dye of Santa Fe;
Rev. Jesse S. Moore of East Las Ve
gas; Rev. W. E. Warren of Silver
City. Hon. L. Bradford Prince of
Santa Fe, is chancellor and Arthur
Boyle, of that city, is registrar. The
treasurer of the convocation is Wm.
J. Johnson of Albuquerque, and the
treasurer of the missionary district is
R. J. Palan of Santa Fe. The district
secretary of the Woman's, auxiliary is
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Livesay of Victoria,
Dona Ana county, N. M.
Delegates to the Missionary Council
of the Southwest, to be held in Oklahoma in January of next year, are:
Rev. Harvey M. Shields, Rev. Henry
Easter, Hon. L. Bradford Prince, of
Santa Fe, and Chief Justice W. J.
Mills, of East Vegas.
The report of the committee on the
state of the church consisting of
Rev. W. Fletcher Cook and Chief Justice Mills, was forceful and encourag
ing in every respect, showing a sta
ble and continual advance along all
lines of church endeavor. There have
been in this district more baptisms

THE
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Most Common Cause of Suffering.
Rheumatism causes more pain and
Phone
SALE Typewriter,
FOR
suffering than anv other disease, for
the reason that It is the most common Red 91.
of all ills, and it is certainly gratifying
A few furnished rooms for rent- to sufferers to know that Chamber- 114 Cerrillos street.
lain's Pain Balm will afford relief, and
make rest and sleep possible. In many
FOR SALE Good ranch in Tesuque
cases the relief from pain, which Is at valley. Call on .Henry Pacheco, 306
first temporary, has become perma- Palace avenue.
nent, while in old peoDle subject to
chronic rheumatism, often brought on
FOR SALE Good second hand
by dampness or changes in the weath- wood cook stove, Good baker. Iner, a permanent cure cannot be ex- quire 140 Cerrillos street.
pected; the relief from pain which this
liniment affords is alonj rvcrth many
FOR SALE One tent and one Mar-ll- n
times Us cost. 25 and 50 cent sizes
pump shot gun, almost new, half
for sale by all druggists.
price. Address Box S15 City.
PUBAUTHORS
SEEKING
A
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
LISHER should communicate
with.
(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.) the Cochrane
Company.
Publishing
Department of the Interior,
277 Tribune Building, New York City.
United States Land Office,
man
WANTED Intelligent
or
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10, 109.
Notice is hereby given that Dolores woman to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 15. 1904, made Homestead En- Exclusive territory, and nice, profit
able work for the right party. Senetry No. 7849 Serial No. 03721 for the ca Filter
Co., Seneca, Mo.
14
S. E. 4 of Section 15,

Township

1--

J

DENVER, COLO.

wAHT

FRANK W. SHEARON.

J

N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
final proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on July 7, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Pedro Gonzales,
Atanacio Gallegos and Fernando Gonzales, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

prescription is printed upon
box of Dr. Shoop's Pink
Tablets. Ask your doctor or drugLETTER LIST.
gist if this formula Is not' complete
Pain means congestion, blood pres
List of letters remaining uncalled sure. Head pains, womanly pains,
instant relief from
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. pain anywhere get
a Pink Pain Tablet. Sold by Strip
Cathedral.
for the week ending May 8th, 1909. ling Burrows Co.
Fourth Sunday after Easter, May 9, M.,
If not called for within two weeks
1909.
Notice For Publication.
they will be sent to the dead letter
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
office
at
(Homestead
Washington:
Entry No. 7159.)
Second mass at 9:30 a. m., sermon in
of
the
Interior,
Department
Mr.
Eldolfo.
Alvarado,
English.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Third mass at 10:30 a. m., sermon
Baca, Mr. B. Perea, due 2 cents.
April 26, 1909
in Spanish.
Baca, Mr. Elf ego.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
At 6:30 p. m., May devotions.
Bailey,N Mr. Frank.
Martinez, of Lamy, N. Mex., who, on
Booth, Walter.
Episcopal.
August 4, 1903, made Homestead EnMr.
The Church of the Holy Faith, Rev.
Bosworth,
Harry.
W
SW
try No. 7159, for E
W. R. Dye in charge.
Buener, George.
11
N.
SE1-4- ,
14
T.
Sec.
15,
Range
5.
m.
Calkins, Mrs. Eva.
Sunday school at 9:45
has
M.
P.
E.
N.
Meridian,
Colvln, Harry.
Morning prayer, with sermon, at 11
intention to make
A pain
25c

each

o'clock.

and more confirmations during the
past year and there are at present a
larger number of communicants than
ever before in its history.
One of the most pleasing features
of the convocation just closed, was
the set of resolutions which were
unanimously
passed, congratulating
Bishop Kendricks on his 20th anniver
sary as follows:
"Whereas, This Is the 20th anniversary of the consecration of Rt. Rev.
John Mills Kendrick, D. D., as bishop
of New Mexico; therefore be it
"Resolved, That the members of the
convocation hereby express their lov
ing appreciation of the noble,
character of their bishop,
of his unfailing faithfulness, of his untiring toil, of his deep devotion, of his
able administration and of his exceeding, loving kindness to his people and
clergy; be It further
"Resolved, That we express, as far
as words can, our devout gratitude
and great gladness that we have him
with us on this, the 20th anniversary
and that God in His goodness has preserved him, with all his powers unabated, and we pray that many years
may be added to his
devotion to the church."
Bishop Kendrick responded in felicitous, sympathetic and happy remarks.
The next convocation will be held
in St. John's church, Albuquerque, on

Litany service Wednesday morning
at 9:30 o'clock.
Seats free. All cordially invited.
Methodist Episcopal.
Methodist Episcopal church, E. C.
Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m

!

j

Morning preaching service 11
Subject of sermon: "What
Christianity Has Done FOr the Work- ingman."
Epworth League, 7 p.m.
Evening preaching service 7:45. Subject of sermon: "Working Out Our
Own Salvation."
First Presbyterian Church.
Jonathan W. Purcell, Ph. D., paso'clock.

tor.

Sabbath school tomorrow mornlpg
at 9:45, with Allan R. McCord, superintendent, in charge.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock with
sermon by the pastod, subject of ser
mon "Is Church Going Worth While?"
Junion Endeavor meeting at 3 p
m.

Regular evening church service at
7:45, subject of the sermon, "The
Verdict of Life."
On Wednesday evening at 7:45, the
meeting for prayer and study of the
Holy Scriptures is held.
The public is cordially invited to
worship with this congregation.
Many weak, nervous women have
been restore . to health by Foley's
Remedy as it stimulates the kidneys
so they eliminate the waste matter
from the blood. Impurities depress the
nerves, causing nervous exhaustion
and other ailments. Commence today
and you will soon be well. Pleasant to
take. Sold by all druggists.

Criswell, Mr. W. H.
Davis, Hon. Jack.
Dooner. Mrs. C. T.
Dougherty, D. N.
Dunn, Miss M. L.
Elliot, Mr. Fred.
Gallegos, J. M.
Gibson, Mr. Ellmer.
Goaton, W. M.
Green, Zeno.
Hammil, Mrs. Wm.
Hoopingarner, Mr3. H.

1-- 2
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filed notice of
final five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the Register and Receiver, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 16th day of June.

ONLY REAL TRADE SCHOOL IN
THE WORLD. Enrollment 200.
Contract work being done In
Plumbing,
Bricklaying,
Electricity.
Advanced students earn wages while
Free catalogue.
UNION
learning.
TRADE SCHOOL AND CONTRACTING CO.. 120 East Ninth, Los Angeles.

20,-00- 0.

Biliousness

and Constipation.

For years I was troubled with bil
iousness
and constipation, which
made life miserable for me. My ap
petite failed me. I lost my usual force
and vitality. Pepsin preparations and
cathartics only made matters worse.
I do not know where I should have
been today had I not tried ChamberStomach and Lfver Tablets.
lain's
The tablets relieve the ill feeling at
once, strengthen the digestive functions, purify the stomach, liver and
blood, helping the system to do its
work naturally. Mrs. Rosa
Ala. These tablets are
for sale by all druggists.
Potts,-Birmingha-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The

fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
1909.
manager, Automobile Line.
Claimant names as witnesses:
I- Teofilo Herrera, Marcelino Garcia,
,
Augustin Gonzales, Jose Maria Apoda-ca-

FRESH EGGS

of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

CREAM & MILK

Register.

G.

Jaques, Walter.
Kiser, Mr. Kinder.

Lindsay, Mrs. W. A.
Lucero, Senora Tomasa.
Lucero, Daniel.
McCalister, Charles'.
McFarland, Supt. Walter B., (2).
McKinley Music Co.
McKonnon Music Co.
Noal, George.
Ortiz, C. M. de.
Ortiz, Miss Mary Lurdes.
Pockerel, Mrs. W. W.
Pugens, L.
Raven, Miss Beryl.
Robertson, Mr. M. L.
Rodrigues, Miss Delflna.
Rodrigues, Miss Guadalupita.
Romero, Manuelita.

Santa Fe Incorporating Co.
Scott, Mrs. S. W.
Shoemaker, Miss Bernardt.
Slater, Mr. Joe.
Smith, Walter W.
Southerland, Mr. A. B.
Stewart, Mrs. Chas.
Tafoya, Manuel.
Telles, Pedro.
Taylor, W. E.
Taylor, Master Henry.
Thompson, Mr. T. J.
Wood, Mr. J. W.
In calling for these letters please

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7842.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
April 5, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Celes-tinGonzales of Cowles, N. M., who,
on March 11th, 1904, made Homestead
Section
Entry No. 7842, for NW
27. Townshin 17 N.. Ranee 12 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
10th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roibal, Emillo Gonzales,
Prudencio Gonzales, Trinidad Apo- daca, all of Cowles, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Telephone No I4tf Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

1--

The Lumbe r o the Season.

Register. is the

Lumber we are
now off ei ing to the trade. It is
If you want to feel well, look well
thoroughly dried and properly
and be well, take Foley's Kidney Rem cut material for all building purposes.
edy. It tones up the kidneys and blad Every architect who knows that our
der, purifies the blood and restores Lumber is going into a Job is satis-fle- d
health and strength. Pleasant to take
that the materials are all right.
and contains no harmful drugs. Why And though best in quality, we are
not commence today? Sold by all leally lowest in price.
d

well-grow-

druggists.

n,

Ct W t DtdOY7.

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

Tuesday, April 19, 1910.

7T

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, "N. M.. April 10, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-itRibera, of Pecos, N. M., who on
March 11, 1904, made Homestead Enof S. W.
try No. 7S43 for; the "S."
of Section 27, S. E.
of N. E.
and N E.
of S. E.
of Section

Woman's leanty

a

.

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1--

4

1-- 4

28, Township 17 N., Range
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed

12

E.,
notice of
intention to make final five-yeproof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the XJ. 8. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on June 7, 1909.

Claimant names as witnesses: Ores-tinRibera, Pablo Gonzales, Toribio
MHMIvw auu Avuiiiuoci
xviucia, ail ui
o

Pecos N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

.

Register.
A book on

Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or Tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop,
of Racine, Wis. You that are well,
get the book for some discouraged.
Do a simple
disheartened sufferer!
act of humanity! Point out this way
to quick and certain relief! Surprise
some sufferer, by first getting from
me the booklet and the teBt. He will
appreciate your aid. Sold by
ling Burrows, Co.
Strip-oratoric-

al

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

Some women retain their beauty to an advanced
age. But women, who regularly endure pain, age
rapidly, for suffering leaves its lasting marks on

them.
Nearly all women suffer more or less with some
form of female trouble. It should not be neglected.
Avoid the paintreat yourself at home by taking
(Jardui, as thousands of other women nave done.
Begin at once and give Cardui a fair trial
.

m EMI E
It Will Help You
',

it

AT ALL DRUG

STORES

U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
for
Pone
Toledo.
the Buick,
Agents
these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and Full equipment of modern Cars In
'the Pecos Valley to El Paso add service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert ChaufSanta Fe and all points in the
feurs in
Valley and western New Mex- reserver charge of every car. Seats
on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso ft Southwestern
Automobiles lqave Roswell daily at
or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for Railway,
well, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
60 Iba. Any
Baggage allowance
Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv- - by notifying Company at Roswell
Es-tanc- ia

J. W. STOCKARD, manage p.
'

I

j

Goreville, til., tried Cardui an3 writes:
female troubles, and was so sick I could not stand
on my feet Finally I began to take Cardui, and soon began to
mend. Now I am able to do all my housework and am in much
better health than I was before." Try

Mti. Katie Burlison,

"I goffered with

AUTOMOBILE
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Raton and north of Raton this afternoon. At Springer and Las Vegas
there were showers the same as at
(Continued From Page Five.)
PHONE
Santa Fe. In the mountains east and
PHONE
NO. 92.
west of Santa Fe, it has been raining
NO. 92.
lion. George Shuniway, of Gales-bur- and snowing the past two days.
Illinois, one of the most promiDeath of Two Healthseekers Ho
nent lawyers of his home state, where mer Robinson, aged 23 years, who
he is also a power in the councils of came to New Mexico three weeks ago
the Republican party,
accompanied from Rushville, Illinois, died at Ros- by his wife and son, spent yesterday well of tuberculosis. At Dexter, near
sightseeing in Santa Fe, leaving last Roswell, Scott Whitman, a business;
Mr. man, died of tuberculosis. He came
night for Riverside, California.
Has Been so good this week that we havent' time
Shumway was enthusiastic over his to the Pecos valley four years ago.
to write out our regular add, but last weeks
visit to the Capital City, and said
Rival Teams to Clash The newly
that in his travels which had extend- organized baseball team known as
ed over all of the United States In the Farmers will tomorrow cross bats
the past ten years, his visit to Santa with the Curry Browns. Many of the
Still holds good for this week. If the other
Fe, though very brief, was by far the members of the Farmers' team were
fellow says meats have gone up.
most pleasant and interesting.
Ur- formerly
of the Curry
members
gent business forced him to leave for Browns and as a result there is some
MADE FROM PURE CREAM OF TARTAR
the Coast last night, but he promised tense feeling and the game promises
to return to Santa Fe with his family to be a warm one.
WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT
next summer to spend at least two
Burro Mountain Railroad The
months. The nearby points of interMountain Railroad Company has
were visited by the party, Includ- been organized with $500,000 capital.
est
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
ing the curio shops. The Shumways The road will run from Whitewater
VEGETABLES AND POULTRY
were entertained at 6 o'clock dinner to Tyrone, Grant county, a distance
last evening by Mr. and Mrs. Don W. of fifteen miles, with a branch ten!
Lusk.
miles long up Deadman's canon. The
PHONE
sino may be brought under the same
PHONE
OPINIONS BY ATTOR
road will be a subsidiary road of the
92.
NO.
NO. 92.
NEY GENERAL. ban. In such event the residents of
May Day at the Kindergarten.
Santa Fe system. Richard Caples, of
Broadmoor, where the club and casi-n- o
The May Day Festival, is an annual El Paso, Texas, is the agent.
are located, will incorporate a
(Continued From First Page.)
and important event in the life of the
Death of Mrs. Dalton Mrs. Melvira
town.
separate
mu
1.1
1.
i
Kindergarten puipls. This, as well as Dalton of Santa Fe, died at Albuquer
not
could
be
in former years, the festivities were que yesterday at the age of 77 years liable. Therefore, he
ultra
set
fashionable
its
and
the
attended by the parents and friends of at the home of her daughter, Mrs. compelled to pay until after the nextiof
the pupils, who are in charge of Miss T. F. Reed. Mrs. Dalton had been succeeding February.
in Springs society.
Boyle. May 1, falling on Saturday, the a resident of Santa Fe the past
I know of no provision of law
The rumor that the Antlers hotel
exercises were held on Monday after- twenty-fivyears and was a native of which exempts servants of the Uni- will close its dining rooms next winnoon. Mildred Reingardt was Queen Tennessee.
The funeral will take ted States from the payment of the ter as a result of the
liquor restricof May, and Theodore Roosevelt
place tomorrow afternoon f rbra St. poll tax. It is true that a state or tion is denied by the hotel manageJohn's Episcopal church at Albuquer- - territory can levy no tax upon agen- - ment and by T. J.
Armijo was her page.
Fisher, the execuThe stage, representing for the time, que.
cies of the United States, but a pol' tive head of the Palmer
estate, which
old Mother Earth, waa covered with
Six Indictments at Roswell The tax upon a man who is a resident owns the hotel.
little crouching green forms, with Territorial grand jury at Roswell, this within the Territory, is not such a
here and there splashes of color th week returned six indictments. Two tax. If there were any attempt to
flower buds trying to peep out. But of them were against persons, whose tax a man, as a railway mail clerk FIGHTINGJBOOZE AT
they had to wait for the rain and the names were not divulged; two others for instance, by reason of his occu
COLORADO SPRINGS
sun. All at once, little voices began against Ralph Van Valkenburg who pation, such a tax would be invalid.
to trill 'mid the patter of rain, and broke jail recently at Lincoln and who
Yours truly,
Two Hundred Convicts to Build it
W. CLANCY,
FRANK
the curtain rose. Then followed is indicted for larceny; one against
From Denver to Canon City
'
"Awake Merry Sunshine," and
Bertha Miles for larceny and the sixth
Attorney General.
in Two Years.
slowly-aros- e
District Court.
the yellow against Encarnacion Miranda, for lar
Denver, Colo., May 8. "The prodandelions, first flowers of the spring. ceny.
In the district court for Rio Arri posed
highway between Denver and
and see how much less you spend and how
ba county, suit,, was filed today by Canon
jThey stand and sing their dandelion
can be built
convict la- City
much more you get for what you do spend
song. And now to soft music the
Alexander Read,, attorney for T. D. hir in th a novf. turn hoqwibyif Vi n .IHao
red and yellow tulips grow up and in
Burns vs. Ramon Montano of T&lp&, counjjeg and
g00d roads a8SOclatlons'
turn sing their song too. Next came
Taos county, on an. open account for interested in the
iproject will supply
the daffodils, with their sweet little
1114.71, for goods solds and delivered. food, tools and
HOW THE STAND.
Belle Spring Creamery Butter 2 lbs for
powder for
blasting
faces peeping from close orange caps
Executive Mansion.
the laborers."
backed by pale yellow petals. Those
are
being put
The finishing touches
National League.
New Texas Cabbage per lb
Such was the announcement made
ex- flowers looked very natural and lent
rr
a
Won. Lost. PC upon the interior of the beautiful
fTrAJA fTL
l.
us
most
to
the
themselves
artistically
ecutive mansion. The paperhangers,
13
6
...
Fresh Florida Tomatoes 2 lbs for
Pittsburg
at
Canon
who
called
Penitentiary
City,
After
So
pageant.
finish
will
decorators and painters
6
9
state
at
uie
""u
oimumn
little white lillies arose and Philadelphia
the
song"
June
and
week
work
next
their
by
l,,
9
7
.563
Bananas per doz
CSPltOI.
with their pages, the daisies, joined in Boston
fflf
'...lV.n
nff1l.
sfiOitne mansion win De reaay
U 9
Chicago ...
"I have 200 men that I could put
the tune. Little Miss Forget-me-noThe work of leveling thei
ir.K
-- if
10 12
J
It
- " - pancy:
iv.
n3
3 cans standard corn
Cincinnati
P
so modest and sweet, sang all alone,
9
438 adobe structures on the ground is pro7
,
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11 woum cosl
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but the violets were listening and a
.
9
400 gressing rapidly.
6
3 bars eapolio
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big butterfly flitted and danced' from
1""
Measurements.
Stream
7 14
.333
St. Louis
each man- Besides that there would
flower to flower all the time. As the
of
B.
the
Stewart
J.
Hydrographer
coffee
hall
2 lbs Barrington
American League.
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music announced the arrival of the
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GROCERIES VEGETABLES and
.
.
8
ouu
i.
throne all the flowers made obeisance Chicago
Animas and La Plata rivers. On his uau,y enuugn u woum oe a very cneap
Fish every Friday
9
7
Cleveland
Products in the City
and in chorus vowed allegiance to the
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NOTICE OF FORECLO SURE SALE
In thejistrlct Court

of the

bears west seventy links
First Judicial District of the Territory of diameter At
fifteen miles a tree
distant.
or liio
in and tor the

New Mexico, sitting

County
Arriba in said District.

line rim, and the letters "T. A." cut on
west side. At thirteen miles, a piue
tree twenty inches in diameter,
marked "13M. Cor." on side facing line
run, from which a pine ten inches in
diameter bears west forty links distant,
and a pine nine inches in diameter
bears north ten degrees west thirty-fiv- e
.links distant. At fourteen miles,
a pine tree fourteen inches in diameter, marked "14.M. Cor." on side facing
line run from which a pine twelve
inches in diameter bears north twenty-five
links
degrees west ninety-twdistant. Also a pine ten inches in diameter bears south sixty-thredegrees
east fifty-silinks distant, also a pine
six inches in diameter bears north
eighty-fivdegrees east sixteen links
distant, and a pine twelve inches in
diameter bears south twelve links dis-

ten inches in diameter marked "15
M. Cor." on west side
and T.
A. on north side, from which a pine
HIE ONTINENTAL TRUST COMPANY,
eight inches in diameter bears west
thirty-foulinks distant, a pine six
Plaintiff,
inches in diameter bears south thirty
f
1137.
NO.
VS.,
links disdegrees west, twenty-eigh- t
CHALES C. CATRON and T. B. CATRON,
tant. At sixteen miles, a stone sixteen
by ten by six inches in size, marked
Defendants.
"10 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
in
above
the
and
entered
with mound of earth two and
to
rendered
the
decree
final
jursuant
feet high from four pits eighteen by
e
entitjd cause on the fifteenth day of September in the year one
twenty-fouby twelve inches deep. At
and
decretal
order
rendered
hundred and eight, and to the
seventeen miles, a stone eighteen by
of
h
November
in
the
twenty-eighton
the
cause
entefd in the same
day
twelve by seven inches in size, marked
:samyear, by which final decree there was found and adjudged to be "17 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
du&o the plaintiff on the third day of July in the year aforesaid the with mound of earth two and
from four pits eighteen by
feet
aunjof two hundred and fifty thousand dollars principal and twelve twenty-fou-high
r
by twelve Inches deep. At
.thojsand five hundred dollars interest, making a total of two hundred eighteen miles, a pine tree twelve tant.
thousand and five hundred dollars of principal and
.anisixty-tw- o
inches in diameter marked "18 M. Cor."
Thence north
degrees
on side facing line run, from which a and forty-fivminutes east. Variation
due on the day last aforesaid on the mortgage indebtedness
pine thirteen inches in diameter bears of needle thirteen degrees and
in the said cause and secured by a mortgage on certain real
north one hundred and thirteen links
minutes east. At fifteen miles,
in
described
the
mentioned
and
which
is
of
a part
particularly
distant. At nineteen miles, a stone a boulder protruding out of the earth
r
.sal final decree, being the same part which is also in like terms
inches in
eighteen by fifteen by twelve inches sixty by forty by thirty-sie
in size marked "19 M. Cor." on side size, marked "15 M. Cor." on southwhich
final
and
and
mentioned
described;
by
particularly
line run with mound of stone west face, with mound of stone, from
and decretal order it was, among other things, further ordered, facing
two and
feet high, from which which a pine five inches in diameter
mort-gged
ajudged and decreed that all and singular that part of the said
a pine six inches in diameter bears bears south five degrees west,
a
part south forty-fivpremises hereinafter mentioned and described and being
links distant, and a pine
degrees east one hunoly of all the premises so mortgaged to secure said indebtedness, and dred links distant. At twenty miles, a twelve inches in diameter bears east
stone seventeen
ten by ten inches in ninety links distant. At sixteen miles,
ling the part thereof situated in the County of Rio Arriba, Territory size, marked "20 byM. Cor."
on west side, a stone twenty by ten by eight inches
of
door
of
the
the
in
auction
front
sold
New
be
at
l
Mexico,
public
mound of stone two and
with
in size, marked "16 M. Cor." on side
fourt House in the County of Rio Arriba in the Territory of New Mex-- feet high. At twenty miles seven chains facing line run, with mound of earth
two and
feet high from four
by and under the direction of John II. Knaebel, who was by the and fourteen links a stone thirty-siby ten inches in size, pits eighteen by twenty-foukid decretal order appointed a special master of the Court for that by twenty-fivby twelve
marked "S. E. Cor. T. A." on side fac- inches deep. At sixteen miles and sevdesaid
final
in
such
as
named
the
of
W.
E.
in
Hughes,
place
purpose
ing Grant with mound of stone three enty chains a boulder twenty-fou- r
by
cree, but who had resigned, and that said special master give public and
feet high, same being at twenty-fouinches in size, marked on
Notice of the time and place of such sale in accordance with the terms the foot of the main range of the top with the letters "T. A."
'
Jl
1
,1
.1
Thence north at seventeen miles a
or said mortgage, tne
statutes
in sucn case maae ana approveu. anuJ ac- Chama mountains and the southeast
corner of said Tierra Amarilla grant, stone fifty by twenty-fou- r
by twenty
said
the
court
and
the
of
to
and
course
the
provisions from which southeast corner a
practice
cording
pine inches in size marked "17 M. Cor." on
of the said decree; that such public notice shall be given as aforesaid tree fourteen inches in diameter bears
side facing line run, with mound of
at any time on or after January 3rd, A. D. 1909 ; that the plaintiff, or north twenty degrees east sixty-sifeet high from
earth two and
links distant, a pine nine incheB in di four pits eighteen by twenty-fouby
any of the parties to the said cause, may become the purchaser or
de- twelve Inches
thirty-thredeep. At seventeen
at said sale ; that the said special master execute a deed or deeds ameterandbears south
chains change
thirty minutes east one hun- miles and twenty-twto the purchaser or purchasers for the said mortgaged premises on the grees
dred and six links distant, and a pine course.
out
master
to
the plaintiff
ten inches in diameter bears east one
sale thereof ; and that the said special
pay
Thence north thirteen degrees west.
At eighteen miles, an aspen tree eight
of the proceeds of said sale the costs of the said suit and of said sale to hundred and twelve links distant.
'be taxed, also the amount so adjudged and decreed to be due as afore of Thence from said southeast corner inches in diameter, marked "18 M.
said grant along the west foot of Cor." on side
line run, and letsaid, with interest thereon at the rate ot ten per cent, per annum irom said mountains on a course north nine ters "T. A." onfacing
side
facing
grant, from
the third day of July A. D. 1908, or so much as the purchase money of degrees forty-fivminutes west. Va which an aspen six inches in diameter
the mortgaged premises so sold will pay of the same ; and that said spe- riation of needle thirteen degrees and bears east twenty-fivlinks distant.
cial master take plaintiff's receipt for the amount so paid and file the twenty-si-tree minutes east. At one mile a An aspen five inches in diameter bears
t
thirty inches in diameter north thirty degrees west,
same with his report, and that he bring the surplus moneys arising from pine
marked "I. M. Cor." on south side and links distant, and an aspen seven
abide
the
to
further
without
said sale, if any there be, into Court
delay
the letters "T. A." on the west, from inches in diameter bears west forty
which a pine twelve inches in di- links distant; at eighteen miles and
order of the Court as to the same :
ameter bears north fifteen degrees forty chains, a pine tree sixteen inches
H.
Public notice is hereby given by me, the undersigned John
east twenty links distant, also a pine in diameter.
twenty-fou- r
Knaebel, as such special master, that, on the
inches in diameter bears
Thence north
degrees and
north forty-fivdegrees west
At nineteen
thirty minutes west.
TWELFTH DAY OF JUNE IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND four links distant. At one mileforty
and miles, a pine tree twenty inches in dififty-sichains change course.
ameter marked "19 M. Cor." on side
NINE HUNDRED AND NINE AT THE HOUR OF NINE
Thence north seventeen degrees facing line run, from which a pine ten
O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON OF THAT DAY,
east. At two miles a stone twenty by inches in diameter bears west sevby twenty inches in size enty links distant, and a pine eight
and at the front door of the Court House in Tierra Amarilla (a United twenty
"2
M.
marked
Cor."
on
side
diameter bears south twelve
States postoffioe town or settlement) in the County of Rio Arriba and facing line run, with mound of inches ineast
forty-twlinks distant.
degrees
feet high. At twenty miles, an aspen tree six
Territory of New Mexico, I, as such special master, shall expose for sale stone two and
cash all rrom which a pine eighteen inches inches in diameter marked "20
at public auction, and publicly sell to the highest bidder-fo- r
described
in the in diameter, bears south sixty
on side facing line run, from
mentioned
and
and singular the lands and premises
links distant. At three miles an aspen which an aspen tree six inches in didecretal
and
decree
final
which
said final decree and.
by the said
tree fifteen inches In diameter marked ameter bears south ten links distant.
"3M. Cor." on side facing line run, At twenty-onI am authorized and directed to sell as aforesaid.
miles, a pine tree
from
which a pine eight inches in di- twelve inches in
of
marked "21
The property so decreed to be sold is all that part and portion
diameter,
ameter bears south forty-twrun with
degrees
side
M.
on
line
Cor."
in
the
is
which
situate
facing
the property embraced in the said mortgage
east twenty-fivlinks distant, also an the letters "T. A." on side facing
hundred
five
New
of
Rio
Mexico, being
Arriba, Territory
aspen six inches in diameter bears grant, from which a pine fourteen
County of
thousand acres more or less and particularly described in the said final south ten links distant and an aspen inches in diameter bears north ten
twelve inches in diameter bears west links
decree as follows:
distant, a pine eighteen inches
fifteen links distant. At three miles in diameter
bears west twenty-fivchains and fifty links a pine links
BEGINNING at a stone eighteen by twenty-fouby twelve inches deep. At forty-ondistant and a pine twelve inches
tree
twenty-twr
inches
diameter
in
forty-fouchains change
detwelve by twelve Inches In size mark- six miles and
in diameter bears south forty-fivdefrom thence north sixty degrees west;
ed "T. A. Beg. Cor.," in mound of course; thence north twenty-fou- r
links distant. At twenty-tten
east
grees
earth two and one half feet high with grees east. At seven miles, a stone at four miles a stone fourteen by wo
miles, an aspen tree twelve
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by ten by eight by eight inches in size twelve by eight Inches in size, marked inches in diameter marked "22 M.
"4M.
on
Cor."
side
run
line
facing
twelve inches deep, also with a mound marked "7 M. Cor." on side facing line
Cor." on side facing line run and letwith mound of earth two and
f
f
of stone, at a point on the south bound- run with mound of earth two and
ters
"T. A." on west side, from which
feet high from four pits eighteen feet high from four pits eighteen by an aspen tree four inches in diameter
ary of the Tierra Amarilla Grant on
r
twenty-foutwelve
inches
At
r
by
deep.
by twelve inches deep.
the right bank of the Nutrias River by twenty-foulinks distant,
south thirty-twchains a bears
degrees east. rour miles and thirty-ninfrom which the house of William E. Thence north eighty-ninin diameinches
twelve
an
and
aspen
t
inches in ter
chains pine line tree
Amy bears south thirty degrees west At seven miles and
bears north
degrees west,
diameter.
eighty-sevefive hundred links distant, thence up change course thence south
links distant. At twenty-threThence north eighty-eigh- t
degrees forty a
degrees and thirty minutes east. west.
the right bank of said Nutrias River,
miles,
pine tree nine inches in diAt five miles, a stone sixteen
with meanders of that stream on a At eight miles, a stone eighteen by
"23 M. Cor." on side
marked
ameter,
by twelve by seven inches in size
course south eighty-sidegrees east. six by six inches in size, marked "8 marked
line run from which a pine ten
facing
"5M.
Cor."
on
side
line
facing
Variation of needle thirteen degrees M. Cor." side facing line run with run, with mound of earth two
inches in diameter bears north twenty
and
f
feet
mound of earth two and
minutes east. At
and thirty-fou- r
degrees west fifty links distant, and
four
from
feet
high
pits
twenty-feighteen
chains change course to north high from four pits eighteen by
a pine seven inches in diameter bears
twenty-fou- r
twelve
inches
by
by
our
r
by twelve inches deep. At nine At five miles and eleven chains deep. south one hundred and ten links disdegrees 45 minutes east.
change tant.
At one mile a stone fourteen by miles a stone twelve by nine by six course.
At twenty-foumiles, a pine
twelve by twelve inches in size marked inches in size marked "9 M. Cor " on
tree sixteen inches in diameter markthirThence
north
and
fifty
degrees
"'1 M. Cor." on side facing line run, in side facing line run with mound of
minutes west.. At six miles, a ed "24 M. Cor." on side facing line
f
feet high from ty
feet earth two and
mound of earth two and
stone
sixteen by twelve by five inches run, with letters "T. A." on west side,
r
by in
high with four pits eighteen by twenty-f- four pits eighteen by twenty-foumarked "6M. Cor." on side from which a pine twelve inches in
size,
our
by twelve inches deep. At one twelve inches deep. At nine miles facing line run with mound of earth diameter bears south forty links dischains, change course; two and
chains change and
mile and
miles a stake
f
feet high from four tant. At twenty-fivdethence north
degrees and
course; thence north seventy-twfour inches square, three feet long
twenty-fou- r
twelve
by
by
pits
eighteen
thirty minutes east. At ten miles, a inches deep. At six miles and
grees east. At one mile and
r marked "25 M. Cor." on side facing
by sixteen
chains, change course, thence stone forty by twenty-fou- r
line run with mound of earth two and
course.
chains
change
north twenty-fou- r
degrees and fifteen inches in size marked "10 M. Cor." on
f
feet high from four pits of
Thence
north
seventy-fivdegrees
minutes west. At two miles from be- side facing line run with mound of west. At seven miles a stone twelve eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve
f
feet high from by ten
miles a
twenty-siAt
ginning corner, a stone fifteen by four- earth two and
inches
marked
inches
size
in
deep.
by
eight
by "7 M. Cor."on
teen by six inches in size marked "2 four Dits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
side facing line run with pine tree twelve inches in diameter,
miles
At ten
M. Cor." on side facing line run, in twelve inches deep.
f
feet marked "26 M. Cor." on side facing
mound of earth two and
feet and eleven chains change course.
mound of earth two and
from
four
by line run from which a pine eight
high
eighteen
pits
Thence north sixty-sidegrees and twenty-fou- r
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-ftwelve inches deep. At inches In diameter bears north forty-fivby
and
miles
our
by twelve inches deep. At two thirty minutes east, at ten
seven miles and ten chains change
degrees east thirty links distant,
chains change course.
miles and fourteen chains change forty-sicourse.
and a Dine nine inches in diameter
Thence north forty degrees and thir
delinks distant.
course, thence north twenty-seveThence north thirty-nindegrees bears north
miles and sev west.
r
grees east. At two miles and sixty-eig- ty minutes east, at ten
seven miles and
At
twenty-threThence
north
degrees
chains change course; thence enty chains change course.
chains change course.
minutes west. At twenty- thlrtv
and
a
Thence due east At eleven miles
north eighty-sevedegrees and thirty
Thence north
degrees and seven miles, a stone sixteen by twelve
minutes east. At three miles, a stone stone forty by fifty by thirty inches forty-fivminutes
at
west;
eight miles by ten Inches in size marked "27 M.
twelve by ten by ten inches in size in size, marked "11 M. Cor." on side a stone twelve by ten by twelve
inches Cor." on side facing line run with
marked "3 M. Cor." on side facing line facing line run with mound of earth in size marked "8 M Cor." on side fac- mound of stone.
f
two and
feet high from four ing line run with mound of earth two
run, with mound of earth two and
miles,
Thence north at twenty-eigh- t
feet high from four pits eighteen pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve and
f
feet high 'from four pits a stone twelve by ten by six inches in
r
twenty-fouby twelve inches deep. inches deep from which an aspen eight eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve size, marked "28 M. Cor." on side facAt three miles and nine chains from Inches in diameter bears north forty-fiv- inches deep. At eight milesbyand
ing line run with mound of stone two
dethence on course north
degrees east fifteen links distant.
chains change course.
f
and
feet high.
grees and thirty minutes east. At An aspen twelve inches in diameter
Thence north seventeen degrees
four degrees and forty-fivThence
north
three miles and seventy-onlinks distant. west. At nine miles a stone eighteen
chains, bears south twenty-fivmiles
at twenty-niuminutes
east;
change course. Thence south eighty-seve- At twelve miles an aspen tree eight by twelve by twelve Inches In size a stone sixteen by twelve by eight
At
east.
a
four
M.
"12
miles,
inches in diameter marked
degrees
line inches In size marked "29 M. Cor." on
marked "9M. Cor." on side
stone twelve by ten by eight inches in Cor." on west elde. At twelve miles run, with mound of earthfacing
two and side
line run, with mound of
size marked "4 M. Cor." on side fac and seventy six chains change course.
feet high, from four pits earth facing
f
feet high, from
two and
two
of
mound
earth
Thence
run
with
line
south
degrees eighteen by twenty-fou- r
ing
twelve four
by
twenty-fou- r
by
by
pits
eighteen
feet high from four pits and thirty minutes east. At thirteen inches deep. At ten miles, a stone
and
At
twelve
Inches
thirty miles, a
deep.
by twelve miles a pine tree eight inches In diam- twenty by ten by five inches In size, stone
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
twenty by twenty by fifteen
eter marked "13 M. Cor." on side fac- marked "10M. Cor." on side facing
Inches deep. At four miles fifty-siinches
in size marked "30 M. Cor." on
tree
line
from
a
six
which
run,
chains and fifty links change course; ing
pine
line run, with earth mound two and side
line run, with mound of
o
facing
thence north thirty-fou- r
f
degrees and inches in diameter bears north forty-twfeet high from four pits eight- stone two and
feet high.
west
a
links
At
five
east.
minutes
miles,
distant,
degrees
r
eighty
een
twenty-fouthirty
by twelve inches
Thence north seventy-sevedegrees
stone eighteen by twelve by ten, inches and a pine tree six inches in diameter deep. by
west. At thirty-onand
minutes
in size marked "5 M. Cor." on side bears south forty-eigthirty
degrees east
and
Thence north thirty-twdegrees
links distant. At thirteen thirty minutes west. At eleven miles miles, a stone sixteen by twelve by
facing line run with mound of earth ninety-fivf
chains change a stone twelve by twelve by ten inches twelve Inches in size marked "31 M.
feet high from four miles and thirty-sitwo and
in size marked "11M. Cor." on side Cor." on side facing line run with
by twelve course.
pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
f
feet
Thence north seventy-onInches deep. At five miles and twenty
degrees facing line run, with earth mound two mound of earth two and
twentyfrom
four
by
high
eighteen
pits
chains change course, thence north and thirty minutes east At thirteen and
f
feet high from four pits
At
NuInches
four
twelve
head
of
minthirtydeep.
miles and seventy chains,
seventy-fivby
degrees and thirty
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve
two miles, a pine tree seventeen
utes east. At six miles, a stone twelve trias river.
inches deep.
Thence east, at fourteen mlleB a pine
Thence north sixteen degrees and inches In diameter, marked "32 M.
by ten by six Inches in size marked
"6 M. Cor." on Bide facing line run tree twelve inches In diameter marked thirty minutes east At twelve miles Cor." on side facing line run, from
"14 M. Cor." on side facing line run, a pine twelve inches in diameter which a nine thirteen inches in diam- with earth mound two and
ater bears south forty-ondegrees east,
feet high from four piti eighteen by from which a pine tree nine Inches in
I
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links distant, and a pine fourteen inches in diameter bears east
twenty-sevelinks distant. At thirty-thre- e
miles, a pine tree thirteen Indies
In diameter, marked "33 M. Cor." on
side facing lino run, with the letters
"T. A." on side facing grant, from
which a pine tree eighteen inches in
diameter bears north thirty-sevelinks
distant, and a pine ten inches in diameter bears south seventy-on- e
degres
links distant. At
west, forty-threthirty-fou- r
miles a pine tree sixteen
inches in diameter marked "34 M. Cor."
on side facing line run, from which a
in diameter
pine thirteen inches
bears south sixty degrees west, thirty-sevelinks distant, a pine sixteen
inches in diameter bears north forty
sixty-on-

e

n

e

n

degrees east,

links distant.

e

forty-thre-

with stone mound two and one-hal- f
feet high. At fifty-similes, a stone
eighteen by twenty by ten inches in
size marked "56 M. Cor." on side facing line run, with stone mound two
and
feet high. At fifty-similes and sixty chains a stone twenty-fou- r
by twenty by sixteen inches in
size marked "T. A. N, E. Cor." with
mound of stone four and one-hal- f
feet
high same being at the head of the
Navajo river and the northeast corner
of said Tierra Amarilla Grant, from
which a prominent point of rocks bears
north twenty degrees west about
forty chains distant also a prominent
point of rocks bears north twenty-five
east about one
degrees
mile
a
vertical
distant;
large
crevice in side of bluff bears north
fifty-fivdegrees west seventy chains
distant. A prominent spur of rocky
bluff running close down to river bears
south
degrees west. A
stone thirty by twenty by sixteen inches In size marked "T. A. V. M." on
side facing northeast corner with
mound of stone four feet high bears
south seventy degrees east two hundred links distant, same being witness
monument for said northeast corner.
Thence from the northeast corner of
said Grant on a meander down the left
bank of the Navajo river on a course
south forty-fivdegrees and thirty
minutes west. Variation of n'eedlo
minthirteen degrees and thirty-fivutes east. At one mile, a stone eighteen by sixteen by ten Inches in size
marked "1 M.. Cor." on side facing
line run, with earth mound two and
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches
deep.
Thence south twenty degrees and
thirty minutes west. At one mile and
seventy-twchains, change course.
Thence south twenty-sidegrees
west. At two miles, a stone thirteen
by twelve by twelve inches in size
marked "2 M. Cor." on side facing line
run with mound of earth two and one-hafeet high from four pits eighteen
by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep
from which a pine fourteen inches in
dediameter bears south twenty-silinks distant. At
grees east thirty-sitwo miles and thirty-twchains,
change course.
Thence south thirty-twdegrees and
thirty minutes west. At two miles and
sixty chains, change course.
Thence south forty-ondegrees and
thirty minutes west. At two miles
seventy-eigh- t
chains and forty links,
change course.
Thence south thirty-ondegrees and
thirty minutes west. At three miles,
a stone eighteen by sixteen by sixteen
inches in size, marked "3 M. Cor." on
side facing line run with mound of
feet high from
earth two and one-hal- f
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve inches deep, from which a pine
x

f

one-hal-

x

At thirty-fou- r
miles and sixty chains,
change course.
Thence north sixty-twdegrees west.
At thirty-fivmiles a stone twelve by
ten by eight inches in size marked "35
M. Cor." on side facing line run with
mound of stone two and one-hal- f
feet
high, from which a dead pine fourteen
inches in diameter bears south forty-fiv- e
degrees west fifty links distant.
Thence north twenty-sevedegrees
and fifteen minutes west. At thirty-si- x
miles a pine tree twenty-fou- r
inches
in diameter marked "36 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, from which a pine
eight inches in diameter bears west
links distant, and a pine
twenty-fivten inches in diameter bears north fifteen links distant. At thirty-sevemiles a stone twelve by twelve
by twelve inches in size marked
"37 M. Cor' on side facing line
mound
of earth two
run, with
and one-hal- f
feet high from four pits
eighteen by twenty four by twelve
inches deep, from which a pine thirteen inches in diameter bears north
links
forty degrees east twenty-sevedistant, and a pine ten inches In diameter bears south forty-sevelinks distant. At thirty-eigh- t
miles, a large
boulder twenty by twenty by fifteen
feet in size, marked "38 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, from which a rock
or point of bluff bears north ten degrees east about ten chains distant. At
thirty-eigh- t
miles and twenty-eigh- t
chains, change course.
Thence north thirty-ondegrees
west. At thirty-nin- e
miles a stone seventeen by twelve by twelve Inches in
size marked "39 M. Cor." on side facing line run with stone mound two and
f
feet high, from which a pine
sixteen inches in diameter bears south
thirty-thredegrees east forty-twlinks distant, and a pine seven
inches in diameter bears north twenty-si- x
links disdegrees east thirty-nintant. At forty miles, a stone sixteen
by ten by six inches in size, marked
"40 M. Cor." on side facing line run
with mound of stone. At forty-on- e
miles, a stone thirty-siby twenty by
twenty inches, in size marked "41 M.
Cor." on side 'facing line run, with tree thirteen inches in diameter bears
mound of stone three feet high. At east sixty-sevelinks distant and a
forty-tw- o
miles, a stone twenty-sevepine six inches in diameter bears
by sixteen by twelve inches in size south thirty-sevedegrees east ninety-on- e
"42
M.
marked
on
Cor."
links distant. At three miles
side
line
run
with thirty-eigh- t
chains and forty links,
facing
mound of stone three feet high. At change course.
forty-thre- e
Thence south eight degrees and
miles a stone twenty-siby
eighteen by fifteen inches in size, thirty minutes west. At four miles, a
marked "43 M. Cor." on side facing stone eighteen by eighteen by sixteen
line run with stone mound two and inches in size marked "4 M. Cor." on
one-hal- f
feet high from which a pine side facing line run with a stone
feet high.
eigtit inches in diameter bears south mound two and one-hal- f
thirteen degrees east sixty-thre- e
Thence south twenty degrees west.
linkB
distant, and a pine six inches in di- At five miles, a stone eighteen by ten
ameter bears north fourteen degrees by six inches in size, marked "5 M.
links distant; at Cor." on side facing line run, with
east, thirty-seveforty-lou- r
f
feet
miles, a stone eighteen by mound of earth two and
fifteen by twelve inches in size mark high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fed "44 M. Cor." on side facing line our
by twelve inches deep. At five
run, with stone mound two and one- - miles and twenty chains change
half feet high, from which a pine course.
seven Inches in diameter bears west
Thence south nine degrees and thirthirty-silinks distant, and a pine nine ty minutes west. At six miles, a stone
inches in diameter bears north forty eighteen by twelve by twelve inches in
three degrees east, ninety links dis size, marked "6 M. Cor." on side factant. At forty-fiv- e
miles a stone six
line run, with mound of earth two
teen by twelve by ten inches in size ing
f
and
feet high from four pits
marked "45 M. Cor." on side facing eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inline run, with earth mound two and ches deep. At six miles and forty
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eight- chains, a stake three and one-hal- f
feet
een by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches long, four inches square marked "T.
forty-siAt
stone
sixa
deep.
miles,
A." on side facing Grant.
teen by twelve by ten inches in size
Thence south four degrees and fif
marked "46 M. Cor." on side facing
teen minutes east; at seven miles a
line run, with mound of earth two and
stake three and one-hal- f
feet long, four
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eight inches
square, marked "7 M. Cor" on
een by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches side
facing line run with mound of
deep from which a pine tree six in- earth two and one-hal- f
feet high from
ches in diameter bears south sixteen
twenty-fou- r
four
pits
by
by
eighteen
degrees east, one hundred and ten twelve inches
deep. At seven miles
links distant. At forty-sevea
miles,
and sixty-fou- r
chains, change course.
stone thirty by twelve by twelve
seventeen degrees and
Thence
south
inches in size marked "47 M. Cor." on forty-fiv- e
minutes east. At eight miles,
side facing line run, with mound of
a stone fifteen
by ten inches
earth two and one-hafeet high from in size markedby"8twelve
M. Cor." on side
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by facing line run with earth mound two
twelve inches deep. At forty-eigh- t
and one-hal- f
feet high from four pits
miles, a stone eighteen by eighteen by
twenty-fou- r
by
by twelve ineighteen
twelve inches in size, marked "48 M. ches
At nine miles, a stone sixdeep.
Cor." on side facing line run, with teen
by sixteen by four inches in size
mound of stone two and one-hal- f
feet marked
"9 M. Cor." on side facing line
e
miles, a stone run with earth mound two and one-hahigh. At forty-ninthirty by twenty by twenty inches in
feet high from four pits eighteen
size, marked "49 M. Cor." on side fac
twenty-fou- r
by
by twelve inches deep.
ing line run with mound of stone three
Thence south seven degrees and
miles and
feet high. At forty-nin- e
thirty minutes east. At nine miles and
thirty-sevechains, change course.
seventy-eigh- t
chains, change course.
Thence north seven degrees west.
Thence south twenty degrees west.
four
At fifty miles, a boulder four by
At ten miles, a stone sixteen by twelve
by three feet In size, marked "50 M. by ten inches in size marked "10. M.
Cor." on side facing line run, with
Cor." on side facing line run with
mound of stone three feet high. At
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
feet
e
fifty-onmiles a stone forty-eigby
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fforty-eiginches in our
by twenty-fou- r
by twelve Inches deep. At ten
size marked '.'51 M. Cor." on side facmiles and sixty chains change course.
ing line run, with mound of stone
Thence south seven
and fif
three feet high. At fifty-twmiles, a teen minutes east. At degrees
eleven miles, a
stone twenty by fourteen by twelve
tree twenty-fou- r
inches in diInches in size, marked "52 M. Cor." on pine
marked "11 M. Cor." on side
ameter,
side facing line run, with stone mound
facing line run, from which a pine
two and one-hal- f
feet high. At fifty-thre- e twenty-four
inches in diameter bears
miles, a stone eighteen by eight- south ten
west, thirty links
degrees
een by twelve inches in size, marked
and a pine twenty-fou- r
inches
"53 M. Cor." on side facing line run distant,
in diameter bears south twelve degrees
f
one-haltwo
with stone mound
and
west forty links distant.
miles and
feet high. At fifty-thre- e
Thence south seven degrees and fif
course.
forty chains, change
teen
minutes west. At eleven miles
sixty-threThence north
degrees
chains change course.
and twenty-seveminutes west. At and forty-thre- e
Thence south eleven degrees east.
fifty-fou- r
miles a stone twenty-thre- e
r
chains,
by fifteen by ten inches in size, mark- At eleven miles and sixty-foued "54 M. Cor." on side facing line change course.
Thence south eight degrees and fif
run with earth mound two and one-halfeet high from four pits eighteen teen minutes west. At twelve miles.
by twelve inches deep. a post four Inches square three and
by twenty-fou- r
At fifty-fiv- e
feet long marked "12 M. Cor."
miles, a Btone eighteen by one-hal- f
twenty-fou- r
by six inches in size mark- on side facing line run with mound of
ed "55 M. Cor." on side facing line run, earth two and one-hal- f
feet high from
e
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four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by
twelve inches deep, from which a pine
tree fifteen inches in diameter bears
south three degrees east two hundred
and fifty links distant. At thirteen
miles a stake four Inches square, three
feet long, marked "13 M.
and
one-hal- f

Cor." on side facing line run, with
feet
earth mound two and one-hal- f
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-four
by twelve inches deep, from
inches
which a pine tree twenty-fou- r
in diameter bears north twenty-sevedegrees east one hundred links distant, and a pine twenty inches in diameter bears north two hundred links
n

distant.
Thence south twenty-sidegrees
and thirty minutes west. At fourteen
miles, a stone protruding nine inches
above ground, thirty by thirty inches
x

on top, marked "14 M. Cor." on side
facing line run, with stone mound two
feet high.
and one-hal- f
Thence south forty-on- e
degrees and
fifteen minutes west. At fourteen
miles and fifty-fou- r
chains, change
course.
south fifty-fivThence
degrees
west. At fifteen miles, a pine tree
inches in diameter marked
thirty-si"15 M. Cor." on side facing line run,
from which a pine twelve Inches in diameter bears north forty-fiv- e
degrees
west forty links distant, and a pine
twelve inches in diameter bears south
forty-fiv- e
degrees west, fifty links dise

x

tant.

Thence south

voet

At Rlytppn

seventy-thre-

milps a stone twelve

by twelve by eight inches in size,
marked "16 M. Cor." on side facing
Grant with stone mound two and one-hal- f
feet high, from which a clump of
dethree pines bears north forty-fivgrees west two hundred and fifty links
distant. At seventeen miles, a stone
twenty by ten by eight inches in size
marked "17 M. Cor." on side facing
line run, with stone mound two and
one-hafeet high.
Thence north eighty-twdegrees
and fifteen minutes west. At eighteen
miles, a stone twelve by twelve by ten
inches in size marked "18 M. Cor." on
side facing line run, with stone mound
two and one-hal- f
feet high. At eight- een miles and twenty-on- e
chains,
change course.
Thence north sixty-sidegrees and
thirty minutes west. At nineteen miles,
a stone ten by ten by ten inches in
size marked "19 M. Cor." on side facing line run, with earth mound two
feet high from four pits
and one-hal- f
by twelve
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
inches deep, from which a cottonwood
inches in diameter
tree thirty-sibears east two hundred links distant.
Thence north eighty-ondegrees
west. At twenty miles, a stone thirteen by twelve by ten inches in size,
marked "20 M. Cor." on side facing
line run, with earth mound two and
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits
by twelve
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
inches deep.
Thence north eighty-thre- e
degrees
and thirty minutes west. At twenty
miles and fifty-on- e
chains, a stone
twenty-fou- r
by twenty by twelve
inches in size, marked "N. W. Cor. T.
A." on side facing Grant, with stone
feet high,
mound three and one-hal- f
r
from which a pine tree twenty-fou.
:
1
i
i
j.
uetua uunu1, eiguij'-twlocues iu uiaiueier
degrees and fifteen minutes west;
two hundred links distant, a pine
thirtv inches in diameter bears south
e

lf

o

x

x

e

.1

sixty-seve-

n

o

degrees and thirty minutes

west, one hundred and fifty links distant, and a pine thirty inches in diamdegrees
eter, bears south seventy-nin- e
minutes west, two hunand forty-fiv- e
dred and fifty links distant, same being at a point on the Navajo river due
north of the mouth of the Laguna de
los Caballos, and being also the northwest corner of said Tierra Amarilla

grant.
Thence from the northwest corner of
said grant on a course due south. Variation of needle thirteen degrees and
twenty-nin- e
minutes east. At one mile
a stone seventeen by ten by ten inches
in size marked "1 M. Cor" on side fac
ing line run with stone mound. At two
miles a stone twelve by ten by nine
inches in size, marked "2 M. Cor." on
north side with earth mound two and
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches
deep. At three miles a stone sixteen
by sixteen by ten inches in size marked
"3 M. Cor." on north side with mound
feet high
of earth two and one-hal- f
from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. At three miles
and eleven chains intersection of boundary line between the State of Colorado
and Territory of New Mexico at a point
chains west
two miles and thirty-eighof two hundred and sixth mile corner
of boundary survey. At four miles, a
stone thirty-siby twelve by twelve
inches in size, marked "4 M. Cor." on
north side with mound of stone two
feet high. At five miles,
and one-hal- f
a stone thirteen by twelve by ten
inches in size, marked "5 M. Cor." on
north side with stone mound two and
one-hal- f
feet high. At six miles a
stone twelve by twelve by twelve
inches in size, marked "6 M. Cor." on
north side with mound of earth two and
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches
deep. At seven miles a stone twenty-fou- r
by fifteen by twelve inches in size,
marked "7 M. Cor." on north side with
feet
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. At eight
miles a stone seventeen by thirteen
by ten inches in size, marked "8 M.
Cor." on north side with earth mound
feet high from four
two and one-hal- f
by twelve
pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
inches deep. At nine miles, a stone
thirty-on- e
by twenty by sixteen inches
in size, marked "9 M. Cor" on north
Bide, with mound of earth two and one-hafeet high from four pits eighteen.
by twelve inches deep-by twenty-fou- r
by
At ten miles a stone twenty-on- e
twelve by twelve inches in size marked
"10 M. Cor." on north side with mound
feet high
of earth two and one-hal- f
from four pit3 eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. At eleven miles
a stone thirty by sixteen by twelve
inches in Bize marked "11 M. Cor." on
north side with stone mound two and
one-hafeet high. At twelve miles a
stone sixteen by thirteen by eight
inches in size marked "12 M. Cor." on
north side with stone mound two and
one-hafeet high. At thirteen miles, a
stone sixteen by ten by ten inches in
size marked "13 M. Cor." on north side
feet
ith stone mound two and one-hal- f
t,
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At fourteen miles, a stone

inches in diameter bears south forty-fiv- e
Thence south seventy-ondegrees three degrees twenty-eigminutes seventeen hundred and seviy and:
hundred and forty ninety-nin- e
degrees west two hundred links eighteen minutes east, seven hundred east twenty-nin- e
aes; alfeet, south eighteen de- feet; north twenty-seve- n
distant, and a pine fifteen indies in and fifty-fiv- e
degrees forty-si- x so excepting:
feet diameter bears west fifteen links dis grees forty-twminutes west sixteen
earth mound two and one-hal- f
minutes east thirty-seve- n
hundred
Lands in the lower Nutritas falley:
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r tant. At five miles a stone four by hundred and fifty feet, south forty de- feet; north forty-tw- o
degrees forty-thre- e
Beginning at corner numir
minutes west
n
minutes east
by twelve inches deep. At fifteen three by two feet in size marked "5 grees and twenty-onhundred
with corner number en of
miles a stone seventeen by ten by M. Cor." on west side with stone eighteen hundred and thirty feet; and sixty-fiv- e
feet; north thirty-fou- r
min degrees thirty-seve- n
seven inches in size marked "15 M. mound three feet high. At five miles south thirteen degrees forty-fiv- e
minutes east Mesa tract last above described stone
Cor." on north side, with mound of and thirty-onhundred feet; north fifty-fiv- e sixteen by ten by ten iches arked
chains Rio Chama utes west six thousand feet; north twenty-si- x
f
feet high from and opposite mouth of Nutrias river. seventy-siearth two and
fifteen
minutes
degrees
minutes east, "ll" whence corner number eht of
degrees thirty-fou- r
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
nunarea ana ten reet; Tierrae Amarilla tract bears horth
by ' At five miles and thirty-twchains west three hundred feet, north eleven iniriy-mre- e
thirty-thredegrees fourteen mutes
twelve inches deep. At sixteen miles Nutrias river. Thence on meander up degrees forty-twminutes east six north thirty-on- e
degrees twenty-seve- n
fifty-nin- e
east
hundred and sbfr-flfeet north minutes
a stone thirty-fou- r
east twenty-tw- o
by nine by four the right bank of Nutrias river on a thousand and eighty-onhundred
thence
sixty-si- x
feet,
south
on
M.
"16
two
Cor."
minmarked
twenty-onnorth
minutes
size
inches in
course north seventy-threfeet;
degrees twenty
degrees forty degrees
minutes west
north side with earth mound two and and fifteen minutes east. Variation of east twelve hundred feet north utes west six thousand and seventy-eigfeet; south forty degrees fori-flv- e
one-ha- lf
minutes
feet high from four pits needle thirteen degrees east. At six eighteen degrees forty-twfeet; north eighty-eigdegrees minutes
west seventy-on- e
o
huJred
r
twenty-twfifty-foand
twelve
twenty-fouthirty-eighundred
three
east
minutes
east,
miles from southwest corner of said
by
eighteen by
degrees brty
feet to corner feet; north' eighty-tw- o
inches deep. At seventeen miles , Grant a stone thirty-threby thirteen feet to corner number one, place of hundred and thirty-tw- o
hundredeet:
corner falls in oy ten incnes in size marKea "o M beginning, containing one hundred and number one, place of beginning, con- minutes west thirty-on- e
place for true
degrees twenty-tghone hundredths taining
inaccestwenty-fou- r
los
de
hundred and south twenty-foCaballos
Cor." on west side with stone mound eight and forty-fou- r
Laguna
minutes west thirteen hundred tat;
twenty-fou- r
sible. At sevetneen miles six chains two and one-hal- f
and twenty-seve- n
feet high. At six acres: also excepting:
south forty degrees forty-si- x
milter
links a stone eighteen by miles eleven chains and thirty links LAND AT CANONES:
and ninety-twacres; also excepting:
west one thousand feet; south sevtfy-fiv- e
Lands adjacent to the village of
twelve by four inches in size, marked change course.
degrees forty minutes west ht.
Beginning at corner number one, a
"W. C." on north side with stone
Thence north eighty-eigh- t
degrees boulder stone eighteen by eleven inhundred and sixty-eigfeet; nrtls
feet high; and
mound two and one-hal- f
at
corner
one
number
Beginning
minutes east. At six miles,
twenty-fiv- e
minutes ist
"1 B." with posts six identical
degrees
marked
thirty
ches,
same being witness corner for place for thirty-fiv-thirty
with corner number
e
of thirty-tw- o
chains and thirty links,
hundred and fifty let;
by six inches scribed "Cor. I Tract B." Brazos Valley lands which iseight
seventeen mile corner which falls in
at the south seventy-thre- e
course.
change
whence
corner
Chama
number
degrees flfen.
one,
t
lake. At seventeen miles twenty-eighend
of
the
course
of
eighth
foregoing minutes east five hundred feet;
seventy-sevedegrees Town Site, bears north four degrees
n$h
chains and ninety-twlinks, the mouth andThence north
of
Brazos Valley lands, a seventy-on- e
thou- description
degrees fifty minutes fc"
thirty minutes east. At six miles and five minutes west thirty-fou- r
of the Laguna de los Caballos the westlava stone eighteen
twelve
by
by
e
chains, change course. sand three hundred and twenty-fou- r
ft;
ern boundary call of said grant. At and seventy-twtwelve inches marked "8 E." and "1 eighteen hundred and seventy-fivThence north forty-fiv- e
degrees flfty-sei- n
degrees and feet, a pine fourteen inches in diame- F." whence a pine eighteen inches in north thirty-eigby forty-fiv- e
eighteen miles a stone twenty-siminutes
east
seven
minutes east. At
miles ter scribed "X. B. T. I. B." bears north diameter scribed "X B. T. 8
thirteen by ten inches in size, marked
E. I. F" north seventy-on- e seven thousand fet;
min- bears north twenty-seve- n
degrees
degrees thirty-seve"18 M. Cor." on north side with a stone sixteen by twelve by ten twenty-fiv- e
fifty-sevdegrees
east fifty-foinches in size marked "7 M. Cor." on utes west twenty-nin- e
hundred fe;
and eight-tenth- s
f
mound of earth two and
minutes west seventy-on- e
feet; south twenty-thre- e
forty-ff- e.
degrees
four pits west side with stone mound two and feet.
from
feet high
thence
seventeen
stuth
degrees four- minutes east seventeen hundred fe;
one-hal- f
seven
feet
At
miles
high.
r
r
sixty-fouThence
twenty-founorth
by twelve
eighteen by
degrees teen minutes west, twelve hundred and to corner number
chains and thirty links, twenty-one- .
one, place of begu
miles sixty-fou- r
inches
At nineteen
minutes east, twenty-fou- r
deep.
thirty feet; south eight-fiv- e
degrees five
course.
containing seven hundred and s;
hundred and seven feet, north eighty-on- e minutes west two thousand and thirty-fiv- e iling,eighty-foua stone twenty by eleven by ten change
r
and
hundredths acres: aUThence north eighty-siinches in size marked "19 M. Cor." on
degrees
degrees nineteen minutes east,
feet; south seventy-si- x
degrees PYPPntinir lnnla In TTnnnii U
Vol
north side, with earth mound two and east. At eight miles a stone eighteen seventeen hundred and seventy-fiv- e
twenty-on- e
minutes west fifteen hunley;
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits eight- by twelve by ten Inches in size mark- feet; south fifty-fiv- e
dred feet; south fifty-fiv- e
degrees, fifty-fiv- e
degrees Lands in
Upper Brazos Valley:
een by twenty-fou- r
n
minutes west
by twelve inches ed "8 M. Cor." on west side, with minutes east two thousand feet; south twenty-fou- r
fiftyfeet twenty degrees forty minutes east
Beginning at corner Tmmher nn ni.
hundred feet; south thirty degrees
deep. At twenty miles, a stone twenty-si- mound of earth two and one-hal- f
line 9 of Brazos Valley tract thirteen;
hundred feet; south four de- twenty-thre- e
by thirteen by four inches in size high from four pits eighteen by twenty-f- -six
minutes west thirty-eig-minutes east sixty-eig- hundred feet; north fifty-nin- e
marked "20 M. Cor." on north side our
by twelve Inches deep. At grees forty-twdegrees uuiiuicu aiiu iiiu ijr uireu , uuu seven- f
nine miles a stone seventeen by ten
anH throe
hundred and sixty-eigh- t
with mound of earth two and
feet; thirty minutes west one thousand and tenths feet north one
minutes west from corner number eight
feet high from four pits eighteen by by ten inches in size marked "9'M. north eighty seven degrees thirty-fiv- e thirty-seve- n
defeet; north twenty-on- e
minutes west; twenty-twtwenty-fou- r
hun grees; twenty-si- x
minutes west five of that tract, thence south eighty-eigby twelve inches deep. At Cor." on west side with mound of
chains a earth two and one-hal- f
feet high from dred and twelve feet, north seventy- - thousand two hundred and eighty feet; degrees fifty-sevminutes east twen
twenty miles and twenty-nin- e
minutes north twenty-on- e
nunared and eighty-thre- e
feet:
seven min- ty-olarge boulder marked "T. A." on north four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by eight degrees twenty-twdegrees
west twenty-fiv- e
hundred and fifty-on- e
side. At twenty-onutes west seventeen hundred and sev- south one degree three minutes east
miles, a stone twelve inches deep.
twentv-fiv-e
thirty-onnorth five degrees fifty minutes enty fe t; north thirty-eighundred feet- - north elchtv.
by twelve by twelve inches
Thence north eighty-eigh- t
degrees
degrees feet;
n
east
fifty-si- x fifty-thrthree
in size, marked "21 M. Cor." on north east. At nine miles and
thousand
north
minutes west
fifty-fofeet;
minutes
degrees
east
eight
hunforty chains,
f
minutes west dred feet; north eighty-seve- n
twenty-fiv- e
side with earth mound two and
hundred and seventy-thre- e
degrees fifty-eigh- t
degrees
change course.
two thousand and seventy-fiv- e
feet high from four pits eighteen
feet; eight minutes east ten hundred and and three-tenth- s
feet; south seven
Thence north eighty-fou- r
teen degrees fourteen minutes eas
degrees thirty-tw- o
by twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. east, at ten miles, a stone degrees north thirty-nin- e
south forty-fiv- e
feet;
fifty
degrees
eighteen minutes west nine hundred and fifty- At twenty-twhundred and thirty feet; north
miles, a stone thirteen
eight minutes east one thousand feet; twelve
twe'lve by ten inches in size mark- five
forty-thre- e
one degree three minutes east thirteen
north
feet;
fifty-sevesouth
degrees,
by twelve by ten inches in size, marked by
six
minutes
degrees
minutes west forty-fiv- e
"22 M. Cor." on north side, with earth ed "10 M. Cor." on west side with forty-seveand seven-tenteast twenty-fiv- e
hundred and ten feet; hundred and thirty-thre- e
two and one-haof
feet hundred and
mound two and one-hal- f
feet to corner number one, place
fifty feet; north twenty- - south eighty degrees fifty-thre- e
feet high from moundfrom earth
mintwenty-ffour
high
pits eighteen by
nine degrees twenty-seveminutes utes east sixty seven hundred feet to of beginning, containing one hundred
four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by our
by twelve inches deep. At ten east thirty-sihundred and nineteen corner number one, place of beginning, and thirty-fiv- e
twelve inches deep. At twenty-threacres; also excepting:
miles six chains and sixty links, feet; to corner number one,
place of containing fifteen hundred and eleven Lands on Rio Nutrias:
miles, a stone twelve by ten by ten
course.
s
beginning, containing fifteen hundred and
inches in size, marked "23 M. Cor." on change
acres; also excepting,
Beginning at corner number one, an
s
Thence north fifty-on- e
north side with mound of earth two
degrees and and seventeen and
acres; Lands adjacent to Tierra Amarilla:
old post in mound of stone, identified
and one half feet high, from four pits thirty minutes east. At ten miles and also excepting:
Beginning at corner number one a as the second angle point of Boundary
chains, change course.
eighteen by twenty-fou- r
by twelve seventy-siLANDS ADJACENT TO PLAZA DE stone twenty by twelve by ten inches Survey of Tierra Amarilla Grant, eastr
inches deep. At twenty-foumiles a
Thence south seventy degrees east
BRAZOS:
marked "I. H." whence a pine eighteen erly from second mile monument, from
stone twelve by ten by ten inches in At eleven miles a stone twelve by
inches
in diameter bears south seven- which a boulder eighteen by ten by
size marked "24 M. Cor." on north side twelve by eight inches in size marked
corner
a
number
at
one,
Beginning
ty-four
minutes eight inches marked "I-- e at the "Pre-sita- ,"
degrees forty-tw- o
f
with earth mound two and
"11 M. Cor." on side facing line run boulder stone sixteen by eight by four
bears south thirty-fivwest
degrees
a
forty feet; pine fourteen inches
feet high from four pits eighteen by with earth mound two and one-hal- f
inches marked 4 M. I. D. whence,
minutes
east six hundred and
forty
In
diameter
twenty-fou- r
bears
north
twenty-fou- r
of
Summit
of
Brazos
twelve
Cliffs
At
Peak
inches
bears
from
feet high
four pits eighteen by
by
deep.
fiftV-Sifeet. whlrh atone
minutes east fifty-thrdegrees thirty-seve- n
twenty-fiv- e
miles, a stone ten by ten twenty-fou- r
by twelve inches deep. At South eighty-eigh- t
degrees forty-eigh- t
from corner number two of Tierra Amthence
twelve
south
feet;
degrees arilla tract heretofore
by ten inches in size, marked "25 M twelve miles a stake three feet by minutes east, monument on sharp
described south
fifteen minutes east thirty-eighunCor." on north side, with mound of three by four inches in size marked point of hill bears south eighty-eigh- t
fifteen degrees forty-tw- o
minutes east
e
dred
forty-ninand
south
feet;
f
r
fifty-fouforty
two
earth
and
minutes west Plaza
feet high from "12 M. Cor." on side facing line run degrees
one
thousand
hundred
and eighty-nin- e
forty
x
fifteen
west
minutes
twenty-sifour pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
de Brazos about six hundred feet degrees
by with earth mound two and one-hal- f
thence north fifty degrees
hundred and forty feet; north thirty-fiv- feet;
twelve inches deep.
t twenty-sifeet high, from four pits eighteen by northeast;
e
minutes west two thousand
thirty-sevedegrees twenty min feet; south twenty-seve- n
miles, a stone thirty-thre- e
by fourteen twenty-fou- r
Thence south eighty-thre- e
by twelve inches deep.
degrees utes west, thirty-sidegrees west
x
hundred
feet;
by nine inches in size, marked "26 M.
hundred north
Thence south sixty-tweight thousand seven hundred and
degrees east. thirty minutes east twenty-sififty-tw- o
minutes
fifty
degrees
Cor." on north side with stone mound At twelve miles sixty-fou- r
chains and and forty feet; north six degrees west one thousand feet; north eighty-si- x forty feet; west four thousand eight
two and one- - half feet high. At twenty- nun
hundred feet; south seventy-on- e
decourse.
thirty minutes east, twenty-thre- e
sixty
links,
change
degrees four minutes west thirteen
seven miles, a stone eighteen by
dred and fifty feet; north fifty-twde hundred
west
minutes
ten
grees
thousand
thirty
o
eighty-eigh- t
Thence
desouth
seventy-twsouth
feet;
degrees grees twenty-tweighteen by twelve inches in size,
minutes west; twelve
minutes west four feet; west three thousand six hundred
grees thirty-nin- e
marked "27 M. Cor." on north side, and ten minutes east.
hundred
north
feet;
twenty
degrees
At
degrees
thirteen
miles
hundred
and
a
stone
twenty-onnorth eighty de- and fifty feet; north sixty-tw- o
fifty
feet;
with stone mound two and
f
twenty-si- x
minutes east two thousand
four
in
inches
seven
size
west
one thousand twenty minutes west nine thousand six
eighteen
by
minutes
grees
by
feet high. At twenty-eigh- t
miles a
forty-fiv- e
and
one
north
hundred and twenty-fiv- e
feet;
degree
feet; south
marked "13 M. Cor." on side facing forty-on- e
stone thirty-siby twenty-fou- r
minutes east thirteen hun- and nine hundred and fifty feet; north seven hundred and fifty feet; south
by fifminutes sixty-fiv- e
teen inches in size, marked "28 M. line run with earth mound two and dred feet; north five degrees twenty-fiv- e thirteen degrees thirty-fou- r
east one thousand feet; north thirty-on- e
degrees ten minutes east
feet high from four pits eightCor." on north side, with earth mound one-hal- f
minutes east twenty-on- e
hundred
minutes east four thousand seven hundred and
degrees forty-nin- e
by twelve inches and three feet; north seventy-eigh- t
two and one-hal- f
feet high from four een by twenty-fou- r
deforty feet; south fifty-eigh- t
seventy-seve- n
twenty-twpits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
minutes west twenty-fiv- e south sixty-tw- o hundred and sixty feet,
by twelve deep.
fifteen
minutes
east
grees
three
At
forty-eigh- t
minmiles
thirteen
and
degrees
eighteen
inches deep. At twenty-nin- e
hundred and fifty-on- e
miles, a
feet; south
and fifty
e
hundred feet; thousand five hundred
stone thirty by twenty by sixteen chains, change course.
seven hundred and fifty feet south utes east twenty-onfeet; south eighty-tw- o
degrees fifty
o
thirty-twsouth
forty-fiv- e
degrees
Thence north seventy-siinches in size, marked "29 M. Cor." on
t
e
twenty-eighdegrees
degrees west eighty-ninhundred and minutes east four thousand one hun
north side with stone mound two and and thirty minutes east. At fourteen hundred and thirty feet; north eighty-eigh- t minutese east twenty-fiv- e
seventy-fivfeet
to
on
line 9 of dred and ten feet; north eighty degrees
one-hal- f
point
feet high. At thirty miles a miles a stone twenty by twelve by
minutes east
degrees fifty-fou- r
tract last above described thirty, minutes east four thousand four
stone thirty-thre- e
hundred and thirty two Ensenada
by eighteen by eight three inches in size marked "14 M. thirty-eigh-t
seven
e
hundred
feet hundred and fifty feet; north sixty-seve- n
Cor."
on
side
inches in size, marked "30 M. Cor." on
facing line run with feet to corner number one, place of north twenty-on- e and thirty-fivdegrees twenty minutes east six
x
twenty-sidegrees
north side, with mound of stone two earth mound two and one-hal- f
feet beginning, containing eight hundred
two hundred feet; south i
thousand
west
minutes
corner
from
number sixty-eigf
and
feet high, from which a high from four pits eighteen by twenty-f- and eleven and ninety-fiv- e
one hun- seven of
degrees east five hundred
that tract; south four degrees and
dredths acres.
by twelve inches deep.
pine twelve inches in diameter bears our
four feet; south eighty-sininety
twenty-eigtwenty-seve- n
east
minutes
east thirty-silinks distant, and a pine
At fourteen miles thirty-fou- r
east
This tract joins the tract last above
chains
three thousand six hundegrees
hundred
and
forty feet to corner dred and
fourteen inches in diameter bears and fifty links change course.
described on its southern side; also number one,
feet; north fifty-fothirty
conof
place
beginning,
south forty-fiv- e
hunThence north sixty-tw- o
degrees west one
and excepting:
minutes east four
degrees forty-fiv- e
degrees
e
eleven
hundred
seventy-threand
taining
dred links distant. At thirty-on- e
miles forty-fiv- e
minutes east.
thousand
At fifteen LANDS IN BRAZOS VALLEY:
and
ninety-tw- o
feet; north
four-tentexand
acres; also
a stone sixteen by sixteen by ten miles, a stone thirteen by ten by ten
seventy-tw- o
degrees east two thousand
cepting:
inches in size, marked "31 M. Cor." on Inches in size marked "15 M. Cor."
one hundred and twelve feet; north
Beginning at corner number one
Lands on mesa between the Rio twenty-fou- r
noith side with mound of stone two on side facing line run, with earth Identical with corner number one of
degrees fifteen minutes
Chama and Rito Nutritas:
f
and
feet high. At thirty-twwest one thousand six hundred and
mound two and one half feet high tract last above described.
miles, a pine tree sixteen inches in di- from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r
Beginning at corner number one fifty feet; north twenty-seve- n
degrees
Thence south nine degrees twenty
ameter marked "32 M. Cor." on north
by twelve inches deep. At fif- minutes west sixty-tw- o
and identical with corner number ten of (27) east three thousand five hundred
hundred
side from which a pine twelve inches teen miles and forty-nin- e
Ensenada tract; corner number three and sixty-fofeet (3564) to corner
chains forty-si-x
defeet; south seventy-thre- e
or the Parkview tract and corner num- number one,
dein diameter bears north forty-threof beginning, cone
change course.
e
twenty-threthirty-ninplace
east
minutes
grees
grees west one hundred and Bixteen
Thence south seventy-tw- o
hundred and fifty feet; north ber three of the Brazos Valley tract taining eight hundred and thirty-eigh- t
degrees
links distant, and a pine six inches in east. At fifteen miles and fifty-eigs
described, a lava stone sixteen and
thirty-eigh- t
acres; also excepting:
minutes above
degrees fifty-thre- e
dediameter bears south twenty-seveby nine by eight inches marked "3 F. 3
the
of beginning of the east fifty-fou- r
hundred
chains,
place
north
feet
at
Lands
Vado:
the
El
x
G." whence, a pine eighteen inches in
links distant. At survey of said Tierra Amarilla Grant eighty-seve- n
grees west ninety-sidegrees eight minutes diameter
corner
at
number one, a
thirty-thre- e
Beginning
3
3
,B.
scribed
"X
T.
G."
F.
miles, a stone twelve by and containing five hundred and
east ten hundred and fifty feet; south
n
twelve by eight inches in size marked
bears north
sand stone twenty-si- x
ten by nine
degrees
by
twenty
thousand five hundred and fif- forty-fiv- e
minutes
degrees eight
"33 M. Cor." on north
side, with teen and fifty-fiv- e
east one thousand feet; south fifty-seve- n minutese west eighty feet; thence, south inches marked "I. L" from which cor
hundredths
acres
twenty-onmound of earth two and one-hal- f
feet according to the survey thereof;
degrees seven minutes east ner number fifteen of Parkview tract
degrees six minutes east twenty-fiv- e seventeen hundred
and seventy feet:
high from four pits eighteen by twenty-ften
and
hundred
and
south
Excepting,
reserving
feet;
eighty south twenty-on- e
excluding
our
bears north
twentv- - theretofore described
inches deep. At from this decree all that portion
by twelve
degrees
fifty-thre- e
sixty-seve- n
east
minutes
of
the degrees
six
thirty-thresixty-tw- o
minutes
miles and seventeen chains said above described tract of land
east
forty-fiv- e
hundred
minutes
nine
east
degrees
hundred feet; north one degree
e
forty-fou- r
a stone thirty by eighteen by eighteen which is situate in the State of Colo- three minutes west
thousand nine hundred and
feet; north thirty-tw- o
four thousand feet; and forty-fivinches in size marked "S. W. Cor. T. rado, and also the
minutes west twenty- - seventy-tw- o
degrees forty-fiv- e
feet; the southeast corner
following described south eighty-eigh- t
degrees twenty-twnve nunarea and seventy-fiv- e
A." on side facing grant, with mound tracts of land.
feet: of house of Juan Martinez bears north
o
seventy-twwest
minutes
hundred and north sixty-tw- o
of stone four feet high, same being the
degrees twenty minutes west
degrees eighteen min sixty-fiv- e
defifty-thre- e
feet; north forty-fou- r
e
southwest corner of said Tierra Ama- CHAMA TOWNSITE:
hundred feet: one hundred and ninety-eigfeet;
thirty-eigh- t
minutes east fifty-fiv- e utes west twenty-ongrees
south thirty-on- e
thence north seventy-seve- n
rilla grant, from which comer a pine
degrees forty-nin- e
degrees
at
hundred
and
five
corner
number
feet;
a
Beginning
seventy
one,
minutes west seventy-seve- n
twenty-fbu- r
inches in diameter bears sand stone twenty-tw- o
hundred eighteen minutes west three thousand
by twelve by north eighty degrees one minute west and
south ten degrees west one hundred nine inches marked "S. W.
sixty feet; south thirteen degrees feet; south twenty-seve- n
degrees sixhundred and fifty two feet;
T. S." from twenty-fiv- e
thirty-fou- r
teen
links distant, a pine twelve inches in which the south west corner
two
west
minutes
minutes
thousand
one
west
thousand
feet;
six
minutes
south
of the
degrees thirty
diameter bears south twenty degrees Round-hous- e
hundred and fifty feet; south thirty-thre- e
of the Denver & Rio west twenty-thre- e
degrees four south seventeen degrees seventeen
east two hundred links distant, a pine Grande Railroad bears north sixty-seve- n feet; north eighty-thre- e
degrees thirty teen minutes west five thousand minutes east one thousand three huntwenty inches in diameter bears south
feet: dred and sixty feet; south nine dehundred and nine hundred and sixty-fiv- e
six minutes east two minutes west twenty-sidegrees
sixty-fivnorth
twenty-thre- e
minutes east eighteen
forty-fiv- e
grees twenty-si- x
degrees east two hundred thousand and thirty and
corner
to
degrees
number
feet
one, place
forty
hundred feet; south twenty degrees
links distant. Point of bluff bears north feet, a pine ten inches in diameter of
west
minutes
seventeen
hun
hunbeginning, containing sixteen
dred feet; south seventy-on- e
de forty-thre- e
minutes east one thousforty degrees west about twenty scribed "X. B. T. S. W. T. S." bears dred and seventy-on- e
and fifty-thre- e
forty-fiv- e
fifty-fou- r
and
thirty-eigh- t
chains distant. South end of prominent north fifty-seveminutes
west
south
grees
feet;
hundredths
also
one
degrees
twenty-eight
acres;
excepting:
degrees
mesa bears north fifty-thre- e
hundred feet; south thirty-eig- forty-eigminutes east fifteen hundegrees minutes west, ninety-thre- e
Chama Valley adjacent to
in
and
Lands
s
minutes west dred and eleven feet; south twenty-nin- e
east about
degrees fifty-sevof a mile disfeet a pine nine inches in dia- the village of Parkview:
seven thousand feet; south seventy-on- e
tant.
degrees two minutes east seven
meter scribed "X. B. T. S. W. T. S."
at corner number one degrees fifty minutes west eighteen hundred
Beginning
and twenty-fiv- e
o
feet; south
Thence from said southwest corner bears north sixty-twdegrees fifty-eig- identical with corner number one of
and seventy-fiv- e
feet; north1 seventeen degrees seventeen minutes
minutes east one hundred and ast above described tract, thence south hundred
on a course east. Variation of neeseventy-thre- e
degrees fifteen minutes east seven hundred feet; south twenty-- ,
s
twenty-fou-r
and
feet.
dle thirteen degrees and thirty-thre- e
nine degrees twenty minutes west sixty-- west five hundred feet; north ten de- three degrees forty-tw- o
minutes west
minutes east. At one mile, a post three
Thence north eighteen degrees forty-tw- o two
hundred and forty-si- x
feet; grees twenty-thre- e
minutes east seven nine hundred and fifty feet; south ten
f
and
feet long, three by four
minutes east twenty-eigh- t
hundred south seventy-thre- e
degrees twenty-thre- e thousand four hundred and fifty-thrdegrees eleven minutes west five thousinches in size, marked "1 M. Cor." on and seventy-fiv- e
hundred feet; south flfty-flv- e
minutes east thirty-nin- e
feet, south seventy-on- e
fifty-tw- o
and two hundred and forty-tw- o
feet;
degrees
west side, with earth mound two and
degrees eighteen minutes east, and fifty feet; south sixty eight de- minutes east two thousand feet; north south forty degrees east six thousand
one-hal- f
feet high from four pits twelve hundred and seventy and
h
x
west
minutes
eight fifty-sigrees eighteen
minutes1 two hundred and fifty-fiv- e
degrees twenty-thre- e
feet; north
deeighteen by twenty-fou- r
feet; south eighteen degrees hundred feet; north seventy-thre- e
by twelve
east seven thousand five hundred and twelve degrees twenty-seve- n
minutes
o
inches deep. At two miles a post three and iorty-twminutes west seven forty feet; north fifty-eigminutes west, twenty-on- e grees twenty-thre- e
three hundred
one
east
thousand
degrees
hundred and thirteen and
h
by four inches by three feet in size,
hundred feet; south fifty-tw- o
degrees fifty-on- e
minutes east twenty-tw- o
hun- and fifty-thre- e
feet; north forty-seve- n
feet to angle corner number six twenty-eigmarked "2 M Cor." on west side, with
minutes west two thou- dred feet; north fifty-fou- r
mindegrees thirty-seve- n
degrees
of railroad depot grounds; south forty sand feet; south thirty-fou- r
mound of earth two and one-hal- f
degrees five
minutes east twenty-thre- e
hun- utes west two thousand two hunfeet high from four pits eighteen by degrees twenty-eigh- t
minutes west, tree minutes west thirty-on- e
hundred dred and twenty-tw- o
feet; north
feet; north forty-on- e dred and twenty-fiv- e
twenty-fou- r
and fif- and sixty feet; south nineteen degrees
minutes
by twelve inches deep. eight hundred and twenty-on- e
degrees forty-nin- e
degrees twelve minutes east forty-on- e seven
teen
e
hundredths feet; north seventy-on- nine minutes west fifteen hundred feet;
At three miles a stake three feet by
hundred feet; north nineteen de- west two thousand seven hundred feet;
three by four inches in size marked
degrees and eighteen minutes south forty-on- e
degrees twelve min- grees nine minutes east fifteen hun- north nine degrees seventeen minutes
"3 M. Cor." on west side, with mound west, nine hundred and fifty-on- e
and utes west forty-on- e
hundred feet; dred feet; north thirty-fou- r
de- east two thousand four hundred and
minof earth two and one-hal- f
degrees fifty-fiv- e
fifty feet; north four degrees forty-fiv- e
feet high eight tenths feet to place of begining, south fifty-fogrees three minutes east thirty-on- e
and ninety-thre- e
hundred and hundred and sixty feet; north flfty-tw- o
from four pits eighteen by twenty-fou- r containing fifty-seve- n
minutes west two thousand four hunutes west twenty-thre- e
defeet; south fifty-eigminutes east dred and fifteen feet; north sixteen deby twelve inches deep. At four one hundredths acres; also excepting: twenty-tw- o
degrees twenty-eigh- t
miles a stone fifteen by seven by LAND IN CHAMA VALLEY:
minutes west twenty-tw- o two thousand feet; south seventy-thre- e grees fifty-thrminutes west four
grees fifty-on- e
deminutes thousand seven hundred feet; north
seven Inches in size marked "4 M.
hundred feet; south fifty-si- x
degrees twenty-thre- e
minutes west seven- east seven hundred feet; north sixty-eig- seven degrees four minutes west twenty-tBeginning at corner number one grees twenty-thre- e
Cor." on west side with earth mound
hundred feet; north fifty dehundred and forty feet; north
two and one-hal- f
feet high from four identical with corner number two of ty-five
degrees eighteen minutes east wo
& Rio Grande Railroad Depot flfty-flv- e
Denver
fifty-tw- o
to
thirty-on- e
r
corner
minutes
minutes east two
number
hundred
feet
grees
twenty-foudegrees
twelve
by
eight
eighteen
by
pits
west two thousand feet; north fifty- - one, place of beginning, containing thousand two hundred and forty-foinches deep, from which a pine eight grounds at Chama station.
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feet to corner number one, place of behundred and
ginning, containing seven
e
hundredths
fifty-foand
acres; also excepting:
s the. Thompson
Lands known
ranch:
Beginning at corner number one, a
sand stone eighteen by twelve by eight
Inches marked "I. M." whence, corner
number ten of El Vado tract last above
dedescribed bears south sixty-tw- o
r
east
ninety-sevetwenty-fouminutes
grees
flfty-flv-

ur

n

hundred

and

flfty-flv-

e

feet;

thence south sixty-sidegrees forty-ninminutes west five thousand three
hundred and eighty-nin- e
feet; south
minutes west
forty degrees thirty-tw- o
hundred feet; north forty-nin- e
thirty-fox

e

ur

degrees

twenty-eig-

ht

minutes west

one thousand feet; north thirty-eigdegrees eighteen minutes east seven
thousand five hundred feet; north
eighty-tw- o
degrees thirty minutes east
tnree thousand one hundred feet; south
five degrees fourteen minutes east two
thousand two hundred and forty-si- x
feet to corner number one, place of beginning; containing four hundred and
twenty-seve- n
hundredths acres; excepting also:
ht

sand seven hundred and two and sevenone hundredths feet; north
forty-nin- e
minutes
degrees thlrty-slwest nine hundred and one and
feet; north forty degrees twenty-on- e
minutes east two thousand nine
hundred and twenty-on- e
and one-tenfeet; north eighteen degrees forty-tw- o
minutes east one thousand six hunfeet
dred and sixty-si- x
and nine-tentto corner number one, place of beginand four-tentning, containing ninety-on- e
acres; also excepting:
Lands of Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Company:
Right o? way for Chama pipe line
feet in width extwelve and one-ha- lf
from
northerly line of Chama
tending
depot grounds in a northeasterly direction five thousand four hundred and
thirty-fiv- e
feet more or less, to a point
on the Chama river, containing three
and nineteen
acres;
also
Right of way of said railroad company on its main line, extending from
ty-eight

x

one-tent-

h

th

hs

the eastern to the western boundaries
of the Tierra Amarilla Grant, being a
strip of land fifty feet on each side of
the centre line of said railroad except
through Chama station grounds, cone
taining three hundred and
hundredths acres; also,
Right of way for Lumber Branch of
said railroad extending from Chama
station in a southerly direction to the
village of Tierra Amarilla, including
right of way to Laws Mill, being a strip
nine-fiv-

Esperanza Mine:
Beginning at corner number one, a
lava stone eighteen by fifteen by twelve
inches marked "I" with post four by
four inches four feet long scribed "Cor.
No. 1 Esperanza Lode," whence corner
feet on each side
number one of Brazos tract hereinbe- of ground twenty-fiv- e
of centre line of said railroad and confore described bears north eighty-nin- e
sisting of one hundred and four and
degrees two minutes west fifty-eigone hundredths acres; also
ninety-si- x
thousand eight hundred and forty-on- e
excepting:
feet; thence north eighteen degrees
Land known as Iron Springs Vega.
minutes east six hundred
thirty-on- e
ht

north

feet;

seventy-on- e
degrees
minutes west three thousand feet; south eighteen degrees
minutes west six hundred
thirty-on- e
feet; south seventy-on- e
degrees twenty-nine
minutes east three thousand
feet; to corner number one, place of beand
ginning, containing forty-on- e
thirty-thre- e
acres; also
twentyi-nin-

excepting:
The depot grounds of the Denver

&

Beginning at corner number one, a
boulder stone fourteen by ten by eight
inches marked "I. C." with cedar post
four by four inches marked "I. C."
whence corner number one Brazos tract heretofore described bears
minnorth thirty-fiv- e
degrees fifty-tw- o
utes east seventeen thousand six hundred and seventy-eigfeet; thence
twenty-nin- e
south eighty-fiv- e
degrees
minutes west six hundred and
thirty feet; south seventeen degrees
forty-seve- n
minutes west seventeen
hundred and forty feet; south seventy-thre- e
minutes east
degrees forty-seve- n
fourteen hundred and fifty feet; north
twenty-fiv- e
mindegrees forty-seve- n
utes east one hundred and eighty-eigh- !.
feet; north twenty-si- x
degrees fifty-on- e
minutes west ten hundred and seventy-eigfeet; north nine degrees fifty-eigminutes east nine hundred and
ninety-fiv- e
feet to corand four-tentner number one, place of beginning,
and four-tentcontaining ninety-on- e
ht

Rio Grande Railroad Company at
Chama.
Station bounded and described as follows. Beginning at corner number one,
an iron bolt, set at a point on line
4
Chama townsite heretofore described four hundred and forty-si- x
and
two-tentfeet south eighteen degrees
forty-tw- o
minutes west from corner
number three of said townsite; thence
south seventy-on- e
degrees eighteen
minutes east seven hundred and fifty
feet; south eighteen degrees forty-tw- o
minutes west two thousand two hunhundred and two and eighty-si- x
dredths feet; south forty degrees
twenty-eigminutes west two thou acreB.
3--
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ht
ht
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"A Spirit in Prison."
experimental Medicine.
A Paris correspondent mentions an
The extraordinary and practical success that has attended the work of anomaly just discovered in that capigovernment-supporte-

d

in-

d

stitutions for the scientific study of
disease and the systematic test of new
methods for the treatment of such
maladies as have hitherto resisted the
efforts of physicians and surgeons is
one of the most striking and promismedicine.
ing features of present-daIn the United States the most important of the few institutions of this kind
is the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research, founded in 1901 by Mr. John
D. Rockefeller. Under this endowment
there is maintained In New York city
a
medical laboratory
where a staff of trained investigators,
free from the cares of routine practice,
hospital work, or teaching, are concentrating their entire attention upon researches which deal with the prevention and cure of disease. As in other
scientific institutions, where effective
organization and adequacy of material
equipment are most essential, remarks
Herbert T. Wade, in the American Review of Reviews, so that at the Rockefeller institute everything has been arranged in order that experimental
medicine may be prosecuted under
conditions most productive of good
y

d

Some of the devices by which Ignorance tries to deceive intelligence are
amusing. The largest coal field in the
United States is that which extends
from Casper and Douglas, Wyo., northward to the Canadian line. Under the
law which provides that coal lands
of certain character and situation shall
be withdrawn from homestead entry,
Investigation of this field has lately
been made by government geologists.
The coal here appears in what is
known as "blanket veins," which lie
nearly parallel to the surface, so that
an outcrop appearing on one side of a
hill Is likely to be found on the other
side at the same elevation. But many
of the ranchers and would-b- e
settlers,
maintaining that "coal lands," under
the law, are only those in which the
coal appears on the surface, have gone
so far as to level the tops of hills to
cover outcropping coal veins, under
the delusion that they could deceive
the geologists.

Italian thrift, which has long

been
known, was brought prominently to notice by the great earthquake and the
So much of th3 foregoing description as precedes the aforesaid ex- generous contributions from the poorest of Italian laborers In this country.
ceptions is a substantial copy of the field notes contained in the United The amount of money sent by money-order- s
States patent for the Tierra Amarilla Grant, recorded in the office of
from this country to Italy has
recorder of the said County of Rio Ar- been steadily increasing for 20 years.
the probate clerk and
riba, New Mexico, in Volume 15A at pages 102 to 130, and also recorded In 1906 it reached the enormous total
in the office of the County Clerk and
recorder of the Coun- of sixteen and a quarter million dollars. A New York banker in relations
ty of Archuleta, Colorado, in Book 5, pages 474 to 492.
with Italians says that of 100 laborers
And the said foreclosure sale and the Special Master's deed there earning 14 cents an hour at railroad-gradinor similar work, 95 will save
under will embrace all the estate, right, title, interest, property, posses
from $25 to ?27 a month, after paying
sion, claims and demands of the said defendants and of each of them
for food, shanty-ren- t
and clothing.
at law
ht

io

io

g

or in equity, and of all persons claiming under them or either of
The stimulating properties of oxy
them, of, in and to all and singular, so much of said Tierra Amarilla
had an unusual test, the ether day,
gen
New
of
is
Grant as situate within the Territory
Mexico, except the sped
in
a
match between two Scotch footfic parcels above, and in the said mortgage and decree, mentioned and
ball teams. "At the end of the first
described as exceptions to the said general description.
half," reports a London newspaper,
"Lochelly looked like a beaten lot, but
TERMS OF SALE.
after the administration of the gas
they played up in wonderfully im
I. The purchaser must make at the time and place of sale and proved form and drew the match. The
before the sale is closed, a partial payment of ten per cent, of the amount men stated that there was a total ab
bid by him, and must also then and there sign and deliver to the Specia' sence of exhaustion, and they felt ca
pable of playing another hour and a
Master a memorandum of sale promising to comply with these terms half."
We may now expect, both teams
of sale and to pay the residue of the purchase money as herein provided ;
being oxygenated beforehand, a footand for such partial payment the Special Master's receipt will be then ball game to last as long as a cricket
and there given; and such partial payment may be by bank draft or game.
certified check acceptable to the Special Master. In default of such
Twenty-fou- r
years is a long time
immediate partial payment, the Special Master will disregard the said for a
ship to be away from Its home
bid and proceed with the sale and accept the bid of the highest bidder port, but that is the record of a whalable, ready and willing forthwith to make immediate payment of ten ing bark that has Just docked in New
Bedford. The vessel left New Bedford
per cent, of his bid.
In 1884, for a voyage around Cape
II. The whole purchase-monemay be paid at the time and place Horn, and since has been engaged
of sale, in which event the Special Master's deed of conveyance will most of the time in whaling in norththen and there be delivered to the purchaser, and such or any payment ern latitudes.
of purchase money may be made by bank draft or certified check ac
The desire to be clean will not be
daunted nowadays. The story comes
ceptable to the Special Master,
from an apartment-housdistrict in
III. The residue of the purchase-moneif the whole purchase New York that on Sunday the friends
money has not been paid at the time and place of sale, must be paid of the tenants visit them in hordes to
to the Special Master, at the office of the Clerk of the said First Ju- use their bathtubs. , The charge is two
cents for a fine hot "wash," and five
dicial District in the City and County of Santa Fe, New Mexico, durcents if towels are provided.
ing banking hours of Thursday the Seventeenth day of June, 1909, and
No iron ore is mined in the province
thereupon the said Special Master's deed will be delivered.
of British Columbia, The only at
IV. The purchaser will be allowed out of the final payment the tempt thereat, at Quasino Sound, Van
amount of any lawful taxes, if any, which were liens on the premises couver island, has been found unprofitable and abandoned. The minine of
sold at the time of the acceptance of his bid and which the said purzinc ore is also practically at a standchaser shall have paid before delivery of the said deed.
still.
y

e
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tal. He is a railway guard and composer, one M. Paul Dupln, 43 years of
age, who has been a musician since
childhood. When he was 12 his family
lost the little money they had and he
started at that early day to earn his
living. He was an apprentice in one
of the humblest berths in a railway
company and then a mere porter at
Rennes. Manual labo,r kept him busy
12 hours of the
day, but at night he
studied music and composed. He has
never had any instruction but what he
gave himself by reading such works as
he could find In the Rennes public library. Until three years ago he had
actually never been able to afford a
concert ticket and had never in his life
heard a full orchestra. He used to
"read" Beethoven's symphonies, having taught himself to make out an orchestra score, but he could not even
play arrangements of them on tht
piano, never having learned that or
any other instrument. "Yet," says the
Paris writer, "Dupin all these years
went on composing.
he is employed in Paris. A friend has made a
present of a piano to his
daughter, who seems to be also remarkably gifted, and his delight is to
hear his own compositions played by
her, as he cannot play them himself."
Behold, "A Spirit in Prison!"
To-da-

The officers and men oFthe battleship fleet are full of praise for the
kindness, hospitality and generosity
shown them during their long cruise
and the visits to foreign lands. One
of them says he was unable to spend
any money during the trip, because
wherever they went no one would take
pay. That certainly was extraordinary,
for as a rule foreigners seem to think
Americans have money to burn, and
the hotel keepers, merchants and
others are quite willing to help on the
conflagration, declares the Troy (N..
Y.) Times. But it may be assumed
that knowledge of the United States
has increased abroad somewhat of late.
Uncle Sam Is a great deal bigger man
In the world's estimation than he was
ten or eleven years ago, and' the nations of the earth are correspondingly
willing to do honor to him and his rep-

resentatives.
The latest feast of the Amherst
alumni in New York is described aa
the biggest and most enthusiastic college dinner ever held in that great
The fact that nearly all
metropolis.
the speechs were of the phonographic order and could be turned on
or shut off by twisting the button
suggests inquiry whether the button
postprandial speeches
hadn't better be dispensed with by
dining organizations and the machine
variety with the open and shut arrangement made use of Instead. The
idea is certainly worth considering.
The law ordinarily has little senti-menyet occasionally its decisions are
based on sentiment alone. A poor
woman haled into a Chicago court for
of rent was noticed to be
wearing a wedding ring and a pair of
cheap earrings. The lawyer for the
landlord demanded them, but the Judge
would not permit him to take them.
"Their intrinsic value Is small, their
sentimental value great. They are exempt," he said. It is a humane and
pleasant view.
t,

JNO. H. KNAEBEL,
Special Master.

Anthony Fiala of Brooklyn, who Is
Did the Carnegie hero medal com
going to look for the north pole, knows mission ever give any thought to some
where It is if he can Just get to it.
of these first robins?
AlfonBO of Spain

is

a fine young

Pity he gets these flighty spells

I

'em

stockln'-bag'-

s

I can't stay
meetin's!"

full, but
home from

Aunt Huldy, called so

I

tell
them

more from

her placid, matronly manner than her
age, was scraping a plate of breakfast
refuse to her chickens. They snatched

it from one another with the greed of

a modern monopoly and gulped It
down with soft, quick clucks of satisfaction. She flicked off the last bit of
friend hominy and went to the fence
to get within range of her neighbor,
Mrs. Dill.
That lady had come out to empty
her dish water around the grapovinps.
She rolled her hare arms up in her
gingham apron and went over to the
low picket fence, where she and Aunt
Huldy had many a fence council.
"You see, I can kill two birds with
one stone," she said. "I can take care
of Rosina's baby and do my mending
at the same time. He sleeps all the
evening I've kep' him two or three
times. lie's a splendid baby, and to
think his grandpa's never seen him!"
"I know it!" ejaculated the other;
"I tell 'em it's a shame!
He a church
member and never speakln' to his only
girl for six years because she married
the son of a man he had a grudge
against! I tell 'em I do' know what
he's made of."
"Well, I don't care," said Mrs. Dill.
"Rosina's done as well as any girl in
this place, if her father has turned
her off. See what a nice little home
they've got. Course it had a little
mortgage, but Will's payin' it off right
along. He works early and late, an'
he's straight as a string, Will Carr
is."
"I tell 'em Rantz Emmett must be
as stubborn as a mule to hold a
grudge so many years."
"Stubborn!
It's no name for It.
Think of a man drivin' his only boy
away to sea an' never readin' one of
the letters he sends! Ross wa'n't a
bad boy either; just a little wild an'
hasty. I alwus think it depends on
yourself whether you rouse the angel
or the devil in your boy."
"Poor Susan! She don't say much,
but that broke her heart An' how
she ever stood it when he turned Ro
Tina off, I tell 'em I don't know!"
"Yes," assented Mrs. Dill. "Susan's
an awful quiet woman, but she's firm
She s come to Rosina's and done for
her, like any mother, but I 'spect
Rantz has been ugly to her for i- tfact, I know he has. But Aunt Huldy"
she lowered her voice to a solemn
whisper "these meetin's are goin' to
fetch Rantz Emmett!
He's got to
give in to the Lord. Susan Emmett's
been prayin' the heart out of her, an'
the Lord ain't
to turn a deaf

ear!"
She wiped uff a stray tear with the
corner of her apron. The other shook
her head doubtfully.
"I do" know," she said. "His face
looks so white an' set in the meetin's,
I tell 'em it 'most scares me to look

at it"
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REUNITED BY
A REVIVAL

Mrs. Dill gave a triumphant nod.
Roslna and her husband were a litat the meeting that night
The Philadelphia Inquirer protests tle late
One of Mrs. Dill's boys had come in
against sending the liberty bell on
on the train from an adjoining village,
wild west exhibition circuit." But and she had waited to
get him well
has the bell ever been injured during started on his supper before
going
one of these jaunts? Our impression over.
is that Philadelphia caused these suc"I ain't got time for more'n a bite;
cessive cracks In the glorious old her- I don't want to miss that song servald of freedom.
ice,' he said, as he sat down to a
hasty meal. "A stranger got off here
An invention, which, it is said, will
one of them reporters again, down
revolutionize the curing "of meats has from the city, I s'pose. There was a
long piece in yesterday's Times about
been perfected by Cleveland men. Elecour
revival, so somebody told me on
will
to
be
cause
used
the
salt
tricity
the
train."
to penetrate the meats and thus pre-pa"Reporter, eh?" said his mother,
them for the market in
off to her evening's mission.
the time the present method re starting
"Well, I hope there'll be an extry
quires.
good meetin to report" Somehow she
For years and years it was the cus was full of joyful expectancy, as she
hurried over to Rosina's, her arms
tom of the Naval academy to make the
filled with mending and her mind and
"plebes" walk on the extreme edge of heart with thoughts and prayers for
any street or pathway in the Naval her neighbors and friends.
academy grounds. Now a "plebe" is
Being late, the Carrs slipped quietly
free to walk where he may.
into the first pew in which there happened to be two vacant seats, well
It is suggested that a portion of toward the door. Opposite
they saw
Alaska be set apart as a perpetual prethe reporter of whom Mrs. Dill had
serve for the woolly yak. If there be told them.
The church was full of people. The
no objection on the part of Alaska or
fame of the Tumsawogue revival had
of the woolly yak, let it be so ordered

The shah of Persia's brother has
V. The Special Master is not required to send any notice to the
A New York woman shot and killed been abducted.
Is it now up to the
purchaser, and if he neglects to comply with the terms of sale and to pay a man with an "unloaded revolver." shah to produce the kidnaped constituT
i
i. IX
and receive his deed as provided, he will be charged with interest on ian i u aDout ume mat a bill was tion in lieu of ransom?
passed compelling all people who own
the whole amount of his purchase.
Campbell (Mo.) rejoices in the posrevolvers to keep them loaded?
session
of a citizen named Cashdollar.
VI. The biddings will be kept open, after the property is struck
What
name for a senatorial primary
a
has
out
Somebody
figured
that Eve
off, and, in case any purchaser shall fail to comply with any of the spoke only 63 words in the Garden of candidate!
above conditions of sale, the premises so struck off to him will bo Eden. It goes without sayinsr. then.
Germany has sent out a call for
again put up for sale under the direction of said Special Master, under that Adam spoke only 52.
billions of eggs, but evidently the
these same terms of sale, without application to the Court, and such
"What the working girl wants is the hens can't read or haven't heard it.
defaulting purchaser will be held liable for any deficiency that may ballot," says an ardent suffragette. If Some
doctor says he has discovered
exist between the sum for which said premises were struck off upon the bo, she is not vocal about it, at all a serum
for the paresis germ, No
and also, for events.
sale and that for which they may be sold on the
rounder should be without it.
1

posite seat leaned forward, surveying
the scene apparently with lntene interest and sympathy.
The old man essayed to speak, but
his throat seemed dry, and no words
came. One trying minute he stood
there unable to utter a word, while
Br MRS. EVA HORTON
the air about him pulsated with sympathy. With a great effort he cleared
his throat, and the words began to
(Copyright.)
come, slowly at first, then pouring,
"Coin' to meetin'
driving, rushing like an avalanche.
'"Fraid I can't
"Hrethren," he said, "I've been a
"What's to hender?"
Pharisee of the Pharisees. I thought
"I've been every blest night for two I could be a Christian and hold hate
weeks, and Jason and the boys are all In my heart. I 'spected God to forgive
out at the elbows. I've got to stay me, 'thout
my forglvin' them that
home long enough to get 'em mended wronged me. I let
my ha'sh feelln's

J

The fleet is home and so are the
prophets who predicted disaster for it'

spread through the surrounding country, and people living within driving
distance came from all directions.
The whole community was drinking
in that air of God which made their
vices nauseate them.
A Portuguese sea captain rose to
give his testimony. Then at a signal
from the leader they all sang "I Need
Thee Every Hour" with bowed breads.
When Rosina Carr lifted her eyet she
saw, standing in a pew a short distance ahead, shaking like an aspen
leaf and holding the pew in front to
steady himBelf, her father. There was
a hush of awe, a thrill of expectancy
throughout the room. Many a woman's head went down upon the pew
before her. The soul of the whole
community had for weeks joined in
prayer with Susan Emmett for her
husband.

Rosina began to shake, until her
husband put his calm, quieting hand
oa her arm. The reporter in the op

toward a weak human bein' plzen my
heart to the hull o' God's children. I
let my hard feelin's fill me right up
to the brim. They shut my lips in
prayer meetin'; they made a beast of
me in my home. Nobody knows how
mean an' contemptible an' ha'sh an'
domlneerin' I've been 'cept Susan
here" he turned his eyes to his
wife's; she was looking straight and
steadily into his face, her lips smiling
and quivering, her whole face shining
with inward emotion.
"I sat where I could see her, full
face," said Aunt Huldy, telling Mrs.
Dill of it the next day, "an' I tell 'era
I don't never expect to see a face
look liko that again till I git to

heaven!"
At sight of his wife's face Rantz
Emmett's lips broko into a tender

smile and his whole face worked with
the force of his feeling.
"God!" he groaned. "What divillsh
thing is there left that I ain't done?
I've drove my only boy away from
home by my ugliness; I've turned my

"Brethren," He Said, "I've Been
Pharisee of the Pharisees."

a

back on my only girl an' refused to
let her come home; I've harried the'r
mother's life out of her 'cause she
wouldn't shove 'em off as I done. The
devil's pulled me right along, but he's
got me to the end o' my tether, an'
now God's goin' to git hold!" He
lifted his wet eyes and turned them
upward solemnly.
"Lord, I've wandered far from Thee far, far but
I'm comin' home! comin' home! com-ihome!" His voice died away in
tenderest cadence in the perfect hush
of the room.
"There's no place like home," said
the leader softly, "and there's no
home for any soul but in the heart of
God!"
He paused, and the reporter was
on his feet
"I shall never cease to thank God
that I came here
he said.
"I have come a long distance. I found
my Saviour a few months ago in far
Australia "
n'

A smothered cry escaped Rosina's
lips, but none came from Susan's;
she slid down on her knees and hid
her face in her hands, the joy in her
heart almost suffocating her. The
stranger's voice broke a little, but he
went on: "I may seem like a stranger
to you, but most of you know me.
When I got religion my first thought
was to see my mother. I'm Ross Emmett, and I, too, have come home!"
"Well," said Aunt Huldy, telling her
neighbor of it next day, "they wa'n't
no more meetin after that Rosina
slipped over to Ross, an' they both
went an' knelt by Rantz, and everybody sung 'Praise God from Whom
All Blessings Flow,' an' when they got
through Mr. Cockerlll says, 'Sing it
again,' an' they wa'n't satisfied with
that, but they sung it the third time."
"You'd ought 'o seen Rantz with the
baby," said Mrs. Dill. "They all come
home with Will and Rosina. The
baby'd Just woke up he alwus wakes
up good as a kitten an' was slttin'
on my lap wrapt up in his cradle blanket Rosina caught him off my lap
an' held him up to Rantz. She was
as excited an' happy she didn't know
whether she was on her head or her
heels. 'It's grampa! she says, 'Kiss
grampa, blest!' an' Rantz held out his
hands, an' the baby put up his, an'
give a lurch right into the old man's
arms. I stole away an' left 'em by
themselves, soon's I'd shook hands
with Ross. Don't he look fine! Susan
can't take her eyes off him a minute.
T' think Tom an' I was so sure he
was a reporter I"
"They say Ross ain't goin to stay.
He's got a good business out
there,
an' he's goin' back aagin. I tell 'em
it's hard for SuBan to have the family
separated again now," said Aunt
Huldy.
"Susan can stan' that sort of sen.
aration easy, after the sort she's rtoo4
for years. It's separation of hearts
that kills a woman I" said Mrs. Dt3J
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GREAT ESSENTJAUS OF

BURYING A FILIPINO

clean, but the younger, somewhere
between three and five, was clad in a
slip of filthy pink
single
cotton, which draped itself at a coquettish angle across his shoulders and
hung down an inch or two below his
protruding little tummy. His smile,
which was of a most engaging nature,
occupied so much of his countenance
that it was difficult to find traces of
the pride which actually irradiated the
other two.
My curiosity was enough to make
me turn and follow them to the church.
There the body wis deposited on the
floor at the rear, just below a door in
the gallery which led to the priest's
house, or convento. The bearers squatted on their heels to waity while a
sacristan went to call the priest. The
dead man's son reverently put on his
clean shirt while the youngest urchin
sucked his grimy thumb and continued
to smile at me.
Presently a priest came through the
door and leaned over the gallery, followed by two sacristans, one of whom
carried a censer and the other a bell.
The censer bearer swung his implement vindictively In the direction of
the corpse, while the other rang an
chime on the bell. At this
all the babes fell on their knees. The
priest muttered a few lines of Latin,
made the sign of the cross and instantto another chime of
ly disappeared
bells and a final toss of the censer.
The bearers picked up the coffin and
the little procession went on its way
to the cemetery. The ceremony lasted
less than two minutes, but it cost
three out of my five pesos.
This incident illustrated perfectly
the friendless condition in which most
poor Filipinos live. Filipino lower
class people are gregarious, but not
social. They are averse to solitary
rural life and tend everywhere to live
in villages, but they visit little with
each other and seem very indifferent
to the cordial relations which bind
our own laboring classes together. In
the same yard with the dead lavandero lived at least ten or twelve other
families, yet no one could be found to
accompany him to his grave save two
little playmates of his son.
If the poor are fond of display the
rich outvie them. The pomp of a
rich man's obsequies finds its beginning while he is yet alive, when the
padre goes in state to administer extreme unction. His vehicle, a gilt
coach which resembles those of the
seventeenth century, is often preceded
by a band, while within, the priest, arrayed in embroidered vestments, receives with unsmiling grandeur the
genuflections of the crowds in the
streets. After the epidemic of surra
had made a great scarcity of horses In
the Philippines, the padre's gilded
equipage had to be drawn by a cebu,
bull
a very small and weary-lookinThe specimported from
tacle of this ambling animal, the lumbering gilt coach and the padre in all
his glorious raiment was not one to be
soon forgotten.
When the rich man dies there is
generally a wake of extremely noisy
variety, and a pretentious funeral. Five
o'clock in the afternoon seems to be
a favorite hour for this. In the rainy
season, when the sodden clouds hang
low in the sky, when the whole world
is drenched and dripping and the old
gray church is starred with candles,
which do not illuminate but only serve
to dot the gloom, the occasion is lugu
brious enough. Fresh flowers are lit
tle used, but immortelles and stiff, set
designs accompanied by long streamribbons attest the
ers of
courtesy of friends.
dead are burled
These upper-clas-s
in niches, or ovens, such as are found
in the old cemeteries of New Orleans.
The cemetery, which is not usually
owned by the municipality, but by the
church, is surrounded by a brick or
stone wall six or eight feet high, surmounted by a balustrade of red baked
clay in an urn design. The coffin
niches are in this wall and are ar
ranged in tiers of four and five. The
top of the wall makes a fine promen
ade around three sides of the Inclos-ure- ..
In the center there is generally
a mortuary chapel, where the final
words are said and from which tiled
walks lead out to the niches in the
walls. The plan is a very pretty one,
and if the cemetery were kept in good
condition it would be beautiful. But
ordinarily they are dirty and neglected; and in the open ground between
the chapel and the walls the poor peo
ple are rolled into graves so shallow
as to be shocking to a Christian imagination.
The receptacles in the wall are rent
ed by the year and if the tenant's sur
viving family are not prompt with the
annual dole the body is taken out, the
bones cast ruthlessly over the back
fence and the space once more declared for rent.
When the Americans first came to
the islands there was a great heap of
bones at the back of old Paco cemetery right in the heart of Manila, but
such things cannot exist for long under American supervision, and I doubt
if at the present day such a bone pile
could be found in the islands, though
in my time I have seen dozens of
them.
(Copyright, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
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QUEER FUNERAL ETIQUETTE
THE PHILIPPINES.

IN

Matters of Sickness and Death Are
Solemn to the Minds of the Islanders, Yet They Appear
Peculiar.

BY MARY H. FEE.
(American TeacHer in the Philippines.)
Filipinos are punctilious about many
things concerning which we have
passed the extremly punctilious stage.
Some of their strictest observances
are in the matters of sickness and
death.
The sick have what we would consider a "hard time." To begin with,
they are immured in rooms from
which, as far as possible, all light and
air are carefully excluded. In a tropical climate, where the breeze is almost
indispensable to comfort, the reader
may imagine the result. Then all their
relatives, from far and near, flock to
see them, crowd the apartment and inI
sist upon talking incessantly to keep
UPPER AMZOf f?VPi f
them from becoming lonesome. When
the sufferer finds this insupportable
ments, and added another word to the and
gives up the struggle to live, the
rubvocabulary. From this date India
whole
clan, out to the last connection,
ber was more and more an article of
set about preparing their mourning.
commerce; it served many purposes,
woman makes a lack dress and
but it also balked the inventors in Every man
ties a band of black cloth
every
many directions In which they had around his white coat sleeve.
hoped it might be applied. ExperiIf there be a wake it is noisy enough
ments were constantly being made; to
the Irish. Our eastern
even the incorporation of sulphur had
friends resemble the Irish also in their
been tried, but it was not until 1839
love of a fine funeral. To go to the
(hat Nelson Goodyear, in the United last resting place escorted by a band
States, hit upon a practical method of and with all possible ceremony seems
combining rubber with sulphur so as to make even death acceptable to
to retain all its good, unique properthem.
ties, while losing those that had made
Among the very poor this ambition
it hitherto unsuitable. This process
is quite disproportionate to their rewas called vulcanization.
sources. The percentage of infant morRubber India rubber is a definite
tality, owing to poor nutrition, is es
chemical combination of carbon and
pecially high; yet babe after babe,
hydrogen, expressed by the (propor whose mother unwittingly starved it
tionate) formula C5 H8, or CIO H16. to death, is given a funeral in which
It is a whitish solid, opaque, scarcely the baby carriage hearse is preceded
7
reacted upon by the ordinary solvents, by a local band, and hired mourners
but forming fluid or gelatinous masses stalk solemnly behind the little coffin
oils. instead of the
with the ethers and the coal-ta- r
mother, who is due, by
All this refers, of course, to the chemthe rules of etiquette, to remain at
ically pure rubber. It will also melt home.
and burn. Physically, rubber will
In Manila funerals resemble our
stretch, and when tension is released own, save that the hearse, be it white
its mass returns to the original posi- for a child or black for adult, is drawn
tion and form. Unfortunately, how- by stately caparisoned horses, at the
ever, rubber in the pure state has bridles of which stalk men in eighTIPPMC A MUBBFR
three awkward qualities; It loses this teenth century court costumes, which
StEXlCO.
CHAPte,
distensibility at certain degrees of include huge shoe buckles, black silk
Rubber is one of the great essentials heat and cold, it softens under heat, stockings and powdered wigs. The
of modern industrial life. With iron and has a great tendency to stick to carriages flock behind with little preor steel, with copper, and with glass itself or to other masses of rubber tense of order and at a much sharper
it may be compared in the diversity with which it is brought in contact. pace than Is customary with us. The
of its use; it has the advantage over Now, these three qualities of rubber populace Is, however, most respectful,
these, and may be compared in this as refined after entering the market rich and poor alike removing their
latter respect to corn, wheat, and the from the tropical forests are overcmoe hats while the funeral cortege is passnecessary foods, in that it is capable when it is mixed with sulphur that ing.
of eternal reproduction if mankind will is, vulcanized. It can then be molded
In the provinces where there are no
but apply to its cultivation his ex- into various shapes and still remain hearses a funeral consists usually of
distensible.
The degrees of tempera- a coffin carried on the shoulders of
perience and scientific knowledge.
which it retains these four men and followed
ture
between
of
by a straggling
There is scarcely a device
daily
are very much wider concourse of mourners. If the corpse
qualities
good
commerce into which rubber does not
are be that of a child, it not
enter as a necessity, and yet in the apart, so that climatic changes
infrequently
manufactured
less
felt
the
product,
by
lies, gorgeously dressed, upon the blue
annual statistical publication of the
an
of
and consequently rubber articles
cushions of a
and
department of commerce and labor
New born
of the infinitely more varied type can be
baby
carriage.
Commerce and Navigation
Vulout from the factories.
babes are buried in tiny little coffins
United States the student will look turned
canized rubber is therefore the subcovered with pink or blue muslin
in vain for the word "rubber," and
stance really implied ordinarily by the usually pink. The Filipinos say that
the
not until he examines the word or
word alone.
when a child dies its pure little soul
phrase "indiarubber," "India rubber,"
"India-rubberto
"
will he be able
goes straight to "Gloria," wherefore it
or
Max Pemberton's First Book.
is much to be congratulated upon leavgee how vast and important is the subMax
Pemberton's first book was ing this abode of sorrow for one of
ject before him. This conservatism
if the term may be here applied is called "The Diary of a Scoundrel," and unending happiness, and only gay festraceable throughout all the literature he had the usual trials and tribula- tive music is used at its funeral. The
local bands play solely by ear, making
of all the libraries of the English-speakin- tions with it. Soon after its publicaworld. The aboriginal native tion he received a letter from a firm the most of whatever music they hear
solicitors complaining
sung or whistled in the streets, with
word describing the substance first of
discovered by the early Europeans was that he had grossly libelled a client of the result that strangely inappropriate
pronounced but theirs. The publisher of the book was selections are used on these occasions.
cahuchu, probably
This in a state of alarm, and Mr. Pember-to- n At the first child's funeral I ever saw
caoutchouc.
into
corrupted
surely
took the bull by the horns and the band was playing "A Hot Time in
lanthe
into
has
word
latter
spread
guages of Europe. In French it is the went to see the lawyers. He was at the Old Town," and a friend to whom
related this fact assured me that at
same word; in German the only modi- once shown into the principal's room.
'Your client claims to be the original the first one he ever saw they were
fication is to substitute a k for the c,
and in Russian nearly the same change of this picture, doesn't she?" the au- playing "I Don't Care If You Never
Come Back." But this seems too
takes place. To be sure tho Spanish thor asked.
"She does," was the reply.
uses frequently the word goma, equivfortuitously happy to be true, though
"Have you read the book?" contin
it is quite within the possible.
alent to our gum, and this is made
When I had lived in Capiz (a town
more specific by adding the adjective ued the author.
the
has
on
I
and
the
the north coast of the island of
haven't."
Portuguese
"No,
elastica,
word borracha, but caucho is com"Is there any trouble about the age Panay) a year or two my lavandero
mercially well understood, as might be of my characters and the lady you (washerman), died, and his widow,
supposed from the first association represent?" was Mr. Pemberton's next pointing to a numerous progeny, bewith the source of supply. Rubber, or question.
sought for an advance of five pesos
for
India rubber, however, is undoubtedly
ask?"
do
necessary funeral expenses. She
the
exclaime4
you
"Why
wanted ten, but I refused to countethe term which will continue to be em- lawyer.
ployed in English to distinguish this
"Because," said Pemberton,
"my nance such extravagance. She did not
indispensable product of the tropics.
character happens to be seven years seem overcome with grief and her plea
of numerous offspring was really
Caoutchouc directly explains the old."
descent of the gum and its adoption
The lawsuit fizzled out, but the book valueless, for, if anything, they were
into arts, but India rubber embraces did not sell, and Mr. Pemberton de- all better oft than before. Her lord
not only this history but conceals one clares to his positive knowledge that had been only a sham washerman, any
of the romances of the industries. there was only one copy ever bought way, collecting the garments for her
Travelers and it is said Columbus by anybody, and that was by a friend to wash, delivering them and pockethimself was one of them noticed that ot his. The friend asked the boy in ing the returns, of which he gave her
the Indian inhabitants of America, the book shop for "The Diary of a as small a moity as would sustain life
and spent the rest in the cock-pit- .
thought then to be an unkonwn por- Scoundrel."
Funerals in the country, where
tion of the Indies, played ball with a
"Humph!" ejaculated the boy, look there are no preservatives, take
curious substance grown in the primi
place
is
"I
that
the per
suppose
up.
very soon. The lavandero died at
tive forests and prepared according ing
sonal experience of the author, ain't
dawn, his widow made her levy on me
to native ways. This substance was it?"
before seven o'clock, and coming home
also made into shoes; it formed
that afternoon I met the funeral In a
protective coating for garments, and
Plants Grow In Darkness.
thickly-shadelane. Local tradition
from it were made bottles which could
While many plants close their petals disapproves of near female relatives at
be squeezed together so as to eject the
This substance was or fold their leaves as oarkness ap- a funeral, so the dead man's escort
llnuid contents.
called caucho in some parts of Amer proaches, the testimony of most sci consisted only of the four bearers and
to the effect that none cease three small boys, all under 11 years of
ica, and the gatherers were caucheros; entists is
to
were
grow. A series of experiments was age. The coffin was one in general use
called
in other parts the gatherers
made in the east with
rented for the trip to the cemetery.
bottles
of
and
the
recently
of
the
shape
because
plants, such as asparagus, let Once there the body, wrapped in its
the uses to which the Portuguese saw
tuce, radisnes ana tne like, with a petate (straw mat) would be rolled
them put, seringeiros, syringe-meFrom this origin the India prefix of view of ascertaining whether the into a shallow grave. The four
dirty and were chewing betel
the word is derived. At first the gum growth continues at night with as
as during the day. The nut as they trudged along under their
goma elastica, according to the Span great rapidity
that, while the burden. Behind them came the dead
ish, was merely a curiosity; it was result determined
continual with most plants, man's son appareled in a pair of blue
imported into Europe and studied growth is means so
rapid during the denim trousers.
His body, naked to
chemically with great interest; it it is by no
was made into tubes and put to prac- dark hours as during the light. There the waist, was glistening brown after
tlcal use in the laboratory. But in 1770 are, however, many exceptions to this, a bath, and he carried under one arm
the English chemist Priestlwy recom not a few plants being nocturnal and a fresh laundered camisa, or Chino
mended the use of the gum for effac growing more and faster during the shirt, of white muslin, to be put on
Ine the marks of the lead pencil. It night than in the daytime. These, when he reached the church. His two
rubbed out these marks and was, however, are usually tropical, and upporters were the brothers of my
therefore, a rubber. It became more their habitat is commonly in dense muchacha, who lived in the same yard
even during the daynd evidently had convictions about
widely known as experiment shon ed its forests, where
amount of light is able standing by a comrade in misfortune.
no
dlscovtime
great
1823
Macintosh
in
and
value,
The elder, a boy of seven, was fairly
tred the method of waterproofing gar to penetrate.
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The gown at the left is of lilac tulle made up over white liberty. The
low neck of th corsage is bordered with a ruche of tulle, lined with a soft
liver ribbon. A similar ruche, but wider, forms the skirt trimming.
The little tucker is of white mousseline de sole. The scarf is of the same,
starting at the left side of the girdle and fastening at the right shoulder. The
other end is fastened at the left shoulder and again at the waist with a paste
buckle.
The wide corselet girdle is of lilac liberty. On the front of the corsage
is a shower bouquet of pink roses.
The other gown is of black tulle, embroidered with corals, trimmed with
a fringe of corals, and made up over white liberty. The revers are of white
liberty, edged with pink velvet, and over these are little pointed revers of embroidery.
The chemisette, or tucker, is of white mousseline de sole or tulle, trimmed
with lace insertion; the knot is of black liberty ribbon. The little close-fittin- g
sleeves are finished with the coral fringe and ornamented with knots of the
black ribbon.
The long tunic skirt is slashed open over the underskirt of white liberty.
EXTENSION

TO SHOPPING BAG.

MAKES

A

PRETTY TRIMMING.
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Coquelin's Stage Fright
One fine day, just as I was walking
on, I got the trac (blue funk), and
could not speak my lines. I turned
hopelessly and with pleading eyes
toward the leading lady, who could not
go on with her part until I had spoken;
but, for all help, she hissed at me from
between her teeth: "Parle done, petit
animal!" Of such was the "encouragement" I received on one memorable ocin London
casion. Reminiscences
Telegraph.

idea of Practical Value That Will Be Nothing Better Than the Popular
French Knot to Add Distinction to
Welcomed Idea Capable of
Development.
Gingham Frock.

novel shopping bag is made in
exquisite leather with the usual clasp
and handle, but having an added
length that when the shopper starts
out with her bag empty is folded up
and clasped to the side of the bag.
After the regular supply of small purchases has been made and the accumulated samples threaten to overflow and burst all bounds the extension side is unclasped without even
opening the bag, which becomes twice
its original size. Indeed, it would
hardly be straining a point to consider
It, in its extended condition, a
bag, for if the finest of night
dresses were used and the daintiest of
traveling helps they could all be got
in without a doubt.
A look at these leather shopping
bags will show the clever woman how
the idea could be developed in broad
sash ribbon for a fancy work bag that
would hold little or much in the way
of embroidery. In making the ribbon
bag the buttoning up of the extension
side would have to be rather complete
three enameled buttons at least
would be required to hold the wide,
soft ribbon in place.

The girl who is never without a
serviceable shirtwaist frock of fine
checked gingham can give hers an artistic and distinctive touch by trimming it with the French knot so popular this season.
Any one who can make a French
knot can do this simple embroidery
either directly on the frock itself or
on specially prepared bias bands. All
sorts of conventional designs are used,
which can be copied from books oil
cross-stitcembroidery, or even bead-

A

h

ing patterns.
The one essential is that the light
squares are worked with a
silk and the dark squares with
white or a light tone of the shades

one-nig-

dark-colore-

d

used.

A heavy twisted embroidery silk is
used, or if much work is done, regular
crochet silk will be found cheaper.
The knots must be flrmlv made and
all must have the same number of

twists.
It is also important to work them
all in the same direction, that is,
bring
the needle up at the same corner in
each square and take it down in the
diagonal corner every time. Hold the
thread taut with the left hand after
HERE IS PRETTY NIGHT DRESS the twist is made and the needle is
being pushed through the material;
Princess Slip Useful.
The wardrobe of nearly every girl"
will boast of a princess slip this summer. It will prove an exceedingly useful garment and is designed for wear
wnn irocKs or net and sheer trans-

parent materials.
It will be fashioned from flowered
silk, soft messaline in all the pal
tones, or from lawn or mercerized materials.
It is cut on long graceful lines and
fits the figure snugly. When worn exclusively with net or mousseline frocks
for evening it is usually made with
elbow sleeves and a low rounded neck.
But when worn with day frocks long:
tight sleeves and high neck may be
utilized.

.

There may be a plaited or gathered
flounce finishing the skirt put on with
a heading of heavy lace insertion, al
though in these days of scanty skirts a
deep hem would probably be more in
This is a pretty idea for a simple
night dress. It would need to be made
np in a fine quality material.
Insertion is laid on in a pretty pattern in the front; the fulness is then
drawn up at the neck and set to a
narow band which is edged with lace.
The sleeve is drawn into a narrow
band, covered with insertion, to which
a frill of soft lace is attached.
Materials required: Five and
yards 36 inches wide, six yards
insertion, 1 yards lace.

order.
The slip 1b fastened down the back
with small flat crochet buttons.

To Prevent Chafed Heels.
Women with narrow heels frequent-- '
ly have trouble with ready made footwear. The shoe rides up at the heel
and a painful blister occurs, which effectively cripples one for the time being. This is especially true of low
shoes.
one-haTo prevent it with your next pair
cut a few inches from a piece of old
velvet, or get a bit of velvet ribbon to
fit between the heel and the shoe. It
can be either tacked into place or
"Good Luck" Belt Buckles.
buckles id silver, in Japanese pasted. This renders the heel comBait
Next International Congress.
which signify good luck fortable without lessening the size of
The" next international congress for characters,
and
long life, are exceedingly good the shoe, which is the disadvantage of
the discussion of appliances for refrig- looklog.
the felt sole.
erating will be held in Vienna in 1910.
i
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